NSW ICAC EXHIBIT

INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRUPTION

STATEMENT IN THE MATTER OF: Op Dasha
PLACE:

ICAC

NAME:

Warren Farleigh

DATE:

1/11/2017

States: -

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence which I would be

prepared, if necessary, to give in Court as a witness. The statement is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief, and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in
evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I hav~ wilfully stated in it anything
which I know to be false or do not believe to be true.

2. I am

years of age.

3. I am currently employed at the Canterbury Bankstown City Council ("CBC") as
the Team Leader of Urban Planning. Prior to the Proclamation of 12 May 2016, I
held this position at the former Canterbury Council.
4. My role and responsibilities surround the management of a team of planners. My
team deal with strategic planning matters that effect council. This includes
undertaking planning matters in accordance with the Local Environment Plan
("LEP") and planning research. As part of my function, I assist in reviewing
planning matters with other staff members. Staff then complete their research and
repo11 back to me with their findings or recommendations.
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5. I have obtained Bachelor of Town Planning from the University of New South
Wales. After completing my university degree, I went to work for the NSW
Department of Planning in 1984.
6. In about 1987 or 1988, I gained employment at Hurstville Council as a town
planner to about 1994. From 1994, I was employed at Randwick Council to 2000 .
when I gained employment at CCC.

Canterbury City Council Planning office

7. Marcello Occhiuzzi ("Occhiuzzi") was the director of planning up until late 2014
when he resigned. After his resignation Spiro Stavis ("Stavis") became the
Director from 2015.

8. Whilst I worked for Occhiuzzi, I observed that the team within the planning office
worked in a professional manner. Occhiuzzi was professional and he co~sidered
the matters before him in an objective manner. From my experience, I found that
the team, which included Tom Foster, Lisa Ho and Allan Shooter worked within
the norms of my experience and expectations.

9. My experiences changed after Stavis began his employment. Stavis's approach to
planning was significantly different from that of Occhiuzzi. Stavis appeared to
have an overly facilitative approach towards developers.
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10. I found that this approach and the level of interaction that Stavis took to be not
one I had experienced to such an extent before in my working life.

11. Council on 26 July 2012, resolved to endorse the Canterbury Local Environmental
Plan ("CLEP") 2012 and forward it to the Department of Planning and
Infrastructure (the Department) for finalisation.
12. The CLEP 2012, was subsequently gazetted on 21 December 2012, and came into
force on 1 January 2013.
13. The CLEP is a consolidated instrument that set the height, FSR and Zones for
areas within CCC area. 998 Punchbowl Road was initially zoned R3, 8.5 metres
with a FSR of0.5:1.
14. As part of the draft CLEP 2012, exhibition process, Council received numerous
submissions, a number of which requested the rezoning of land or variations to
planning controls.
15. Running alongside of this instrument, the council was undertaking a Residential
Development Strategy ("RDS")
16. Detailed consideration of these submissions made to the exhibited draft LEP was
deferred to the RDS process so that the draft LEP 2012 could proceed to
finalisation without the need for re-exhibition and the consultants engaged to
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undertake the RDS (GLN Planning) could provide Council with an independent
assessment of these submissions.

998 Punchbowl Road - Punchbowl
Exhibit 1: I have been shown and produce Planning Proposal from Mr Ian
Dencker of Inner West Town Planning for 1499 Canterbury Road Punchbowl
dated 14 May 2013.

17. A Planning Proposal ("PP") submission by Inner West was provided to council
and was considered by planning staff. The submission sought the FSR be
increased to 2.5:1 and a maximum height 18 metres be applied. I am aware that
the proponent for this location was Charlie Demian.

18. A Council Planning report of the draft RDS was submitted to Council for
consideration in the October 2013 Council meeting.

Exhibit 2: I have been shown and produce document headed Extraordinary
Council minutes dated 31 October 2013

19. I am aware that on 31 October 2013, the Draft Canterbury Residential Strategy
was endorsed before council with changes. These changes effected a number of
locations within the council area.
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20. In relation to the site at 998 Punchbowl Road, the RDS recommended there be no
changes

to

te

existing

planning zoning

and

planning

controls.

This

recommendation was reflected in the officer's report to the Extraordinary Council
Meeting of31 October 2013.

21. The planning recommendations for 998 Punchbowl Road concluded that the FSR
for that site should be at 1.5: 1.

22. Councillors Hawatt and Nam moved a motion that the land at 998 Punchbowl
Road be rezoned to a R4, FSR 1.8:1 and to a height of 15 Metres. This motion was
successful.

23. A planning proposal was prepared to facilitate the rezoning of this site, along with
a number of other sites, as per the resolution of Council from the 31 October 2013
meeting. Internally this is referred to as the RDS planning proposal.

EXHIBIT 3: I produce and hereto attach letter re residential strategy
outcome to Mr Ian Dencker dated 3 December 2013

24. As a result of the resolution by council this letter was sent to Mr Dencker.
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I

25. The RDS planning proposal was duly exhibited following receipt of a Gateway
Determination. During that exhibition a submission was received which sought an
increase to the exhibited height and FSR (1.8:1 to 2.2:1)

I

I

I

26. The officer's report to Council at the October 2014 meeting on the exhibited RDS

I

planning proposal recommended, in relation to this site, the proposed rezoning be

I

proceeded with, the exhibited height of 15 metres be proceeded with but that the

I

FSR should be reduced to 1.5:1.

I

27. The resolution of Council however was to increase the FSR to 2.2:1. This was a
significant increase to that recommended in the officer's report. After this time the
preparation of the planning proposal (RDS) took place.

EXHIBIT 4: I produce and hereto attach City of Canterbury Business Paper
and extraordinary council minutes dated 2 October 2014

28. This site was then ~ffectively extracted from the RDS planning proposal and a
separate stand-alone planning proposal for just this site was then prepared and
submitted to the DoPE for a Gateway Determination.

29. The planning proposal was returned to Council by DoPE seeking support and
justification for the height and FSR being sought.
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30. Peter Annand of Annand Associates was engaged to perform the Urban Design
Review.
31. In our view the Urban Design Review was to be independent of Council and the
proponents. The Urban Design review should not be swayed either by councillors .
or developers arid there should be no financial or commercial connection between
the reviewer and the proponent.
32. The inclusions of diagrams or other statistics used in reports may be sourced from
the proponent's plans or research however this should be analysed for accuracy.
Furthermore the request from the DOPE outlined that the review should be done
with strategic merit in mind. Strategic merit should include for consideration the
area and locality to transport, shops, medical services and what impact on the area
a development would have.
33. It is my understanding Annand was invited to CCC for meetings where he would
meet with Stavis. I do not know whether the proponents attended any of these
meetings. Planning staff were not always present, and if so not necessarily for the
entire duration of the meeting.
34. I do not specifically recall attending any meetings with Stavis and Annand on this
matter
35. By this time Tom Foster ("Foster") had taken primary carriage of the matter. The
meetings including Stavis and Annand without the relevant project officer being
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·
present was unusual. Note that I was on leave for the period 26 February to 25
March 2015 .

EXHIBIT 5: I produce and hereto attach draft Urban Design Report with
handwriting dated March / April 2015
EXHIBIT 6: I produce and hereto attach final Urban Design Report final
version dated March/April 2015

36. The draft version of Annand Urban Design Report ("UDR") contains handwriting
which is that of mine and that of Foster's. We were provided with this version to
review it and make corrections.

37. This Annand report outlined that the proponent sought to increase the permissible
FSR from 0.5:1 to 2.2:1. Annand found that the uplift in height to 15 metres was
appropriate, however, the proposal was not able to be supported at the sought FSR
of 2.2: 1 as it represented an over development. Further, it failed to accommodate
the Roads & Maritime Service ("RMS") road widening. I generally agreed with
this review.

EXHIBIT 7: I produce and hereto attach email headed 998 Punchbowl Road
dated 18 August 2015 at 10:13 am

Signature \ : : ? ~ ~
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EXHIBIT 8: I produce and hereto attach email headed 998 Punchbowl Road
dated 18 August 2015 at 11.05am
EXHIBIT 9: I produce and hereto attach email headed 998 Punchbowl Road
dated 26 August 2015 at 9.29 am
EXHIBIT 10: I produce and hereto attach email headed 998 Punchbowl
Road dated 26 August 2015 at 11:31am
EXHIBIT 11: I produce and hereto attach Urban Design Review by Annand
dated August 2015
EXHIBIT 12: I produce and hereto attach letter from Craig McGaffen from
DDC Urban Planning who were acting for Statewide Planning re increase of
height and FSR for the site dated 26 October 2015.

38. It is my understanding that upon realising the extent and implication of the impact
of RMS road widening on the site the proponents sought further increases in
height (to 25 metres) as well as an increase in FSR to 2.8:1 to "compensate" the
perceived loss of development potential.

39. Annand was separately engaged to look at the implications of both of these
requested increases.
40. Annand outlined in his report that the now proposed height and FSR could be
argued to be acceptable in the circumstance. I did not agree with this conclusion.

- _ · __
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41. There were other qualifying conclusions· in the Annand repmt which may have
impacted a final design for this site. These however were never tested as they
went beyond the brief of his engagement.
42. In my view development of the site at 2.2: 1 represented an overdevelopment of
the site and a poor planning and design outcome. A FSR of 2.8: 1 and height of 25
metres represented a worse outcome.

43. There is no strategic merit at this location. I do not consider it a gateway to
Canterbury. Access to public transport is poor, along with access to retail and
other services.
EXHIBIT 13: I produce and hereto attach December 2015 Annand UDR
Report

44. I have read this report and do not agree with its conclusions.

45. I have known Annand since the late 1980's early 1990's and professionally our
paths have crossed a number of times since. I have always found his work to be
of a professional standard. I agreed with the findings in his first report in relation
to this particular site.
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46. The later Annand review was out of context and inconsistent with his initial
review and findings. The FSR sought is substantial and significantly above what I
would have thought reasonable for this location. Same for the proposed height.

47. I am aware that Annand had some work within CCC. I did not speak to him
directly to enquire if he had been told or encouraged to change his last report to
support any particular position.

EXHIBIT 14: I produce and hereto attach 2 draft reports to council for the
17 March 2016 council meeting Dated 10 March 2016

48. About 10 March 2016, A report was drafted to council for the 17 March council
meeting. This report was largely prepared by Tom Foster with my assistance as
his direct supervisor, and then further reviewed by Dawson. Prior to this report
being placed into the business papers, final review and authorisation rested with
Stavis (as the Director).

49. The report drafted by Foster presented information in a form that gave Council 2
options to consider and did not make any specific recommendation.
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I

I

50. I spoke with Foster about the contents of his initial draft report and we both

I

agreed that was the only way we could write the report with the recommendations

I

contained therein to give the Council options to consider.

I

I

51. This draft report contained two options for councillors to consider. The first

I

option was to allow the council and councillors to consider that a height of 15

I

metres with a FSR of 1.5: 1, was appropriate given the available information

I

I

52. On this report is some red handwriting which is that of Stavis. He made these
comments in writing after the report was submitted for review. I disagreed with
the requested amendments to the report which presented to the Council only one
argument and one specific recommendation which supported the claims of the
proponent. The recommendation was one not supported by either Foster or
myself. We both disagreed with the direction taken by Stavis.
53. However this option and the supporting information in Foster's report was asked
to be removed only allowing only one alternative proposal to be voted on, which
was attributed to Annand's final report of December 2015.

54. I was aware that Dawson had spoken with Stavis regarding this PP and others
expressing her objections, however, these objections were apparently not listened
to. I did not separately raise my objections to Stavis as Dawson had already done
this .and she was my direct manager and he held significant seniority over me.
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55. I am aware from discussions with Foster that he had kept his draft report and had
stored it in his drawer.

56. On 17 March 2016, council resolved, on being moved by Hawatt and seconded by
Azzi, in favour of the alternative proposal. This motion was successful.

57. On the basis of Council's resolution work commenced on preparing a revised
planning proposal to show proposed height of 25 metres and a FSR of 2.8:1 and
a R4 zone.

58. This revised planning proposal was never submitted to the DoPE as it was
overtaken by the Administrator's Minute of 26 July 2016. There was no further
work undertaken on this matter from that point on.
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PART 1 - OBJECTIVES OR INTENDED OUTCO 'ES
This Planning Proposal (PP) seeks to facilitate an amendment to the Canterbury Local
Environmental Plan (CLIEP) 2012 to allow a residential flat building to be erected on
the property known as 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl NSW 2196 with a maximum
floor space. ratio (FSR)

or

2.5:1 and a maximum height of 18 metres. A master plan

prepared by Urban Unk (UL), accompanies the PP.
It is important to note that thJs planning p.rop0$al relates only to a proposed amendment
to the Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 (CLEP). It is not a development

application nor does it consider specific detailed matters that should form part of a
development application. This ptanning proposal seeks to address all relevant matters
that relate to the 1Planning contrOls to be amended {or introduced).
The proposed amendment to the CLEP will be a stand-alone component of the

development process. Inner West Town Planning is confident that the proposed
planning oontrols suggested by the PP and accompanying master plan are acceptable

as a planning. outcome appropriate in relation to the subject site, regardless of any
subsequent determJnation of any future development application.

Sufficient information has been provided by both IWTP and UL to enable an

assessment of the proposal to be undertak.en. The master plan is outlined separateiy in
the Appendix in greater detail.
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PART 2 - EXPLANATION OF THE PROVISIONS
The PP seeks to increase the maximum height and floor spaoe ratio, (FSR) provisions
contained in the Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 which ap.ply to the subject
site from the current 8.5m and 0.5:1.
Height is controlled by Clause 4.3 of CLEP which states as follows:
4.3 Height of buHdlngs

{1) The objectives of this dause are as follows:
(a) to establish and main,tain the desirable attributes and character of an area,
(b) to minimise overshadowing and ensure there is, a desired level of solar access and
public open space,,
(c) to support buildjng desjgn that contributes positively lo the streetscape and visual

amenity of an area,
(d) to reinforce important road frontages in specific localrties,
{2) The height of a building on any land is not to ex:ceed the maximum height shown for
the land .on the Height of Buildings Map.
(2A) Despite subclause (2), the height of a dWelling house ·Ot dual occupancy must not
exceed 8.5 metres if the dwelling house or dual occupancy is to be located on land in
Zone R4 High Density Residential.
FSR is controlled by Clause 4.4 of ClEP which states as follows:

4.4 Floor s,pace ratio
(1) The objectives of this dause are as follows:
(a) to provide effective control over the bulk of future development,

(b) to protect the environmental amenity and desired future Character of an area,
1

(c) to minimise adverse environmental impacts on adjoining properties and the public
domain,
(d) to optimise devel·opment density within easy walk of tne railway stations a1nd
commercial centres.
(2) The maximum floor space ratio for a building on any land is not to exceed the floor
space ratio shown for the land on the Floor Space Ratio Map.
INN,ER WEST
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(2A) Despite subclause (2) the maximum floor space ra.tio shown on the Floor Space
Ratio Map for land in the frnlowing zones does not apply to development for the purpose
of a dwelling house:
{a) Zone R2 Low Density Residential,

(b) Zone R3 Medium Density Residential,
(c} Zone R4 High Den$ity Residential.

(28) Despite subdause (2). the floor space ratio for a dual oocupancy on land in the
following zones must not exceed 0.5:1:
(a) Zone R2 Low Density Residential,
(b) Zone R3 Medium Density Residential,
(c) Zone, R4 High Density Residential.
If the PP is supported by Council, apprcpria.te amendments to the CLEP will 'b e
necessary.

INNER WEST
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PART 3 - JUSTIFICATION

SECTION A - NEED FOR.THE PLANNING PROPOSAL
1. Is the planning proposal part of any strategic study or re.port?
The new Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 has zoli\ed the su~;ect site R3
Medium Density Residential and the proposed residential flat building is permissib1e
development

subject

to council consent The

existing service station however

constitutes prohibfted development in the R3 zone .

Council has ·identified Punchbowl as one of the Canterbury LGA town centres that have
recently benefited from Council's ongoing Infrastructure Renewal Program. Council has
been replacing existing footpath paving and will be in.stalling new street furniture and
improving the landscaping throughout Punchbowl .

Council also reports that Punchbowl is home to Council's biggest investment in a
community facility in many years with the completion of construction on the Punchbowl
Community Centre at a cost of $2.1 million. The new Punchbo'WI Community Centre

offers services for babies and toddlers and facilities for senior citizens. Council states
that ult caters to the needs of a dynamic, multi..generational and multicultural population
in our Crty - for both now and well into the future .·
Redevelopment of this important gateway site

wm

con tinue 1he rejuvenation of

Punohbowl and provide an attractive entry into the Canterbury LGA.

2~ Is the planning proposal the best means of achieving the objectlv'8S or Intended
outcomes, or Is there a better way?
The

PP is

the

best

means

of achieving

the objectives/ intended outcomes.

Pr-0gression of a separate PP enables issues raised in any public submissions to be
considered in greater detail, with community consultation specific to the subject site.

INNER WEST
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3. Will the net community benefit outweigh the ,cost of implementing and
administering the planning proposal?

The costs associated with the PP would be relative1y low as these costs rela.te to the
preparation of the document and subsequent LEP. It is considered that the net
community benefit would outweigh the cost of implementing PP.

SECTION B - RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLANNING FRAMEWORK

1. fs

the planning proposal consistent with the objectives and actions

contained within the applicable regional and sub-regional strategy?

The proposal is consistent with the new draft Sydney Metr,opolitan Strategy. A key

focus of the Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney is delivery to achieve growth. The
Department of Infrastructure, and Planning reports that 'Where previous Strategies
have failed to achieve their aims, this Strategy Will be delivered through strong cross
agency and private sector collaboration and ooopera.tion with local' govemment'".
2. Is the planning proposal consistent with the local council's Community
Strategic Plan. or other local strategic pl.an?

The Canterbury Community Strategic Plan's (CCSP) section on ·challenges ~ T rends
and Issues" recognises that "'Some of the trends and issues the City of Cante.rbury

must address ... are: community harmony, population growth, housing density and an
ageing community. Planning for housing, transport and roads is, a challenge in

established areas, there is increasing demand for car and bicycle parking.· The PP will
assist Council in meeting these challenges and is not inco.nsistent with the CCSP.

3. Is the planning p r op o s a I c o n s Is t e n t w Ith a pp II c a b I e s ta t e

en v /ro n men ta I planning pollcles?
There are no state environmental planning policies which would contravene the

PP.

INNER WEST
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4. Is the planning proposal consistent with applicable Min;sterial Directions (S.

117 Directions)?
Consistency

with

the

list of

Directions

{under

section

117{2)

of

the

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 issued by the Minister for
Planning relevant to planning pr,oposals lodged W'i th the DP&I on ,o r aft.er the date

the particular direction was is.sued} is assessed below.

1.3 Mining, Pelroleun ProductiOf'I
od extractive Industries

1 Jul 2009
.1 Enviromienl Protection

..4 :Recreation Vehicle Areas
, . Housing, Infrastructure and
. . rban O.velopro.-nt

1 July 2009 {Except

, or new Direction
,6 - effective 16
201,1

. .1 R8$idenlial Zones

he· PP does not involve

any up.zoning" in

as seeking a greater range· of
esidential uses which would be pennltted . :
oly an Increase in the penniuible FSR and
ight Is. sought wh i ch would enable a
far

ter amount ol residontial development
eneui~ its economic viabir .

.2 Caravan Parks and
anufacttnd Home Estates

.3 HomeOccu

..s lntegra1ing Land Ute and
· ransport

INNER WEST
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,2 Mioe Sub~denee and
1

ol relevan1

nstable Land
.3 Floixf Prone Land

ot relevant
ot relevant

' .4 P lanning for 8ushfirerotection

' . R~ional Planning

1 July ·2009 (Exoepl
' QI' new Direction

A effective 29
ember 2009 &
·redion 5.2
eotrve3Match

' 0·11),

-.1 .-mplementation or Regional
lrat ·es
.2 Sydney Drinking Water
lchments
.3 Farmland of State and
egional Significance on the

SW Fat North Coast
.4 Comme,oial and Retail

1

elopment ak>ng the Padfto
, North Coast
. h
.5 OevelOl)ITleot in the vicinity of
Ralong, Pa,cton and Miltfteld
Cessnock l GA) (RevOked 18

2010

··.e Sydney to canberra Corridor
Revoked 10 J~y 2006. See

' mended 0irection 5.1
,7 Central Coast (Revoked 1o
uty 2008. See amended
·redion s.1
.8 Second Sydne,y Airport:
, adgeryt Cree'k

• Local Plan Mak
.1 Approval and Refemal
equiremer1s

's direction al ows a, PP to be prepated
ided it ts consistent with the obiedive
diredion which is to ensure LE? pr<Wislon
_.._2JU1 ..,ge the efficient and approptlat
SMMment rl devefopnent. Tho PP will no

is direction applies because Council is
ring a. planning proposal lhal is within
area covered by the NS'W Gove,nment'a
w draft Metropolitan Ptan for Sydney. T he
P Is not Inconsistent v..th the 17/erall intent
f the Plan, and does not undennlne lhe
·evement of it, vision, land u• .strategy ,

. icies. outoomes or actions.

-

.
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SECTION C- ENVIRO.N MENTAl , SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT

1. Is there any llkellhood tha.t critical habitat or threatened species, pop.u lations
or ecological communities, or their habitats1 will be adversely affected as a
result of the proposal?

There is no

known

cri,tical habitat or threaten,e<I

species, populations or

ecological communities, or their habitats affected by the Planning Proposal.

2. Are there any other

likely environmental effects as a result of the

planning proposal and how are they proposed to be managed?

There are no other likely environmental effects as a result of the planning pro:posal ,
such as flooding , landslip, bushfire hazard and the like that are not able to be managed

as part of the standard DA process.

3. How has the planning proposal adequately addressed any social and
economic effects?

The Planning Proposal is not expected to ihave any adverse social or economic
effects.

SECTION, 0 - STATE AND COMMONWEALTH INTERESTS
1. Is there adequate publlc infrastructure for the planning proposal?
The changes proposed under this Planning Proposal are considered to be within ·the
capacity of the existing, and future planned upgrades of, public infrastructure.

2. What are the views of State and Commonwealth authorities consulted
in accordance with the gateway determination?

The gateway determination will specify any consultation required with State and
Commonwealth authorities on the planning proposal.

INNER WEST -
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PART 4 - COMMUNfTYCONSULTATION
The Act sets out the community consultation requi rement fo r planning proposals and

these are determined or confirmed by the Department of Infrastructure and p;1anning at
the "Gateway" stage. It i:s considered that it would be pre mature to undertake extensive
consultation with the broader community on this planning proposal before this slag,e.
The Gateway will confirm the scope of additional information that may be requi,red and

the range of agencies .to be consulted.

It is anticipated that the community consultation will provide the full range of completed
technical

and baokground information relating to a site so

tha t interes1ed

parties/persons can make an informed opinion in relation to the planning proposat

INNER WEST
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APPENDIX
Outline of Pro;posed Changes and Masterptan
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1. INT RO DUCTION

The support of Canterbury Council is being- sought for a planning proposal involving
-

making changes to the CLEP so as to allow the construction of a residential flat building

at 1499 Canterbury Road. Punchbowl, NSW .2196 with a maximum FSR of 2.5:1 and
a maximum height of 18 metres. Urban Link (UL) has prepared a masterplan for
the subject site which .accompanies this planning proposal . Below is an artist's

impression of a possible development scenario:

Artist's impression of possible development scenario on the subject site. Note the •gateway·
treatment to this important entry point to the Canterbury LGA and the Punchbowl locality. Th;s
gateway tmstment will have a help rejuvenate this part of Punchbowl. The modest FSR and

height sought Is comparable to the adjoining B5 Business Developmenl Zone across .the road
and Is necessary to make redevelopment possible from an fJCOnomic viabflity perspective.
Redevelopment would also hefp address the issue of the CLE.P non-conforming "24 Seven Fue,servlce station which currently operates on the subject site.
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2. SfTE AND SURROUNDING AREA/CHARACTER ANAL vs,1s
The subject site is Lot 100 in DP719875 (known as 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl.
NSW, :2 196). It is located at the intersecUon with Punchbowl Road. Tot al site area is
2005mi . The subject site enjoys direct access to Punchbowl Park . The subject site and

adjoining properties are not identified as heritage items. The site is well located in terms
of facilities, public transport , schools and services. The site is adjacent to bus stops
used by regular bus services. This particular part of Punchbowl is characteri sed by large
buildings with a mixture of residential and commercial landuses. The site and its
immediate surrounds are identified in the tollo'Wing locali ty map, aerial photograph and

photographs.
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LocsJity Map (Souroe Bing Maps} - Note excellent location .backing onto Punchbowl Park and
with direct access to buses seNing Canterbury end Punchbowl R08(ls and withln easy walking
distance of Punchbowl Town Centre and train station.
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Aerial Photograph of the Subject Site (Source Bing Maps) - Note lhe prominent gateway
location directly opposite the Croalian Club and diagonally opposite Cosmo Lighting.

Subject site currently occ-upied by 24 Seven Fuel. This prominent comer /ocation forms· an

important gateway to canterbury LGA lending itself to special srchiteclursl treatment reflecting
the aspirations of the Canterbury community embod;ed in the new CLEP, CDCP and CCSP..
INNER WEST
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..

J

·The Croatian CJUb· as vif!Wed from the subject s,le (looking wesl}. It Is apparent that Jhis
particular intersect;on of the Canterbury/Punchbowl Roads ·has its own unique character which

offers compelling town planning reeso.ns why suitable redevelopment oouki be undertaken.

The ieonic ·cosmic Lighting" site located diagonally opposite the subject site again
demonstrating the mix of landuses which make up this gateway location to the Canta/bury LGA.
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·car & Commercial Sales and Rentals · located east of the ~tbject site.

PunchboWI Parle as v,ewed from the NE comer of the subject site. 1499 Canterbury Road has
direct access to Punchbowl Park offering the opportunity of signmcant tecrest.ional amenity for
future residents. This is a major plus for the subject site which should not be underestimated.
INNER WEST
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From the above it can be seen that the PP and accompanying masterplan fit in well with

the character of this locality and would effectively complement the bulk and scale of
existing development in this unique part of Punchbowl.

INNER WEST
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3. PLANNING PROPOSAL
The planning proposal (PP) seeks the support of Coun cil for changes to be made to the
CLEP to enable the construction of a residential flat buildlng (RFB) With a maXimum
FSR of 2.5:1 and ma)(imum height of 18m. The proposal is depicted in the masterptan

for the subject site prepared try u:L Which accompanies the PP.
As indicated in the MP the proposed development could provide fo'r a 6 storey RFB

comprising a mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments. The RF8 proposal would observe
all applicable setbacks to both Canterbury and Punchbowl Roads and all rooms 'WOUid
be designed to receive naturaT light and ventilation. Pedestrian access would be vi.a both
Canterbury and Punchbowl Roads. Pedestrian access to Punchbowl :Park would also be
provided

ror residents. Access to all floors would

be provided via two set of stairs and

two· lifts. Off-street parking would be accommodated in a secure basement level carpark.
The proposal would result in the following key development figures.:

Site Area: 2005rn2

.Maximum Floor Space Ratio:
2.5:1
Maximum Building Haig ht: 18m

INNER WEST
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4. STATUTORY CONTROLS

4.1 Canterbury l.ocal Environmental Plan 2012 (CLEPt
The new CLEP applies to all land being identified within the Canterbury local

Government Area. The aims of the CLEP are as follows:
Aims of Plan

(1)

This Plan aims to make local environmental planning provisions for land in

Canterbury in accordance with the relevant standard environmental planning Instrument

under section 33A of the Act.
(2) TIhe particular aims of this Plan are as follows:

{a) to provide for a range of development that promotes housing, employment and
recreation opportunities for the existing and' future residents of Canterbury,
(b) to promote a variety of housing types to meet population demand,
(c) to ensure th.at development is of a design and type that supports the amenity and

character of an area and enhanc-e.s the quality of life of the community,
(d) to create vibrant

town centres by focusing employment and residential uses around

eXisting centres and public transport nodes
(e) to revitalise Canterbury Road by encouraging a mix of land uses that does not
detract from the economic viability of existing town centres,
(f) to retain industrial areas and promote a range of employment opportunities and

servioes,
(g) to promote healthy lifestyles by providing open space that supports a variety of
,l ei$ure and recreational facilities and encouraging an incre·a sed use of public transport,

walking and cyding,
(h) to protect the natural environment for future generations and implement ecological
sustainability in the planning and development process,

(i) to protect and promote the environmental and cultural heritage values of Canterbury.
The planning proposal is consistent with these aims. Below are relevant map extracts

from the CLEP:
INNER WEST
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\
CLEP HOB Map extract - Maximum Building Height 8.5m (I).

CLEP HOB Map extract - Maximum Building Height 1Bm (P) diagonally opposite st.J.bject $ite.
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I

CLEP Land Zoning Map extract - R3 Me<:Jium Density Residential.

CLE.P Land Zoning Map extract - 85 Business Development diagonally opposite subjed site.

INNER WEST
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1

CLEP Floor Spaoe Ratio Map extracl. - Maximum Floor Space Ratio 0.5:1 (D)'.

The proposed development is permissible with the consent of Council as indicated in the
'following extract from the CLEP (highlight by IWTP).

Zone R3 Medium Density Residential

1 Objectives of zone
• To provide for the housing needs of the communtty within a medium density residential
environment
• To provide a variety of housing types within a medium density residential environment.
• To enable other land uses that provide facilities or service s to meet the day to day
needs of residents.
2 Permitted without consent

Home occupations

INNER WEST
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3 Permitted with consent
Attached dwellings; Bed and break.fast accommodation; Boarding houses; Building
identification signs; Business identificabon sl.gns; Business premises: Car parks: Child

care centres: Community facilities : Dual occupancies: Dwelling houses: EnVironmenta l
protection works: Exhibition homes; Flood mitigation works; Group homes: Horne
businesses; Home industri es;

h

sio.g; Neighbourhood shops; Office

premises; Places of public worship; Recreation areas; Respite day care centres;
Restaurants or cafes; Roads; Semi-detached dweHings; Seniors housing: Shops
4 Prohibited

Any development not specified in item 2 or 3
Whilst a residenti.al flat building is permissible with the consent of Council , the existing
service station is prohibi,t.ed in the R.3 zone by its. non-indusion in ~3 Permitted with
consent". CLEP defines a ·service station" as follows:
service station means a buildir,g or ptace used for the sale by retail of fuels and

lubricants for motor vehicles, whether or not the building or place is also used for any
one or more of the following:

{a) the ancillary sale by retail of spa.re parts and accessories for motor vehicles,
(b) the deaning of motor vehicies,
(c) installation of accessories,
(d) inspecting, repairing and servicing of motor vehicles (other than body buildi ng, panel

beating, spray painting, or chassis restoration),
(e) the ancillary retail selling or hiring of general merchandise or services or both.

The relevant development standards of the CLEP are summarised in the table on the
following page.
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Clause 4.3: Height

of SuUdings

Clause 4.4:
e Ratio

Floor

S

Ma,ximum Builcl'i 11g
tte19ht: 8.5m
Maximi.m

f loor

18m

Subj ect to 'PP

2.5:1

Subject to PP

;..;-'0~,5;;...:1_ ___.,___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _,
..c.-R=at;io
Spa,.;;.;i.ce

4.2 - Canterbury Development Control Plan :2012 (CDCPt
The new CDCP contains the following provi sion in relation to non-conforming, landuses
such as the service stati-o n currently located on the subject sit,e .

PAR T ~.8: NON-RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN RESIDENTIAL ZONES
Object,ve
01 . To reduce unreasonable amenity impacts on surrounding residents ca.used by non-

residential uses.
Controls

i. Non·residential development in a reskJential zone will be assessed for its .impact on

residential amenity.
;;, Non -reskJential de velopment in a residential zone will only be acceptable where
adVerse impacts on the amenity of residences in the ;mmedlate area (for example

through traffic generation, parking demand, noise or any other form of pollution that is
incompatible with reskJentlal US/JS)

em avoided or minimised.

ii. Council may impose conditions of consent to minimise any lmpacl on r&sidenffal
amenity ;ncluding limiting the scale of the development, restricting hours of operation or
the like.

Arguably the current landuse "24 Seven Fuet• cannot achieve the objectives and
controls required for non-residential development in the R3 zone and hence servic,e,
stations are prohibited under the CLEP.
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4.3 - Other Relevant Heads of Consideration
The followi ng matters would be subject to any future DA which may be lodged with
Council:

Accus#c Privacy

The proposed development woul d be designed and constructed in accordance with the

Building Code of Australia and all relevant Australian Standards. It is anticipated that an
1

acoustic report would accompany any future DA IM'lich may be submitted to Council.

Safety & Security
The proposal would be designed so as not to not create opportunities for aiminal
activity and is consistent with Crime Prevention Through Environmental De.sign

(CPTED) objectives and principles in respect of natural surveillance. a,ccess control and
private ownership.

Accessibility
The design of the development would fully comply with the relevant acce"SsibfHty
requirements of the Building Code of Australia and all relevant Australian Standards.

Stormwater Management
A detailed stormwater plan would accompany any future DA in accordance with
Council's requirements .

Demolition & Esrt.hwor1<s
If consent was to be granted by Council in respect of any Mure DA. appropriate
conditions would be imposed in relation to earthworks.

Facilities & Amenit;es
Appropriate garbage! bin: area , as well as letter boxes, storage and clothes drying
facilities would be provided for in any future DA Yhlich may be submitted to Council.

INNER WEST
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Car Parking & Acoess
The off-street parking requirements of Cant.erbury Council would be complied with in
relation to number and type of spaces, dimensions, manoeuvring widths. ramp widths

and slopes. There would also be an opportunity to consolidate vehicular access to the
pr,oposed RFB development to the existing single driveway locati·on on Punchbowl'
Road. Such vehicular access YVOuld be c-0nsidered to be suitable for the future demands
of this development and the r,elalively low level of traffic generation (compared to lhe

existing service station) and would lik.ely positively impact on the existing Canterbury
Road/Punchbowl Road intersections nearby. A traffic management plan would
accompany any future DA which may be lodged with Council.
Public Transporl

The subject site is adjacent to ihe "Punchbowl to City" bus route and associated
Canterbury Council bus shelters on both sides of Canterbury Road. There is also a bus
stop on Punchbowl Road al indicated in the following photographs:

Canterbury City Council bus shelter directly opposite subject site on Centerbury Road.
INNER WEST
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Canterbury City Council bus shelter on Canterbury Road east of subject site.

Bus stop on Punchbowl Road directly opposite su~ject site.
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5. SUMMARY

The proposal is permissible under the R3 zoning and it is consistent with the relevant
objectives for the zoning of the site under the itenns of the CLEP. The planning: proposal if
supported by Council would improve the amenity of this locality and would not detrimentally

affect any adjoining or nearby premises in relation to loss of solar access nor los.s of privacy
or vie'NS. Any development Which may occur in the future would be welt designed and
would have quality finishes which would significantly improve the streetscape of this part of
Punchbowl
Any likely future development which may occur as a result of the planning proposal process
would not be likely to have any adverse effects in relation to toPoQraphy, soil or water

conditions. Stormwater would be disposed of in an environmentally sensitive manner to
meet the requirements of Canterbury Council. Hoarding/safety fencing would be provided in
accordance 'Nith Council and Workcover requirements in order to separate the area of
excavation from any public thoroughfare.
The indicative development scenario prepared by Urban Link has attempted to minimise the
impact. in terms of bulk and scale on both Canterbury and Punchbowl Roads in terms of
streetscape and the adjoining premises to the north whilst still being provided Vllith a
suitable · gateway" architectural treatment
Urban Unk has taken into, account site constraints and opportunities that could arise from
the land and has designed a.n ,Indicative development which would be welil accommodated
on the site. Adequate relief and articulation would be provided avoiding an overly bulky
appearance and at the same time give an outcome that is sympathetic an.d would
rejuvenate the streetscape in this part of Punchbowl.
The proposed development \YOl.lld not be likely to generate any liquid wastes, fumes, dust
or odours on completion that would be cause for any environmeintal conoem. That is, air
and water quality would not be subject to any long term detrimental effects.

INNER WEST ,.
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The development in this part of Punchbowl is characterised by different forms of building
styles a.n.d finished surface materials. This development proposal would not detrac,t from the
present ·streetscape but would complement and enhance it.
Any future .residential fiat building IN'Ould ,provide for increased surveillance of Canterbury
and Punchbowt Roads as well as enhancing the local commerce of the Punchbo'Nt Town
Centre together with increased patronage of nearby public transport. In r,elation to the
nefghbouring premises, p rivacy would be a major consideration in the design to ensure that
the amenity of the local residents :is protected. Similarly, protection of adjoining and nearby
residents from unacceptable loss of winter sun would be planned for in the proposed
building form as part of any future DA process.
The proposal would be unlike.ly to result in any adverse social or economic effects and
could arguably improve· the safety· and .security of residents in this part of Punchbowt. The
development would -create a positive benefit for this area in the creation of additional quality

affordable housing stock for INhich there is strong demand.
This will meet the wider objectives of the State Government in achieving appropriate

residential denSities in developed areas utilising existing public infrastructure and reducing
urban sprawl in its demand fo.r land for new housing.

The site is in close proximify to public transport facilities as well as schools, PunchbOWI
Park. shopping facilities and other community services. Any traffic likely to be generated by
the development. is UkeJy to constitute a relevant improvement to current traffic
capacity/congestion issues.
The off street parking provision for this development would comply with the COCP and
would be usefully assisted by the proximity of the Site to the various bus and train services

within this area. Thus, there would not likely to be a problem With additional or spill-over onstreet parking in this locality arising from the development
INNER WEST
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\

'

The matters to be considered in relation to this section have been incorporated in the
preparation of the ma.sterplan and documentati on for this application. The planning proposal

and accompanying masterplan are considered to be in line with the desired future charaeter
of this locality. It will make a positive contribution t.o the area by setting a new standard for
quality of design, construction and landscaping on this important gateway site.
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MASTERPLAN ZONING

The site is occupied by a petrol station bul
rezoned for residential. The proposal aims to use
the maximum building height as per the business
development adjacent to the site. We believe this
will bring attention to the prominent comer and
maximise the development potential of the site.
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MAXHOB&FSR
The current max height of building is reoommended as zone ' I • 8.5m"
The proposal suggests a max HOB as 18m zone P the same as the light industrial directly adjacent to the site
The current FSR is zoned as D - 0.5: 1
The proposal suggests a FSR of T - 2.5:1
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E15-0078-005-0011

EXTRAORDINARY COUNCIL

31 OCTOBER 2013

MINUTES OF THE EXTRAORDINARY MEETING OF THE CANTERBURY
CITY COUNCIL, HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 137 BEAMISH
STREET, CAMPSIE ON THURSDAY, 31 OCTOBER 2013 AT 7.35 P.M.
PRESENT
The Mayor, Councillor B. Robson, in the Chair, the Deputy Mayor, Councillor P. Azzi and
Councillors M. Adler, L. Eisler, M. Hawatt, F. Kebbe and K. Nam.

The Chairperson acknowledged the traditional owners of the land and paid respect to their
ancestors.

APOLOGIES
Apologies tendered on behalf of Councillors E. Paschalidis-Chilas, K. Saleh and C.
Vasiliades were received and leave granted.

OFFICERS REPORTS
1

AMENDMENTS TO CANTERBURY DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN
2012
FILE NO:
T-20-28

Min. No. 393 RESOLVED (Councillors Hawatt/Azzi)
THAT the matter be deferred to the Council meeting on 28 November 2013.

ADJOURNMENT
At 7.37 p.m. the meeting was adjourned on the motion of Councillors Hawatt and Azzi.
At 8.30 p.m. the meeting resumed.

2

DRAFT CANTERBURY RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
FILE NO:
T-17-36 PT4

MOTION (Councillors Kebbe/ Azzi)
THAT
1.

2.
3.

The draft Canterbury Residential Development Strategy be endorsed subject to the
changes outlined in this report and excluding 134-140 Brighton A venue, Campsie.
A program be prepared for the implementation of the Residential Development
Strategy.
A planning proposal be prepared to implement the following changes to
Canterbury Local Enviromnental Plan 2012:
3.1.
Consolidate the BS Business Development and B6 Enterprise Corridor
zones into one zone with a maximum building height of 18 metres applying
and with composite uses appropriate for mixed uses including residential
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development.
Rezone land comprising Lot 91 DP 3682 (part of 677-681 Canterbury
Road, Belmore) from R3 Medium Density Development to the new
composite BS Business Development and B6 Enterprise Corridor zone but
with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres only.
3.3.
Rezone land at Perry Street, Campsie between Stanley Street and Una
Street from B6 Enterprise Corridor to R4 High Density Residential, and
increase the maximum building height to 14 metres and floor space ratio to
1.4:1.
3.4.
Insert provisions to allow self-approved Housing NSW developments at
1458 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl, 40-44 Rosemont Street, Punchbowl
and 33 Tudor Street, Belmore to be re-developed under existing use rights
provisions under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979.
3.5.
Rezone land at 56 Graham Road, Narwee from R3 Medium Density
Development to R4 High Density Residential, and increase the maximum
building height to 11.5 metres and the floor space ratio to 0.9: 1.
3.6.
Rezone land at 60 and 67 Lucerne Street, 61 and 65 Yangoora Road, 53A
Benaroon Road and 92 Knox Street, Belmore from R3 Medium Density
Development to R4 High Density Residential, and increase the maximum
building height to 8.5 metres and floor space ratio to 0.75:1.
3.7.
Increase the maximum building height applying to 130 Croydon Street and
276-278 Haldon Street, Lakemba to 14 metres and the floor space ratio to
1.4: 1.
3.8.
Increase the maximum building height applying to 548 Canterbury Road,
Belmore from 18 metres to 21 metres.
3.9.
Rezone land at 28-42 Josephine Street, Riverwood from RE2 Private
Recreation to R4 High Density Residential, with a maximum building
height of 11.5 metres applying to the mid western part of the site, and 8.5
metres applying to the remainder of the site, as shown in the report. A floor
space ratio of 0.8: 1 will apply across the whole site.
3.10. Rezone land at 844-854 Canterbury Road, Roselands from R4 High Density
Residential to the new composite BS Business Development and B6
Enterprise Corridor zone.
3.11. Delete floor space ratio controls applying on R4 land that allows
development three storeys (11.5 metres) and over, where the site area
exceeds 3,000m2 and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
The following amendments to Canterbury Development Control Plan 2012 be
adopted for the purposes of public comment:
4 .1.
Allow both multi dwelling housing and lower scale residential flat buildings
(up to two levels above ground) with basement parking on isolated sites
within the R4 zone that have a frontage of between 15 and 20 metres.
4.2.
Allow basement parking for multi dwelling housing development in R3
zones in exceptional circumstances and where it will not have an adverse
impact on the streetscape.
4.3.
A minimum frontage of 30 metres to apply for new development in the new
consolidated B5/B6 zone.
4.4.
The existing controls in Canterbury Development Control Plan 2012 for
residential flat buildings in the R4 zones also apply to this form of
development in the new consolidated B5/B6 zone.
3.2.

4.

During discussion of the above MOTION, the following AMENDMENTS were moved.
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AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt/Nam)
THAT The Draft Canterbury Residential Development Strategy be supported with the
following amendments:
•
Defer item 27-33 Brighton Avenue, Croydon Park and 93-97 Bonds Road,
Punchbowl for further clarification by the applicant with regard to loss of
employment, zoning changes, height changes, planning approvals, traffic and the
impact on the local area. This infonnation to come back to Council when
completed by applicant.
•
Defer point 3.9 for further investigation into Council's consideration of purchasing
the site to retain as open space or changed to be the same as the surrounding area
ofR3, 8.5 metre height and 0.5:1 FSR.
•
That we conduct a review of our LEP regarding the suitability of removing FSR
and increasing height controls to 25 metres applying on R4, B2, BS and B6 land
that allows developments of three storeys (11.5 metres) and over, where the site
area exceeds 3,000m2 and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt/Nam)
Replace 3 with:
A planning proposal be prepared for the consideration of the Department of Planning's
Gateway process seeking pennission to exhibit for public comment the following changes
to the Canterbury LEP.
Replace 3.3 with:
Include a height limit of 14 metres for allotments along Perry Street, Campsie, between
Stanley Street and Una Street and include a height limit of 25 metres on the allotment
described as 445 Canterbury Road Campsie.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Denuty Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt/Nam)
Amend 3.8 to read 25 metres instead of 21 metres, as proposed by the applicant.
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FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

31 OCTOBER 2013

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt!Nam)
Add dot point 3 .12
Delete FSR controls and increase height to 25 metres for 2-16 Sixth A venue, Campsie
where site area exceeds 3,000 sqm and site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt/Nam)
Add dot point 3 .13
Rezone the entire block bound by Canterbury Road, Thomson Lane, Wilson Lane and
Chapel Road, Belmore to BS as proposed by the applicant for 773-777, 781-783 and 787
Canterbury Road, Belmore.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

AME~"DMENT (Councillors Hawatt!Nam)
Add dot point 3.14
Rezone land at 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl (also known as 998 Punchbowl Road)
to R4, FSR to 1.8: 1 and height to 15 metres.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt/Nam)
Add dot point 3 .15
That the proposal by the applicant at 1 to 9 Alfred Street and 2-12 Harp Street, Campsie be
supported.
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FOR
The Mavor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt/Nam)
Add dot point 3 .16
Rezone land at 131-133 Victoria Street, Punchbowl to R4 as proposed by applicant.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt/Nam)
Add dot point 3 .17
Increase the height limit ofland at 5-9 Croydon Street and 56-57 Railway Parade,
Lakemba to 21 metres to be consistent with the height of other land along Railway Parade.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt/Nam)
Add dot point 3 .18
That the proposal by the applicant for 26-30 Campsie Street and 1 Asset Street be
supported.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deoutv Mavor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt/Nam)
Amend dot point 4.4 to read:
That straight residential development in the new B5/B6 consolidated zone include the
following controls:
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9 metre minimum front setback for buildings with ground floor residential
apartments
4.Sm side boundary setback with SEPP 65 separation requirements for height of 4
storeys and above.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Denutv Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

The AMENDMENTS on being put to the meeting became the MOTION. The MOTION
on "eing put to the meeting was declared CARRIED.
Min. No. 394 RESOLVED (Councillors Kebbe/Azzi)
THAT
The draft Canterbury Residential Development Strategy be endorsed subject to the
1.
changes outlined in this report, excluding 134-140 Brighton A venue, Campsie, and
the following deferrals:
Defer item 27-33 Brighton Avenue, Croydon Park and 93-97 Bonds Road,
•
Punchbowl for further clarification by the applicant with regard to loss of
employment, zoning changes, height changes, planning approvals, traffic
and the impact on the local area. This infonnation to come back to Council
when completed by applicant.
Defer item 28-42 Josephine Street, Riverwood for further investigation into
•
Council's consideration of purchasing the site to retain as open space or
changed to be the same as the surrounding area ofR3, 8.5 metre height and
.
0.5:1 FSR.
A program be prepared for the implementation of the Residential Development
2.
Strategy.
A planning proposal be prepared for the consideration of the Department of
3.
Planning's Gateway process seeking permission to exhibit for public comment the
following changes to the Canterbury LEP.
Consolidate the BS Business Development and B6 Enterprise Corridor
3.1.
zones into one zone with a maximum building height of 18 metres applying
and with composite uses appropriate for mixed uses including residential
development.
Rezone land comprising Lot 91 DP 3682 (part of 677-681 Canterbury
3.2.
Road, Belmore) from R3 Medium Density Development to the new
composite BS Business Development and B6 Enterprise Corridor zone but
with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres only.
Include a height limit of 14 metres for allotments along Perry Street,
3.3
Campsie, between Stanley Street and Una Street and include a height limit
of25 metres on the allotment described as 445 Canterbury Road, Campsie.
Insert provisions to allow self-approved Housing NSW developments at
3.4.
1458 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl, 40-44 Rosemont Street, Punchbowl
and 33 Tudor Street, Belmore to be re-developed under existing use rights
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provisions under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979.
Rezone land at 56 Graham Road, Narwee from R3 Medium Density
Development to R4 High Density Residential, and increase the maximum
building height to 11.5 metres and the floor space ratio to 0.9: 1.
3.6.
Rezone land at 60 and 67 Lucerne Street, 61 and 65 Yangoora Road, 53A
Benaroon Road and 92 Knox Street, Belmore from R3 Medium Density
Development to R4 High Density Residential, and increase the maximum
building height to 8.5 metres and floor space ratio to 0.75:1.
3.7.
Increase the maximum building height applying to 130 Croydon Street and
276-278 Haldon Street, Lakemba to 14 metres and the floor space ratio to
1.4:1.
3.8.
Increase the maximum building height applying to 548 Canterbury Road,
Belmore from 18 metres to 25 metres.
3.9.
Rezone land at 844-854 Canterbury Road, Roselands from R4 High Density
Residential to the new composite BS Business Development and B6
Enterprise Conidor zone.
3.10. Delete floor space ratio controls applying on R4 land that allows
development three storeys (11.5 metres) and over, where the site area
exceeds 3,000m2 and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
3.11. Delete FSR controls and increase height to 25 metres for 2-16 Sixth
Avenue, Campsie where site area exceeds 3,000 sqm and site frontage
exceeds 50 metres.
3.12. Rezone the entire block bound by Canterbury Road, Thomson Lane,
Wilson Lane and Chapel Road, Belmore to BS as proposed by the applicant
for 773-777, 781-783 and 787 Canterbury Road, Belmore.
3.13. Rezone land at 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl (also known as 998
Punchbowl Road) to R4, FSR to 1.8:1 and height to 15 metres.
3.14. The proposal by the applicant at 1 to 9 Alfred Street and 2-12 Harp Street,
Campsie be supported.
3.15. Rezone land at 131-133 Victoria Street, Punchbowl to R4 as proposed by
applicant.
3.16. Increase the height limit of land at 5-9 Croydon Street and 56-57 Railway
Parade, Lakemba to 21 metres to be consistent with the height of other land
along Railway Parade.
3.17. The proposal by the applicant for 26-30 Campsie Street and 1 Asset Street,
Campsie be supported.
The following amendments to Canterbury Development Control Plan 2012 be
adopted for the purposes of public comment:
4.1.
Allow both multi dwelling housing and lower scale residential flat buildings
(up to two levels above ground) with basement parking on isolated sites
within the R4 zone that have a frontage of between 15 and 20 metres.
4.2.
Allow basement parking for multi dwelling housing development in R3
zones in exceptional circumstances and where it will not have an adverse
impact on the streetscape.
4.3.
A minimum frontage of 30 metres to apply for new development in the new
consolidated B5/B6 zone.
4.4
The straight residential development in the new B5/B6 consolidated zone
include the following controls:
9 metre minimum front setback for buildings with ground floor
residential apartments
4.Sm side boundary setback with SEPP 65 separation requirements

3.5.

4.

31 OCTOBER 2013
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5.

for height of 4 storeys and above.
We conduct a review of our LEP regarding the suitability of removing FSR and
increasing height controls to 25 metres applying on R4, B2, BS and B6 land that
allows developments of three storeys (11.5 metres) and over, where the site area
exceeds 3,000m2 and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

3

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

DRAFT CANTERBURY RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
RECOMMENDATION: 134-140 BRIGHTON AVENUE, CAMPSIE
T-17-36 PT4
FILE NO:

Min. No. 395 RESOLVED (Councillors Hawatt/Azzi)
THAT
134-140 Brighton A venue, Campsie be included as part of a planning proposal to
1.
amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 to rezone this land from R3
Medium Density Residential to R4 High Density Residential, and the floor space
ratio be increased from 0.5: 1 to 0.75: 1.
Controls be prepared to ensure the site can only be developed as one parcel and
2.
that parts of the site cannot be independently redeveloped, which would allow the
retention of the service station use.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Nam

The meeting concluded at 9.29 p.m.
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Enquiries:
Direct Phone:
Direct Fax:

Allan Shooter
9789 9364
9789 1542

Mr Ian Dencker
Inner West Town Planning

Dear Mr Dencker
Residential Development Strategy Outcomes -1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl

I refer to your submission received during the preparation of Council's Residential
Development Strategy. This Strategy has now been completed. It was reported to the
Extraordinary Council Meeting on 31 October 2013, and the following was resolved in
relation to your submission:
A planning proposal be prepared for the consideration of the Department of Planning's
Gateway process seeking permission to exhibit for public comment the following
change(s) to the Canterbury Local Environmental Plan (LEP):

Rezone land at 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl (also known as 998 Punchbowl
Road) to R4 High Density Residential, and increase the maximum building height to 15
metres and maximum floor space ratio to 1.8:1.
The proposed rezoning will however not affect the existing SP2 Infrastructure Road
Widening zone that exists on this land.
The full Council report is available from our web site (www.canterbury.nsw.gov.au '
under 'Council and Meetings', then select 'Council Meetings' and scroll down to the list
of business papers) or alternatively a copy can be made available upon request.
We will keep you informed on the further progress of this matter. It would be appreciated
if you can inform your client of the outcome. If you require any further assistance please
contact Allan Shooter on 9789 9364.
Yours sincerely

~~
Warren Farleigh
ACTING MANAGER ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
•

3 DECEMBER 2013
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BUSINESS PAPER

Meeting of

EXTRAORDINARY COUNCIL

2 OCTOBER2014

Canterbury City - a great place to live and work

NSW ICAC EXHIBIT

City of Canterbury
City of Cultural Diversity

The Mayor and Councillors

Notice is hereby given that an Extraordinary Meeting of Canterbury City Council will
be held in the Council Chambers, 137 Beamish Street, Campsie on Thursday 2
October 2014, commencing at 8.00 p.m. preceded by a Councillor Briefing in the
Function Room at 6.30 p.m.
The meeting has been called by the Mayor and the General Manager in accordance
with the provisions of Council's Code of Meeting Practice, The purpose of the
meeting is to consider the following matter:
Planning Proposal to Amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012
Disclosure of Interest: Section 451 of the Local Government Act 1993 requires a
Councillor who has a pecuniary interest in any matter with which the Council is
concerned and who is present at the meeting of the Council or Committee at which the
matter is being considered must disclose the interest, and the nature of that interest, to
the meeting as soon as practicable. The Councillor is required to leave the Chamber
while the matter is being discussed and not return until it has been voted on.
Your attendance is required.

Jim Montague PSM
GENERAL MANAGER
29 September 2014
BUSINESS
1.

Planning Proposal to Amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012
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TABLE OF CONTENTS
PAGE NO

SUBJECT

ITEM

OFFICERS REPORTS
1

PLANNING PROPOSAL TO AMEND CANTERBURY LOCAL
ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 .............................................................................. 4

2

134-140 BRIGHTON AVENUE, CAMPSIE: PLANNING PROPOSAL
TO AMEND CANTERBURY LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 ......... 62

This meeting will be recorded on audio tape for minute-taking purposes
as authorised by the Local Government Act 1993.
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REPORT SUMMARIES
OFFICERS REPORTS
1

PLANNING PROPOSAL TO AMEND CANTERBURY LOCAL
ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012
•
•

•

•

•

•

2

A Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan (LEP)
2012 was placed on public exhibition from 10 June 2014 until 11 July 2014.
This arose from a resolution of the Extraordinary Council Meeting of 31
October 2013 where a report on a.Residential Development Strategy for
Canterbury was considered.
The Planning Proposal is seeking to make zoning and/or other planning control
changes such as building height or floor space ratio (FSR) for a number of
sites.
Arising from the exhibition, 45 submissions and four petitions were received.
The submissions were a mixture of support and objection regarding the
proposal and most related to specific sites. Some of the submissions requested
increases to building height and/or FSR, and also for further sites to be rezoned
or receive building height and/or FSR increases. These will be the subject of a
separate report to Council.
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) also made a lengthy submission, which
amongst other things, requested that traffic impact studies be prepared for
certain sites before being further considered.
On the basis of this assessment, it is recommended that the Planning Proposal
be submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment (DP&E) for
gazettal.

134-140 BRIGHTON AVENUE, CAMPSIE: PLANNING PROPOSAL TO
AMEND CANTERBURY LOCAL ENVIRONMENT AL PLAN 2012
•

•

•
•

A Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012
(CLEP 2012) was placed on public exhibition from 10 June 2014 to 11 July
2014.
This arose from a resolution of the Extraordinary Council Meeting on 31
October 2013 where a report on a Residential Development Strategy for
Canterbury was considered.
One of the sites proposed to be rezoned and to receive an increase in floor
space ratio (FSR) controls is 134-140 Brighton A venue, Campsie.
Land opposite the site is owned by a close relative of the Director City
Planning. Because of the conflict of interest, the matter is dealt with separately
in this report, which has been prepared by the Manager Land Use and
Environmental Planning.

~_
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•

•

Two submissions were received during the exhibition period, and these are
assessed in this report. Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) also made a
general submission on the Planning Proposal, but did not require any traffic
assessment to be carried out for this site.
It is recommended that this site be submitted to the Department of Planning
and Environment (DP&E) as part of this Planning Proposal for gazettal.

City of Ca1tterbury
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OFFICERS REPORTS
1

PLANNING PROPOSAL TO AMEND CANTERBURY LOCAL
ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012

FILE NO:

T-29-157

Attachments:

RMS Submission 1 View
RMS Submission 2 View

REPORT BY:

DIRECTOR CITY PLANNING

Summary:
•
•
•
•

•

•

A Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 2012 was
placed on public exhibition from 10 June 2014 until 11 July 2014.
This arose from a resolution of the Extraordinary Council Meeting of 31 October 2013
where a report on a Residential Development Strategy for Canterbury was considered.
The Planning Proposal is seeking to make zoning and/or other planning control
changes such as building height or floor space ratio (FSR) for a number of sites.
Arising from the exhibition, 45 submissions and four petitions were received. The
submissions were a mixture of support and objection regarding the proposal and most
related to specific sites. Some of the submissions requested increases to building
height and/or FSR, and also for further sites to be rezoned or receive building height
and/or FSR increases. These will be the subject of a separate report to Council.
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) also made a lengthy submission, which amongst
other things, requested that traffic impact studies be prepared for certain sites before
being further considered.
On the basis of this assessment, it is recommended that the Planning Proposal be
submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment (DP&E) for gazettal.

Council Delivery Program and Budget Implications:
This report has no implications for the Budget and supports our Community Strategic Plan
long term goal of Balanced Development.
Report:
Background
In February 2013, a Residential Development Strategy (RDS) was commenced for the City of
Canterbury, following previous endorsement by Council. The RDS was prepared to ensure
that appropriate zonings, development controls and planning framework were developed to
guide and cater for the growth of the Canterbury residential community, and to be consistent
with State Government housing targets.
One key aspect of the RDS was the consideration of a number of submissions for zoning and
other planning control changes received during the exhibition of draft Canterbury Local
Environmental Plan (CLEP) 2012. These submissions were deferred for further consideration
as part of the RDS . The RDS also included subsequent requests for rezonings received after
the exhibition of CLEP 2012.

~ - City of Ca11terbury
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PLANNIN G PROPOSAL TO AM EN D CANTERBURY LOCAL ENVIRONM ENTAL PLAN 2012 (CONT.)

The RDS was considered at the Extraordinary Meeting of 31 October 2013 where Council
resolved to endorse the RDS subject to changes. It also resolved to prepare a Planning
Proposal which would seek to rezone and/or change planning controls for a number of
properties, and also make other general changes to planning controls, particularly a
consolidation of the B5 Business Development and B6 Enterprise Corridor zones.
This Planning Proposal was finalised and submitted to Department of Planning and
Environment (DP&E) in January 2014.
A Gateway Determination was issued by the Department on 8 May 2014 to allow its
exhibition. However, this was subject to amendments, the details of which are outlined
below.
Post Gateway Determination Amendments
After submission of the Planning Proposal, DP &E advised Council of a number of issues
regarding this document. Some of these issues were able to be resolved through submission
of further supporting information by Council. However, the Department had concerns about
two aspects of the original submitted Planning Proposal that were unable to be easily
resolved, and it was not prepared to support the proposal in its originally submitted form.
These aspects were:
Allowing "residential flat buildings" as a permitted use in the consolidated B5
•
Business Development zone.
Removing floor space ratio (FSR) controls on sites in R4 zones where the site area
•
exceeds 3,000m2 , and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
In order to avoid the entire planning proposal not proceeding, or being further delayed to carry
out the investigative work, DP&E agreed that these two aspects could be removed so the
remainder of the planning proposal could proceed to exhibition.
In the Determination, the Department advised that further strategic work would be required to
satisfactorily justify these two aspects of the planning proposal, before it would consider these
matters again.
In relation to the aspect of permitting 'residential flat buildings' in the consolidated B5
Business Development zone, the Department is concerned about the potential loss of
employment land that could arise from allowing this land use. It has advised that Council
should address the amount of land to remain for employment purposes to meet current and
future employment forecasts, the potential to set a precedent, and further assessment on the
consistency with a State Government Planning Direction on Business and Industrial Zones.
This will require a specialised economic study to address the issues the Department has
raised.
In relation to the removal of FSR controls where the site area exceeds 3,000m2, and the site
frontage exceeds 50 metres, DP&E has requested Council identify the proposed design
measures to ameliorate bulky development resulting from this proposed control. This will
require specialised investigation by an urban designer. We are in the process of preparing
Expressions of Interest documentation for the engagement of a designer to undertake this
work.
City of Ca11terbury
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PLANNING PROPOSAL TO AMEND CANTERBURY LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 (CONT.)

Councillors were subsequently advised by memorandum dated 19 May 2014 of the
Determination and subsequent amendments to the Planning Proposal.

Exhibition of Planning Proposal
The Planning Proposal was placed on public exhibition from Tuesday 10 June 2014 until
Friday 11 July 2014. Approximately 1,400 owners of Planning Proposal sites and adjoining
properties were notified in writing, as well as the directly affected adjoining Councils of
Bankstown and Hurstville. Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) were also consulted as part
of the Gateway Determination. The Planning Proposal was advertised twice in the weekly
Council Column, and made available on our website and at the four Council libraries. Due to
an administrative oversight, where a number of owners did not receive written notification,
these properties were separately notified and received an extended time period to lodge
submissions.
A total of 45 submissions and four petitions were received, as well as two representations
from the Member for Canterbury, Ms Linda Burney MP. The submissions were a mixture of
support and objection regarding the proposal and most related to specific sites. Some of the
submissions requested increases to building height and/or FSR, and also for further sites to be
rezoned or receive building height and/or FSR increases. A lengthy submission was also
received from RMS, which amongst other matters, requires traffic impact assessments for a
number of sites. This submission was not received in final form until 14 August 2014.

Roads and Maritime Services submission
A copy of the RMS submission is included in the Attachments. RMS notes that the Planning
Proposal will facilitate increased development yields and densities at the subject sites through
various proposed amendments to zonings and controls within CLEP 2012. This will
consequently increase the traffic generation potential of these properties. It also notes that the
'
impacts are likely to vary considerably from site to site.
RMS has concerns that the cumulative impacts of the further development on the classified
road network have not been adequately considered, particularly for the sites fronting
Canterbury Road. The cumulative impact of the planning proposal may trigger the need or
bring forward a need for intersection or road transport upgrade/improvement works. The
submission of the RMS repeats specific comments regarding the Canterbury Road sites and
encourages that the impacts upon the closest intersections be identified as well as any laneway
embellishments to service potential future development, considered.
RMS requests that Council identify suitable road network upgrades/transport infrastructure
improvements required to ameliorate any traffic and safety impacts associated with the
proposed rezoning. This should include identification of pedestrian, cyclists and public
transport infrastructure.
Other issues raised by the RMS, and responses to them, are outlined below:

Issue: The traffic implications of the proposed rezoning need to be considered. At a
minimum, a detailed description of the likely traffic impacts of the increase in maximum
developable yields of the sites will be required. If the rezoning is likely to generate a
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significant volume of traffic, a Traffic Impact Study will be required. These comments are
replicated for identified Canterbury Road sites.
However, for a number of sites where the proposed changes are unlikely to result in a
significant impact on the classified road network, RMS will not be requiring traffic
assessment to be carried out.

Response:
It is noted that previous zoning amendments on Canterbury Road, which were far more
significant, the RMS has not required the degree of detailed response and resultant traffic
assessment requirements that have arisen from this proposal.
It is noted that the proposed amendments to the existing planning controls represent a fraction .
of the total development potential that already exists along this corridor. Whilst Council may
proceed to carry out the work requested by the RMS, it should not hold up progress of the
Planning Proposal. It should also be recognised that the traffic catchment for Canterbury
Road is much wider than the sites that are the subject of this report, and therefore the long
term impacts upon this road system represented by the sites that are the subject of this report,
are a fraction of the total impact. Notwithstanding, this report recommends that Council
proceed to conducting detailed assessment of impacts on intersections along Canterbury Road,
including any long term ameliorating works.
Council should note, however, that seeking to progress this Planning Proposal by referring it
to the DP&E whilst the RMS has raised issues, carries a significant risk that the Department
may reject this approach and insist that the work requested by the RMS be conducted prior to
proceeding to fmalising the Planning Proposal. Nonetheless, acknowledging this risk, it is
recommended that the Planning Proposal be fmalised with the requested traffic work to
identify potential future intersection/upgrade works proceed concurrently.
Whilst the RMS recommends that further work be carried out, its submission recognises that
the subject Planning Proposal is relatively small in the context of the other major
developments and planning proposals throughout the Canterbury local government area and
the wider Sydney metropolitan area.
The general comments of the RMS are applied widely to sites along Canterbury Road which
are the subject of this report.

Issue: The RMS preferred strategy is to deny access to classified roads (such as Canterbury
Road) where alternative local road access is available. Where this is not possible and where
practicable, a single shared access point to the classified road may be permitted. Multiple
additional access points to the classified road would not be supported.
Where this is not feasible, RMS is likely to restrict access to left in/left out as traffic volumes
increase and right turning movements begin to compromise road safety and traffic efficiency.
RMS encourages Council to assist by ensuring that future development along classified roads
is assessed in view of consolidating existing lots to reduce access points or even eliminate
access to classified roads.

~ . City of Canterbury
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Response:
The preferred way to ensure that new development on Canterbury Road has alternative local
road access is through creation of suitable rear laneways, whether by widening existing lanes
or creation of new ones. CDCP 2012 contains advisory diagrammatic material about creation
of new lanes.
A recent Council resolution dated 28 August 2014 requires that the assessment of all current
and future development applications relating to sites on main roads, such as Canterbury Road,
must consider the potential to construct a rear lane access off adjacent residential streets and
the impact the development could have on traffic movement in the locality. It also requires
that Canterbury Development Control Plan 2012 be amended to reflect these objectives. This
was the subject of a report to Council on 25 September 2014, which was deferred.
Issue: RMS has advised that Council should consider how any necessary road network
upgrades are funded. This is particularly important for proposed rezonings that facilitate a
series of incremental developments that contribute to the need for the road network upgrades,
but do not on their own warrant the upgrade. In this regard, Council should ensure that
appropriate funding mechanisms are in place for developer funding or contributions for
required road/transport infrastructure improvements that may be required as a result of the
future development (i.e. Voluntary Planning Agreements or Section 94 plan where
applicable).
Response:
Should significant upgrades be required then Council will need to consider amending its
Section 94 Contributions Plan to enable funding of this infrastructure. Council can commence
work on this as the vast majority of the corridor has already been the subject of increased
potential and it does not appear to be sensible to hold up a fraction of additional potential for
the reasons outlined by the RMS at this stage.
Issue: During the exhibition of the Draft CLEP 2012, it was requested that the LEP include a
control to effectively prohibit Child Care Centres where such properties have a direct frontage
to classified roads, based on road safety grounds. It is noted that a subclause to this effect was
not included in the adopted LEP and that the Zone B5 Business Development permits, with
consent, Child Care Centres. RMS has concerns with road safety risks to child pedestrians for
Child Care developments fronting classified roads, as classified roads typically carry high
traffic volumes with high travel speeds. For safety reasons, it does not support new Child
Care developments being permitted with direct frontage to classified roads. Given this, RMS
does not support Child Care centres being permitted in the Zone B5 Business Development.
Response:
CDCP 2012 does not permit child care centres on or within 30 metres of a major road. This
control effectively deals with the RMS concerns. It is further noted that childcare centres are
a mandated use within the Zone B5 Business Development. Notwithstanding, this matter will
be further investigated and reported to Council for potential inclusion in a later planning
proposal.
Issue: Council should ensure that all existing road and transport corridors, as well as road
widening proposals, are not affected by the proposed amendments to the LEP and associated
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maps. Classified State Roads i.e. Canterbury Road (MR167) and Punchbowl Road (MR549)
should retain the zoning of SP2 Infrastructure "Classified Road".
Response:
The Planning Proposal does not seek to rezone any land affected by SP2 Infrastructure
"Classified Road" zonings.
Issue: RMS strongly supports development which will reduce car dependency and encourage
the use of active/sustainable modes of travel, including buses, cycling and walking. The
design of future developments and subdivisions should encourage the use of alternative modes
of transport with an aim to link developments to any existing paths, public transport nodes and
centres.
Response:
Generally, density increases in Canterbury have been in town centres and other locations with
good public transport access.
The Canterbury Road corridor is a special instance, where redevelopment is encouraged to
help revitalise the corridor and result in an improved built form. Densities have been framed
appropriately for this. However the corridor, for the most part, is not as accessible to public
transport as other locations in the. City.
As part of the exhibition of the Planning Proposal, Council has received submissions seeking
further density increases within the corridor up to 8 storeys. This is high density development
that equates with the density generally permitted only in the most accessible parts of
Canterbury. The issues raised in the RMS submission concerning traffic impacts and car
dependency, will be considered in assessing these submissions.
Submissions for individual sites
Nearly all of the remaining submissions relate to specific sites. These have been considered
on a site by site basis.
It should be noted that those submissions which have requested additional density or rezoning,
which was not part of the exhibited planning proposal, will be considered as a separate report
to Council. They are described in general terms in the relevant discussion below.
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60 and 67 Lucerne Street, 61 and 65 Yangoora Road, 53A Benaroon Road, and 92 Knox
Street, Belmore
Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning
_/
/

/.

IN2

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes
Current

ace Ratio

R3 Medium Densit Residential
8.5 metres (2 store s)
0.5: 1

Residential

Assessment of submissions
Two submissions were received supporting the Planning Proposal regarding these sites, one
from an owner.

City of Ca11terbury
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Recommendation
The amendments will overcome an apparent anomaly in the zoning of these properties and
complete the R4 zone in this area to a logical boundary. There has been no objection from
nearby properties and therefore recommended that the proposed amendments to CLEP 2012
relating to 60 and 67 Lucerne Street, 61 and 65 Yangoora Road, 53A Benaroon Road, and 92
Knox Street, Belmore to rezone the land to R4 and increase the FSR to 0.75:1 be proceeded
with.

City of Canterbury
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26-30 Campsie Street and 1 Assets Street, Campsie
Locatio·n map showing existing zoning

Note: No zoning change is proposed
Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Hei2ht
Floor Space Ratio

Current
R4 High Density Residential
11.5 metres (3 storeys)
0.9:1

Proposed
No change
14 metres (4 storeys)
1.5: 1

Assessment of submissions
Two submissions were received in support of the Planning Proposal in relation to this land.
One of these was from the managing agents of the property, and the other from a consultant
on behalf of the owner.
Recommendation
Given the support for these changes and lack of any objections, it is recommended that the
proposed amendments to CLEP 2012 relating to 26-30 Campsie Street and 1 Assets Street,
Campsie to increase the building height to 14 metres and FSR to 1.5: 1 be proceeded with.

City of Canterbury
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Part of 2-12 Harp Street, and 1-9 Alfred Street, Campsie
Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Height
Floor Space Ratio

Current
R3 Medium Density Residential
IN2 Light Industrial
8.5 metres (2 storeys) - R3
No height - IN2
0.5:l -R3
1:1 - IN2

Proposed
R4 High Density Residential
13.5 metres (4 storeys)
1.4: 1

Assessment of submissions
One submission was received in support of the Planning Proposal in relation to this land, from
a consultant representing a land owner of the site.
City of Ca11terbury
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Recommendation
Given the support for this rezoning and lack of any objections, it is recommended that the
proposed amendments to CLEP 2012 relating to Part of 2-12 Harp Street, and 1-9 Alfred
Street, Campsie to rezone the land to R4 with a building height of 13.5 and a FSR of 1.4: 1 be
proceeded with.

~ . City of Ca11terbury
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2-16 Sixth Avenue, Campsie

Location map showing existing zoning

Note: No zoning change is proposed
Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Height

Current
R4 High Density Residential
21 metres (6 to 7 storeys)

Floor Space Ratio

1.8: 1

Proposed
No change
To allow a maximum building height
of 25 metres (8 storeys) but only where
the site area exceeds 3,000m2 and the
site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
No change

Assessment of submissions
One submission was received in relation to this land, from a consultant representing a land
owner of the site. The issues raised are outlined and responded to below.
2
Issue: The height increase to 25 metres where the site area exceeds 3,000m and the site
frontage exceeds 50 metres, is supported.

Response:
Noted.
Issue: The original Planning Proposal intention to remove floor space ratio controls where
2
the site area exceeds 3,000m , and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres, has not been
proceeded with. As a consequence the existing FSR has not been increased along with the
increased height controls, and will not enable development viability. The fact the FSR
controls are not removed for these sites is inconsistent with the findings of the RDS.

City of Canterbury
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Response:
As noted previously in this report, the requirement to remove floor space ratio controls where
2
the site area exceeds 3,000m , and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres, was specifically taken
out of the Planning Proposal due to concerns from the DP&E.
Issue: If the FSR is not removed for larger sites, it should be increased to 3 .15: 1 for this land
2
where the site area exceeds 3,000m and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres. A building
design study of the site has also been provided as part of the Planning Proposal submission in
support of this FSR.
Response:
It is agreed that if a height increase for this site is proceeded with, then a corresponding
increase in FSR is warranted.

The building design study, however, shows a bulky built form arising if the site is developed
at 3 .15: I with a 25 metre height limit. The quality of the communal open space is poor, nor
did the building design study address impacts on adjoining properties.
The consultant has also lodged a pre Development Application for this site on the basis of a
25 metre height limit and a slightly higher FSR of 3.16: 1. It is for a different building form
again than shown in the building design study, but indicates the built form possible with a
FSR in the magnitude of3.15 :1.
This pre Development Application has been reviewed by an urban design consultant engaged
by Council. This review has come to a similar conclusion to the observations on the building
design study. It found that the scale of the proposed development is excessive for the site and
will have a detrimental effect on the street as a whole, which will result in cumulative over
development to adjacent sites, and significantly impact the overall character of Sixth A venue.
The amenity for both residents of the new development and surrounding developments will
also be significantly compromised.
On the basis of FSRs currently existing or proposed in the Canterbury Town Centre area and
surrounding Councils for land with a similar maximum building height, a FSR of 2.5:1 is
recommended for this site. This allows for a correspondingly greater building form than the
current I .8: 1 FSR, but avoids the bulky built form that will occur with a 3 .15: 1 FSR.
The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act requires that if Council varies a planning
proposal following the initial Gateway determination, it must inform the Minister for
Planning, who may issue a revised Gateway determination, depending on the nature of the
variations. If this amended FSR is resolved by Council, we will notify the Department to seek
advice as to whether the change requires re-exhibition.
Recommendation
Given the support for the proposed height increase and lack of any objections, it is
recommended that CLEP 2012 be amended by way of a clause which allows a maximum
2
building height of 25 metres (8 storeys) but only where the site area exceeds 3,000m and the
site frontage exceeds 50 metres.

~ - City of Canterbury
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It is agreed that with a height increase for this site, a corresponding increase in FSR is
justified. However the FSR of 3 .15 : 1 sought for this site at 2-16 Sixth A venue, Campsie is
too high and will result in an overly bulky building form with associated amenity impacts for
both residents of the new development and surrounding developments. On the basis of
comparable controls elsewhere a FSR of 2.5: 1 is recommended. This will be by way of a
clause which allows an FSR of2.5:1 where the site area exceeds 3,000 sqm.
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5-9 Croydon Street and 56-57 Railway Parade, Lakemba
Location map showing existing zoning

Note: No zoning change is proposed
Summary of proposed changes
Pro osed

Current

6 to 7 store s)

ace Ratio

1.6: 1

Assessment of submissions
One submission was received in relation to this land, from a consultant representing the owner
of this site. The issues raised are outlined and responded to below. They generally relate to
the appropriateness of FSR controls on this site. The RMS submission does not require any
traffic impact assessment to be undertaken in respect of this site.
Issue: The proposed height increase to 21 metres is supported.
Response:
Noted.
Issue: It is noted that Council had originally proposed to remove the FSR control in its
entirety, however as this was not supported at this stage in the Gateway determination and a
FSR control was reintroduced prior to the Planning Proposal undergoing formal public
exhibition

~ . City of Ca11terbury
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Response:
The Council resolution of 31 October 2013 did not seek to remove FSR controls for this site.
Issue: The Planning Proposal does not reflect the Council resolution of 31 October 2013 in
relation to the proposed provision to delete FSR controls on R4 land that met certain size and
frontage criteria.
Response:
As noted previously in this report, the requirement to remove FSR controls where the site area
2
exceeds 3,000m , and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres, was specifically taken out of the
Planning Proposal due to concerns from the DP&E. It is noted that the subject site, because it
has less than 50 metres frontage, would not meet these requirements.
Issue: FSR is a redundant development control for the subject site in the light other LEP /
DCP I SEPP 65 controls such as height, setbacks, separation, building depth, private open
space, and car parking, that control building bulk. FSR may be an adequate means of
controlling the impact of building bulk on larger sites with significantly greater high rise
development potential, but for a site of this nature imposing FSR is inappropriate.
Response:
As noted previously in this report, the requirement to remove floor space ratio controls where
2
the site area exceeds 3,000m , and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres, was specifically taken
out of the Planning Proposal due to concerns from the DP&E.
Issue: Should the removal of FSR for R4 zoned land be successful in the future, restricting
this outcome to lots with a minimum frontage of 50 metres provides an inequitable design
control, which unnecessarily duplicates outcomes guided within SEPP 65 and fails to consider
the configuration of the subject site.
Response:
This can be looked as part of the future investigative work to be carried out by an urban
designer in relation to removal of FSR controls.
Issue: If an FSR control is required then this should be 2.2: 1 and not 1.8: 1 as proposed. A
previous approval on this site (DA-97/2013) that was compliant with the current LEP height
of 18m, allowed for a FSR of 1.8:1.
Response:
The 1.8: 1 FSR control is consistent with other R4 zoned sites that have a 21 metre height limit
in CLEP 2012. That is why the 1. 8: 1 FSR was applied to this site.
The approval referred to (DA-97/2013) benefitted from the Affordable Rental Housing State
Environmental Planning Policy (AHSEPP), which provides floor space bonuses for providing
affordable housing. This SEPP also has less stringent requirements for development to
encourage affordable housing, compared with a proposal assessed under Council ' s normal
development controls.

City of Canterbury
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There is no testing that has occurred to see the additional impact and degree of compliance
that would occur by increasing the FSRfrom 1.8: 1 to 2.2: 1. Also the site would again be
subject to floor space bonuses for providing affordable housing under AHSEPP, which would
place further pressure on compliance being met.
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Issue: The site is located within 200 metres of Lakemba Station and is suitable for higher
density development based on Transport Oriented Development principles.
Response:
Council has undertaken significant investigative work in increasing densities in and around
town centres in recent times. This site has already benefitted from a recent significant uplift
in density as part of CLEP 2012, where the planning controls were amended to allow an
increase in height from 3 storeys to 5-6 storeys. A further height increase is proposed as part
of this Planning Proposal.

Recommendation
It is recommended that the proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 relating to 5-9 Croydon Street
and 56-57 Railway Parade, Lakemba land be proceeded with as exhibited, being an increase
in height to 21 metres and an increase in the FSR to 1.8:1.
The request to amend the proposed FSR control by increasing it from 1.8: 1 to 2.2: 1 is not
supported as it would result in an overly bulky building form and it is not consistent with
CLEP 2012 FSR controls. The request to remove FSR controls totally from this site is also
not supported without further consideration of the review work required by the Department of
Planning and Environment.
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56 Graham Road, N arwee

Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning

'

....!
I

"
"

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Hei2ht
Floor Space Ratio

Current
R3 Medium Density Residential
8.5 metres (2 storeys)
0.5:1

Proposed
R4 High Density Residential
11.5 metres (3 storeys)
0.9:1

Assessment of submissions
Three submissions were received objecting to the rezoning and other proposed changes to this
land. Two petitions were also received signed by 75 people.
The issues raised in the submissions and petitions, are outlined and responded to below.
CiQ1 of Canterbury
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Parking and traffic
Issue: Graham Road is already at full capacity for car parking.
Response:
Any future development of this site will be required to provide off street parking for future
occupants in accordance with Council or State Government parking requirements.

Given the size of this proposed rezoning site and its development potential, it is likely that any
increase in on street parking will be marginal.
This particular location also benefits from nearby non-residential uses such as business
premises and parkland that would provide parking spaces during the evening.
Issue: Increased traffic and safety concerns for Graham Road. It is already a busy
thoroughfare with accidents occurring.
Response:
Graham Road has only recorded two accidents in the five year period between 2008-2013,
with neither occuring in the vicinity of the subject land. Given the size of this proposed
rezoning site and its development potential, it is unlikely that it will contribute to any
significant increase in traffic and safety concerns.

Amenity
Issue: Overshadowing of an adjoining property will occur.
Response:
Any potential overshadowing impacts will be assessed as part of any future development
application to ensure that an adequate level of solar access is received.
Issue: The proposal will result in additional noise, impacts on quality of life and people's
health.
Response: The rezoning is for residential development and noise levels generated will be
consistent with that of a domestic nature. It is not anticipated that in itself that this rezoning
will have a significant impact on quality of life and health.

Built form
Issue: High density development will be inappropriate for the block size and streetscape. A
duplex would be a better fit.
Response:
The remainder of Graham Road has the same zoning and density as is proposed on the subject
land. The Planning Proposal is seeking to resolve an apparent inconsistency in the existing
zoning of 56 Graham Road in relation to the remainder of the street.
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It is noted that if it was rezoned, the subject site does not meet our frontage requirements for
being developed by itself for a residential flat building or multi dwelling housing (town
houses and villas). It would need to be amalgamated with an adjoining property for this type
of development to be permitted. Development for a residential flat building or multi dwelling
housing under State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) (Affordable Rental Housing)
2009 is possible as this SEPP has different development standards to Council, including no
frontage requirements. However, such a development would be assessed on its merits having
regard to the site, design and impact on adjoining development.
Other issues
Issue: Potential loss of large tree at rear of property.
Response:
The significance of the tree will be assessed as part of any future development application to
ensure that an adequate level of solar access is received. Council may require alternative
plantings to be provided if the tree is removed.
Issue: There is ongoing construction at 58 Graham Road of a town house development.
Going ahead with the proposal does not give the future residents of 58 Graham Road an
opportunity to voice their concerns regarding the current planning proposal.
Response:
The owner of this land has been consulted as part of the Planning Proposal exhibition and has
the opportunity to express any potential concerns that might arise in relation to the
development under construction. It is impracticable to delay the Planning Proposal on the
basis of what future residents might think.
Issue: Other construction in the area has caused destabilization of the structure of an
adjoining property, and there are fears development on this site will exacerbate the problem.
Response:
If there is a future development application involving excavation, we typically impose
conditions to ensure that damage to adjoining properties is minimised by requiring applicants
to provide dilapidation and geotechnical reports prior to the issue of a Construction
Certificate. Such conditions would need to be imposed on any development consent issued
for this proposal.

Recommendation
It is recommended that this proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 relating to 56 Graham Road,
Narwee to rezone the land to R4 with a building height of 11.5 metres and FSR of 0.9: 1 be
proceeded with.
Despite the objections received, they do not present compelling reasons for not proceeding
with the Planning Proposal. The impacts are either not significant or can be dealt with
through the development application process.
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998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl (also known as 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl)

Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning

BANKSTOWN
LOA

I

SP2 (CLASSIAED
ROADI CAN TERBURY RO

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Hei2ht
Floor Space Ratio

Current
R3 Medium Density Residential
8.5 metres (2 storeys)
0.5:1

Proposed
R4 High Density Residential
15 metres ( 5 storeys)
1.8: 1

Assessment of submissions
Two site specific submissions were received in relation to this land. One objected to this
proposal. The other was from a consultant on behalf of the owner, and sought an increase in
building height and FSR.
City of Ca11terbury
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The issues raised in the submission objecting to the proposal are outlined and responded to
below:
Traffic and parking

Issue: There will be an increase in traffic congestion, resulting in inconvenience accessing
the objector' s property, and greater level of accidents.
Response:
The RMS did not consider that the proposed changes required further assessment of traffic
impacts. Localised traffic and safety issues will be considered as part of any development
application lodged. It is noted that there is already an existing service station use on the site
that will be replaced by residential uses.
Amenity

Issue: There will be an increase in noise, rubbish and domestic problems arising from the
neighbouring development.
Response:
While the proposal will allow a higher density than existing development, noise levels
generated will be consistent with that of a domestic nature. Rubbish dumping is not a
planning issue that can be considered through the assessment of this Planning Proposal. If it
was to occur, then it should be reported to Council for investigation.
Issue: Loss of privacy and security will arise from people being able to see into property.
Response:
The review of our DCP controls arising from the IHAP recommendations will address this
issue.
However it is agreed that the proposed increase in height may pose some challenges in terms
of the interface of this site with the adjoining lower density zone. The CLEP 2012 usually
applies an FSR of between 1.6: and 1.8: 1 to land with a maximum building height of 18
metres. As the proposed maximum height of building is proposed to be 15 metres, it is
recommended that a lower FSR of 1.5:1 be applied to this site, given its relationship to
adjoining properties and the need to ensure adverse impacts on the adjoining lower density
land is minimised.
Request for an increase in building height and FSR

Issue: An increase in the maximum building height from 15 metres to 16 metres is sought.
This is on the basis that a lift overrun may exceed the 15 metre height limit (for a 5 storey
development). The extra height would remove the need for a LEP (Clause 4.6) variation.
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Response:
This request is not supported. The requested additional height will potentially add to the
overall building bulk, which is already high given the site adjoins lower density residential
zoned land (R3) . If there are justifiable variations such as lift overruns, then a CLEP 2012
Clause 4.6 variation can be sought.
. Issue: An increase in floor space ratio from 1.8: 1 to 2.2 : 1 is requested to maximize the
building form on the site. The submission has included a diagrammatic scheme on which the
increase in FSR is based.
Response:
See response above where a lesser FSR is recommended. The diagrammatic scheme supplied
as part of the submission does not appear to have taken into consideration road widening on
the site, nor does it appear to comply with relevant DCP setbacks. The requested FSR of
2.2:1 is inconsistent with other FSRs inCLEP 2012 and would exacerbate amenity issues on
adjoining land. As such this request is not supported.

Recommendation
The proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 to rezone the land from R3 to R4 and a height of 15
metres be proceeded with. However, it is recommended that the exhibited FSR of 1.8: 1 be
reduced to 1.5: 1 to reduce the impact on the residents on the adjoining lower density land.
Council may revise a planning proposal under section 58(1) of the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act as a consequence of any submission during consultation. It is however
required to forward a copy of the revised proposal to the Department. In this instance as the
proposed amendment is minor and actually reduces the FSR slightly in response to objections,
it is likely that the DP&E will have no issue and there will be no requirement for a renewed
Gateway determination.
The increases in height and FSR requested by the owner for 998 Punchbowl Road are not
supported as they will add to the scale and building bulk of any further building on this site,
which given the surrounding lower density area, is not appropriate.
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131-133 Victoria Road, Punchbowl

Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes
Current
R3 Medium Densit Residential
aceRatio

Residential

0.5:1

Assessment of submissions
Three submissions were received in relation to this property. Two of the submissions
objected to the proposal. The third submission also objected to the proposal, but sought a
comparable rezoning of adjoining land (which is owned by the writers of the submission), that
would overcome the objection. This will be considered as part of a separate report.
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The issues raised in these submissions and responses to them are outlined below:
Traffic and parking
Issue: There is already a lack of parking on the street.
Response:
Any future development of this site will be required to provide off street parking for future
occupants in accordance with Council or State Government parking requirements.
Given the size of this site and the proposed increase in its development potential, it is likely
that any increase in on-street parking will be minimal.
Amenity
Issue: Noise pollution will be created by the future development.
Response:
The rezoning is for residential development and noise levels generated will be consistent with
that of a domestic nature.
Other issues
Issue: There are already too many units in the area / Loss of property value by having so
many units close to property.
Response:
Under the proposed zoning the land could be developed for other forms of residential
development such as town houses, as well as residential flat buildings. The proposal will only
result in a marginal increase in the density of the area.
There is no evidence to suggest that the Planning Proposal will result in any loss of property
values.
Issue: The litter problem in the area will be exacerbated.
Response:
This is not a planning issue that can be considered through the assessment of these Planning
Proposal submissions. If littering was to occur, it should be reported to Council for
investigation.
Issue: The future development will impact upon an adjoining property.
Response:
This comment is very general in nature and does not specify what these impacts will be. If a
future development application was lodged for this site then this will assess impacts relating
to residential amenity.
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Recommendation
The proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 for 131-133 Victoria Road, Punchbowl to rezone the
land from R3 to R4, with an increase in FSR to 0.75:1 be proceeded with.
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677-687 Canterbury Road and 48 Drummond Street, Belmore/ 642-658 Canterbury
Road, and 2, 2B and part 2C-2D Liberty Street, Belmore
Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning

surnmarv of nronosed chamies
Zone
Height
Floor Space Ratio

Current
B6 Enterprise Corridor
12 metres (3 to 4 storeys)
None aoulicable

Proposed
B5 Business Develooment
18 metres ( 5 to 6 storeys)
None aoolicable

F or L ot 91 DP 3682 th e £o 11 owmg ch anges are proposed :
Proposed
Current
B5 Business Development
R3 Medium Density
Zone
Residential
8.5 metres (2 storeys)
No change
Height
None applicable
0.5:1
Floor Space Ratio
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Proposed building heights
Assessment of submissions
Six submissions and a petition signed by six people were received in relation to this site.
Five of these submissions and the petition objected to the proposed LEP amendments. One of
these submissions also sought that land at 37 and 39 Anderson Street should also be included
as part of the rezoning site.
The other submission sought amendments to the planning proposal through height increases
and rezoning of additional land at 642-658 Canterbury Road, and 2, 2B and part 2C-2D
Liberty Street. Both these submissions will be the subject of a separate report to Council.
The issues raised in these submissions and responses are outlined below:
Traffic and parking
Issue: Increased traffic will occur on Canterbury Road, which is already maximised. More
traffic will use Anderson Street, which needs to be closed at Canterbury Road. Has Council
undertaken any traffic studies to analyse the traffic problems that exist in the feeder streets to
Canterbury Road?
Response:
It is acknowledged that development such as this will create more demand on both local
streets as well as major corridors like Canterbury Road. Council has made a deliberate
decision to revitalize Canterbury Road by increasing development potential and we have seen
a number of applications for development approved in response to this. The majority of that
potential exists today along this corridor as a result of previous Council decisions. It is further
acknowledged that there may be a need over time, to manage traffic as volumes grow.
Issue: The access to any new development is queried, as the RMS will not generally allow
access from Canterbury Road. There are no laneways for access.
~_
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Response:
Both of the subject lands are bounded by side streets that provide potential access options.
The issue of laneway creation is referred to in our DCP, and this will be further reviewed
arising from the August 28 2014 Council resolution.
Issue: Nearby residential streets off Canterbury Road are becoming increasingly crowded
with parking from surrounding higher density development and this will become exacerbated.
The local surrounding streets were never designed to provide overflow parking for high
density residential development.
Response:
Any future development of this site will be required to provide off street parking for future
occupants in accordance with Council or State Government parking requirements.
It is acknowledged that there could be an impact on on-street parking arising from future
redevelopment. However on-street parking is not a "right", and visitor parking requirements
apply in Council's DCP. The current trend in parking standards is not to supply an over
provision of parking so as not to encourage car dependency. However Council cannot control
the number of vehicles owned by a household.

Issue: Increased density and egress from many units will make the area more dangerous to
pedestrians, including families and young children walking to Belmore South Public School.
Response:
If the land is rezoned, then the safety implications of access points would be considered as
part of any future development application.
Amenity

Issue: The current zonings should not be altered. Council has always treated the Canterbury
Road frontages with extra care due to a lack of interface between current users and residents.
The previous 12 metre height limit for the majority of the properties was well thought through
to protect the amenity and integrity of the area. The proposed change to 18 metres will have a
devastating effect on the one to two storey residential buildings on the boundary.
Response:
The height of 18 metres along Canterbury Road arose from the Canterbury Road Masterplan
recommendations as a suitable height in terms of creating an appropriate built form and
encouraging redevelopment. The review of DCP controls arising from IHAP will investigate
the issue of providing a suitable interface between such development and nearby lower
density areas.
Issue: Loss of solar access will occur.
Response:
Any new development will be required to consider Council's Development Control Plan to
ensure an acceptable level of solar access is provided.
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Issue: Loss of privacy will occur with visual access being gained to homes and backyards.
Response:
The review of our DCP controls arising from the IHAP recommendations will examine this
issue.
Issue: Concerns about the amenity of future unit occupiers along Canterbury Road.
Response:
Consideration about amenity issues such as noise and vibration are part of our controls for
development along main roads, and will occur as part of the development assessment process.
Issue: Creating multiple storey buildings along Canterbury Road will exacerbate the wind
tunnel effect.
Response:
Current built form controls should ensure a moderate form of development along Canterbury
Road. Any proposals for further height increases may trigger the need for further
consideration of this issue.
Built form
Issue: Building heights proposed are too high and out of character with the existing lower
density nature of Belmore.
Response:
Belmore has a mixture of zonings and densities, though not all of have been realized as yet.
Zonings and densities have been developed along the Canterbury Road corridor to stimulate
redevelopment of its existing rundown character. Without higher densities it is unlikely that
new development will occur.
Other issues
Issue: Loss of property value.
Response:
There is no evidence to suggest that the Planning Proposal will result in any loss of property
values.
Issue: Adverse impacts will occur during construction phase of development such as
asbestos, dust, noise etc.
Response:
It is acknowledged that there will be some disturbances to the surrounding area should there
be a future development approval on this site and construction commence. However, these
will only be temporary and conditions of consent will be imposed, restricting the hours during
which building works may take place and dealing with issues such as asbestos (if applicable)
and dust. This is to ensure that the level of disturbance is not unreasonable .
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Issue: More rubbish will brought into the area.
Response:
This is not a planning issue that can be considered through the assessment of these Planning
Proposal submissions. If dumping was to occur, it should be reported to Council for
investigation.
Issue: Concern about the removal of the B6 zone in providing employment in the local area
such as warehousing and light industrial uses.
Response:
The proposed replacement BS zone will continue to allow these uses. However, as it is the
intention of redevelopment along Canterbury Road to revitalize its character over time there
will be loss of these uses, and likely replacement with other employment types such as bulky
goods retail. As part of the assessment of the Planning Proposal it was referred to the
Department of Planning and Environment Employment team who did not raise objection to
this aspect of the proposal.
Issue: Lack of notification and public debate about this proposal.
Response:
Extra effort was taken to write to nearby owners about the proposal, with consultation
distances extending to up to 120 metres from the subject land. The proposal was also placed
in local newspapers and on our website.
Recommendation
The proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 to rezone the land at 677-687 Canterbury Road and
48 Drummond Street, 642-658 Canterbury Road, and 2, 2B and part 2C-2D Liberty Street,
Belmore to BS with a corresponding increase in height to 18 metres, with no FSR with the
exception of Lot 91 DP 3862 which is to have a height limit of 8.5m as per the summary
above, be supported.
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Land bounded by Canterbury Road, Thompson Lane, Wilson Lane and Chapel Road,
Belmore
Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning
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Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Hei2ht
Floor Space Ratio

Current
R4 High Density Residential
18 metres (5 to 6 storeys)
1.6: 1

Proposed
BS Business Development
No change
None applicable

Council resolution
Of relevance to this proposal is the following resolution made at the Council Meeting of 24
July 2014:
THAT a report be presented to Council to address any futu re developments bounded by
Canterbury Road, Chap el Street, ·Wilson Lane, Burwood Road and Thompson Lane, Belmore,
in regard to the follo wing;
City of Canterbury
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Th e widening of Wilson and Thompson Lanes to 9m.
Th e creation of a footpath along Wilson and Thompson Lanes.
All developments in the vicinity of the local school, childcare centre and the church
need to comply with safety and privacy issues to protect children when using these
facilities.
Inform local residents bounded by the above streets and Wilson Avenue of all
developments that come to Council.

Assessment of submissions
Five submissions and the petition signed by 49 people were received objecting to this
proposal. A representation was also received from Ms Linda Burney MP .
One submission was received in support of the proposal. This was from a land owner of a site
included in the Planning Proposal, who is also acting on behalf of other owners in the area.
The issues raised in these submissions objecting to the proposal, and responses to them, are
outlined below:
Traffic and parking issues

Issue: The proposal will increase traffic congestion in the area. Wilson Avenue will become
more congested as people look for parking.
Wilson Lane is unable to support the resultant increase in traffic. Council should
consider making Wilson Lane two way and blocking it at the pedestrian crossing, thus
separating the traffic and making Chapel Street the access for the new units west of the
church.
It is understood that Wilson Lane may be widened by Council. An increase in the
width of Wilson Lane will generate a dangerous increase in traffic volume and speed
in a long standing pedestrian zone. It would seem that widening will involve
resumption of Church land which would be strongly resisted.
Response:
Council is in the early stages of considering all laneways throughout Canterbury and assessing
their capacities and need for embellishment, widening etc. to accommodate increased
densities. Lanes such as Wilson Lane will generally carry relatively low levels of traffic at
slow speed given that they will service local traffic only and not through traffic. Laneways
such as this are ideal for servicing development on major roads with alternative access, which
is encouraged by the RMS .
Issue: The proposal will create traffic conflicts with the high number of school children, preschool children and parents, as well as elderly people attending the church.
Response:
As development occurs, the laneway can be controlled like any other road system adjacent or
nearby schools.
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Amenity
Issue: Impact on residential amenity/privacy especially overlooking from balconies and
windows. Also overlooking of the outdoor learning spaces, children ' s change spaces and
bathrooms of a children' s centre will occur, impacting on the privacy and protection of
children.
Response:
The review of our DCP controls arising from IHAP will examine privacy issues. It is noted
that the Planning Proposal is not seeking to change the building height on this land.
Issue: Further traffic on Wilson Lane (including increased commercial traffic) will create
detrimental noise impacts.
Response:
It is acknowledged that traffic volumes will inevitably increase on Wilson Lane as
redevelopment of sites take place. Business uses could be conditioned to restrict business
activity to hours that are in keeping with maintaining acceptable residential amenity.
Issue: The visual amenity of the Parish and primary school, and quiet enjoyment could be
destroyed by business uses and mixed use buildings.
Response:
See response above. Building design will be regulated through the development assessment
process to seek acceptable outcomes.
Built form
Issue: A three storey height limit (with a preference for two storey residential) should apply.
Response:
The existing height limit on this land is already 18 metres (5-6 storeys). It is not practicable
to now to significantly reduce the height limit, and this will be detrimental to Council ' s
intention for the revitalization of the Canterbury Road corridor as it is unlikely redevelopment
would occur with a reduced height and density.
The review of our controls arising from the IHAP recommendations will look at the issue of
transitional heights including reductions on the residential interface.
Issue: Council has already significantly increased the density of sites along Canterbury Road.
Response:
This is part of the intention of redeveloping Canterbury Road to revitalise this corridor. As
noted previously, without density increases it is unlikely that redevelopment would occur.
Issue: Council to give a concrete guarantee that it will not extend the proposed development
height, as it has done for 548 Canterbury Road.
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Response:
This is obviously a matter for Council to decide. This report has however noted there are
significant issues with allowing further height increases on Canterbury Road.
Issue: The current "floor space ratio" control is to be removed.
Response:
Business zoned land in Canterbury is not subject to FSR controls. Instead built form is
controlled by building envelope controls contained in our DCP.
Other issues
Issue: Increase in graffiti and rubbish dumping in Wilson Lane.
Response:
These issues, although serious, are not issues to be considered through the assessment of these
submissions. If they were to occur, they should be reported to NSW Police or Council for
investigation.
Issue: Churches, dwelling houses, dual occupancies and residential flat buildings will
become prohibited uses in the proposed BS zone. The Roman Catholic Church at 759-765
Canterbury Road will have to rely upon "existing use rights" to continue to operate and
expand/modify parish and school buildings, which disrespects and disregards the continuous
presence of the Catholic Church in Belmore since 1919. This issue is referred to in the letter
from the Deputy Director of the Department of Planning and Environment as part of the
Gateway Determination, as to the appropriateness of the BS zone for this land in relation to
owners being required to rely on existing use rights.
Response:
This issue can be resolved by making the church an additional permitted use (as a place of
public worship) in LEP 2012 if this rezoning proceeds. It will then no longer need to rely on
existing use rights. School uses, however, are permitted in the BS zone under the State
Government Infrastructure SEPP 2007. This land is the only site where a submission relating
to existing use rights has been received.
Issue: The churches at 759-765 Canterbury Road, and also at 301-305 Canterbury Road,
Canterbury (outside of the Planning Proposal area), should be made additional permitted uses
in CLEP 2012.
Response:
See response above in relation to 759-765 Canterbury Road. In relation to 301-305
Canterbury Road (which is outside of the Planning Proposal area) if this becomes an issue for
this site then it could be similarly resolved. The heritage listing has given it some degree of
flexibility in be a non-conforming use.
Issue: The notification letter for 759-765 Canterbury Road was addressed to the church itself
rather than the Archdiocesan Trustees, who are the real owners of the land.
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·- .
Response:
This information has been corrected in our system.
Issue: Currently the properties at 749, 751 and 773-777 Canterbury Road are used for uses
that comply with a B5 zone.
Response:
Noted. While the subject land is predominantly residential, the existing commercial uses in
this area lend some degree of support to the proposed B5 rezoning.
Issue: In respect of the houses from 779 Canterbury Road to Chapel Road it is believed most
lend themselves to redevelopment and there would not be objection from the owners.
Response:
There have been no objections received from the owners of these properties.
Issue: The RDS recommended no change to the existing planning controls, and that there is
no justification to warrant further extension of the Business zones along Canterbury Road.
Response:
Council resolved not to endorse the RDS in respect of this recommendation. The Planning
Proposal reflects the Council resolution, and is seeking public comment about such a
proposed change for further consideration.

Recommendation
The proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 to rezone bounded by Canterbury Road, Thompson
Lane, Wilson Lane and Chapel Road, Belmore, to B5 and no FSR as per the summary above,
be supported.
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548-568 Canterbury Road, Campsie

Location map showing existing zoning

Note: No zoning change is proposed
Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Hei2ht
Floor Space Ratio

Current
BS Business Development
18 metres (5 to 6 storeys)
None aoolicable

Proposed
BS Business Development
25 metres (8 storeys)
None applicable

Assessment of submissions
No submissions were received in relation to the Planning Proposal relating specifically to the
height increased proposed for 548-568 Canterbury Road.
Two submissions were received requesting an increased maximum building height on
adjoining lands at 538-546 Canterbury Road, and 570-572 Canterbury Road, Campsie. These
were prepared by consultants on behalf of the land owners/other interested parties and will be
reported separately.
Recommendation
The proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 to increase the height limit ofland at 548-568
Canterbury Road, Campsie to 25 metres as per the summary above, be supported.
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Land bounded by Canterbury Road, Stanley Street, Perry Street and Una Street,
Campsie, and 403-411 Canterbury Road and 1 Una Street, Campsie
Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Hei2ht
Floor Space Ratio

Current
B6 Enterprise Corridor
12 metres (3 to 4 storeys)
None annlicable

Proposed
BS Business Development
See map below
None annlicable
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Proposed height map
Submissions
Three submissions were received in relation to this site. One submission objected to the
proposal, and the other two submissions sought amendments to allow greater height. These
will be the subject of a separate report to Council. A representation was also received from ·
Ms Linda Burney MP.
The issues raised in the objection, and responses to them, are outlined below:
Traffic and parking
Issue: The proposed building height will increase traffic and make congestion along this busy
stretch of road even worse.
Response:
It is acknowledged that development such as this will create more demand on both local
streets as well as major corridors like Canterbury Road. Council has made a deliberate
decision to revitalize Canterbury Road by increasing development potential and we have seen
a number of applications for development approved in response to this. The majority of that
potential exists today along this corridor as a result of previous Council decisions. It is further
acknowledged that there may be a need over time, to manage traffic as volumes grow.
Issue: Having access to new buildings along Canterbury Road will be hazardous given lack
of a shoulder. It will be hazardous for cars to slow down and pull over, and there will be no
shoulder for street parking.

City of Ca11terbury
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Response:
It is agreed that access via alternative streets than Canterbury Road is desirable. This is a
location where a rear lane may be created as development occurs. Council considered a report
at its meeting on 25 September 2014 which will assist in this pursuit.
Issue: The lack of a traffic island along this stretch of Canterbury Road will make access
hazardous to pedestrians.
Response:
There are traffic lights at Bexley Road and Duke Street close to both ends of the subject land,
where pedestrians can safely cross the road. On a busy road like Canterbury Road,
encouraging pedestrian movements outside of crossings, even with mid-block access points, is
not desirable.
Issue: There is insufficient on street parking in the area. Most apartments are only provided
with one car parking space, which is insufficient for modem households. The development at
Beamish and Unara Streets has reduced the availability of parking in Stanley Street in
particular.
Response:
Any future development of this site will be required to provide off street parking for future
occupants in accordance with Council or State Government parking requirements.
It is acknowledged that there could be an impact on on-street parking arising from future
redevelopment. However on-street parking is not a "right", and visitor parking requirements
apply in Council's DCP. The current trend in parking standards is not to supply an over
provision of parking so as not to encourage car dependency. However Council cannot control
the number of vehicles owned by a household.
Amenity

Issue: The proposed increase in building heights will overshadow residences along the
western side of Perry Street, as well as parts of Stanley and Una Streets, resulting in a loss of
amenity. This sort of overshadowing is already evident in Unara Street, where homes have
lost their afternoon sun as a result of the residential tower at the comer of Beamish and Unara
Streets.
Response:
It is unlikely that there will be significant overshadowing given the orientation of the
adjoining land, and the heights that are proposed. Any development will need to provide
adequate solar access in accordance with our DCP provisions as part of the DA assessment
process.
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Other issues
Issue: There is no mention of any areas to be set aside for open space. While Tasker Park
provides adequate recreational space for older children and adults, it is about 750 metres
away. The 1.5km round trip means it is too far away to be of practical use for parents and
carers looking after young children.

Setting aside part of the site for open space, such as happened at the Clemton Park Village,
would provide an important recreational asset for young families. It would also overcome
crowding of the site, and help alleviate traffic and parking problems.
Response:
Clemton Park Village is a larger site that was originally in single ownership, and offered
much greater potential for the provision of an internal open space area.

Council has identified 78-80 Duke Street for the provision of future open space in this area.
This site, when fully acquired, will provide for a neighbourhood park in close proximity to
this land.
Issue: The proposed rezoning and redevelopment will lead to the demolition of the few
remaining semi-detached and detached residences along Perry Street (nine properties) and
Una Street (four properties). These properties were built in the 1930s and 1940s, have
heritage value, and ought to be preserved.
Response:
The houses appear to date from before World War II. Some have had unsympathetic
alterations. They are representative examples of common Federation and Inter-War dwellings
in the area and do not appear to have heritage significance, with better examples existing
elsewhere. None have been identified in the Heritage Study review. The dwellings are
already non-conforming uses in the current B6 zone, and have lost their context to a
considerable degree due to surrounding industrial / commercial development. If they were to
be preserved, they would further lose context because of the increased scale of the
surrounding development that is proposed. For all these reasons heritage listing is not
recommended.

The assessment of requests seeking changes to building height, are outlined below:
Recommendation
The proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 to rezone land bounded by Canterbury Road, Stanely
Street, Perry Street and Una Street, Campsie and 403-411 Canterbury Road and 1 Una Street,
Campsie to B5 with height limits of 14 metres, 18 metres and 25 metres as per the summary
above, be supported.
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130 Croydon Street and 276-278 Haldon Street, Lakemba
Location and proposed zoning changes

Note: No zoning change is proposed

Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Hei2ht
Floor Space Ratio

Current
R4 High Density Residential
11.5 metres (3 storeys)
0.9:1

Proposed
No change
14 metres (4 storeys)
1.4: 1

Assessment of submissions
Three submissions were received objecting to the proposed change in planning controls.
The issues raised in these submissions and responses to them are outlined below:

Issue: The proposal will impact on a high school and pre-schools in the Croydon Street and
Haldon Street area.
Response:
The submission does not specify what type of impacts will be created.
Issue: The increase in building bulk will produce traffic impacts, and there are already
traffic gridlocks in the area especially during peak hours.
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Response:
It is acknowledged that development such as this will create more demand on both local
streets as well as major corridors like Canterbury Road. Council has made a deliberate
decision to revitalise Canterbury Road by increasing development potential and we have seen
a number of applications for development approved in response to this. The majority of that
potential exists today along this corridor as a result of previous Council decisions. It is further
acknowledged that there may be a need over time, to manage traffic as volumes grow.
Recommendation
The proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 to increase the height to 14 metres and FSR to 1.4: 1
at 130 Croydon Street and 276-278 Haldon Street, Lakemba as per the summary above, be
supported ..
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1375 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl
Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning
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Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Hei2ht
Floor Space Ratio

Current
B6 Enterprise Corridor
12 metres (3 to 4 storeys)
None applicable

Proposed
BS Business Development
18 metres (5 to 6 storeys)
None applicable

Assessment of submissions
No specific submissions were received in relation to this site.
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Recommendation
The proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 to rezone 1375 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl and
increase height to 18 metres as per the summary above, be supported.
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28-42 Josephine Street, Riverwood

Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes

ace Ratio

Current
RE2 Private Recreation
No current control
No current control

Pro osed
R3 Medium Densit Residential
8.5 metres (2 storeys)
0.5:1

Assessment of submissions
Six submissions were received in relation to this land.
Five of these submissions were in support of the proposed R3 Medium Density Residential
zoning. In one of these submissions it was noted that objection would be raised to further
increasing building heights on this land.
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One submission objected to the proposed controls, prepared by a consultant on behalf of the
land owner. This submission sought the rezoning of this land to R4 High Density Residential,
with a maximum building height of 14 metres (4 storeys), and a maximum floor space ratio of
1.2: 1.
It is noted that a separate Planning Proposal has been received for this site. This is initially
sought the same amendment as outlined in the submission above, i.e. rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential, with a maximum building height of 14 metres (4 storeys), and a
maximum floor space ratio of 1.2: 1. This Planning Proposal was considered at the City
Development Committee meeting on 12 September 2014 where it was deferred for further
consideration. Since this time the Planning Proposal has been amended and is seeking a split
R3/R4 zoning with a reduction in building height and FSR.
Given that a decision on this separate Planning Proposal has not been made, it is preferable to
defer any consideration of the Planning Proposal that is the subject of this report in relation to
28-42 Josephine Street, until such time as a decision on the separate Planning Proposal has
been made. This avoids the potential situation of having two different Planning Proposals for
the same parcel of land being progressed.
It is noted that it is not possible to simply make amendments to this Planning Proposal. As
has been noted elsewhere in this report, the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
requires that if Council varies a planning proposal following the initial Gateway
determination, it must inform the Minister for Planning, who may issue a revised Gateway
determination, depending on the nature of the variations.
In relation to the RMS submission, it has advised that it will support the proposed rezoning of
this land subject to the potential traffic impacts being considered and assessed. The potential
traffic impacts at the junction of Belmore Road and Josephine Street should be considered,
and if likely to be significant, the intersection should be further modelled. It is noted that the
separate Planning Proposal lodged has included a traffic assessment of the impact of likely
future development.

Recommendation
That this be deferred until the separate Planning Proposal is determined by Council.
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844-854 Canterbury Road, Roselands
Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes

Zone
Heh?:ht
Floor Space Ratio

Current
R4 High Density Residential
18 metres (5 to 6 storeys)
1.6: 1

Proposed
B5 Business Development
No change
None applicable

Assessment of submissions
One submission was received objecting to this proposal.
The issues raised in the objection with responses are outlined below:
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Traffic and parking
Issue: The proposal will result in a further lack of on-street parking and increased traffic
congestion in Hillview Street. There is already difficulty in finding parking on this street.
Response:
Until a development application is received for 844-854 Canterbury Road it will not be known
what access arrangements are proposed, and what the impact will be on Hillview Street. The
site also adjoins Legge Street.

Any future development of this site will be required to provide off street parking for future
occupants in accordance with Council or State Government parking requirements.
It is acknowledged that there could be an impact on on-street parking arising from future
redevelopment. However on-street parking is not a "right", and visitor parking requirements
apply in Council's DCP. The current trend in parking standards is not to supply an over
provision of parking so as not to encourage car dependency. However Council cannot control
the number of vehicles owned by a household.
It is noted that the existing planning controls already allow for an 18 metre building height
·
and considerable development potential of the land.
Amenity
Issue: The proposal will result in blocking of existing views of the City skyline, Canterbury
Road and surrounding suburbs from a nearby property, impacting on its value.
Response:
844-854 Canterbury Road does not directly adjoin this property. Land that directly adjoins
this property at 856-860 Canterbury Road, has the same zone and height as that proposed for
844-854 Canterbury Road. This land will have a far greater potential impact upon views if
redeveloped.

In this context, the impact of 844-854 Canterbury Road on views is regarded as minimal.
Issue: Increased noise arising from retail / business oriented office premises and resultant
traffic and delivery vehicles.
Response:
It is acknowledged that there may be increased noise arising from business vehicular
movements if the site is redeveloped. The specific impact will depend on the access points to
the site. The duration of such noise can be mitigated by restricting hours of operation. In
addition the land is located on Canterbury Road which in itself generates considerable levels
of background noise.
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Other issues
Issue: The demolition of older dwellings will result in a loss of residential character contrary
to CDCP 2012, which makes reference to the role played by older dwellings.
Response:
Canterbury Road has been designated as a revitalization corridor with redevelopment of
existing sites necessary to achieve this. It has a demonstrably different character to
Canterbury's residential streets, which are what is being referred to in our DCP. The existing
R4 zoning also already allows for the redevelopment of this site.
Issue: There will be loss of the reserve in Hillview Street and existing trees, contrary to
Council ' s Tree Preservation Order.
Response:
This comment appears to have risen because the proposed zoning includes the road closure
reserve at Hillview Avenue. This has arisen because of the requirements of the Department of
Planning and Environment to give all roads a zoning that matches adjoining zonings. There is
no intention to develop this road closure reserve, which is in Council ownership.

Recommendation
The proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 to rezone land at 844-854 Canterbury Road,
Roselands to a B5 zone with a height limit of 18 metres and no FSR as per the summary
above, be supported.
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918-922, 930 and 936 Canterbury Road, and 2 Dreadnought Street, Roselands
Location of land

Summary of proposed changes
This site is not part of the current Planning Proposal, nor does it adjoin or is close to sites
proposed for amendments to zoning and/or planning controls in the Planning Proposal. It will
therefore be the subject of a future report.
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1112-1186 Canterbury Road, Roselands
Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes

ace Ratio

Current
B6 Ente rise Corridor
12 metres (3 to 4 store s)
None a licable

Pro osed

None a

licable

Submissions
Four submissions were received in relation to this land, all objecting to the proposed
amendments. One of these submissions also requested that land at 1 and 1A Stephenson
Street and 2 and 2A Ewen Street be included as part of the proposed B5 zone. This will be the
subject of a future report to Council.
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The issues raised in these submissions, and responses to them, are outlined below:
Traffic and parking
Issue: The proposal will significantly increase traffic on Canterbury Road.
Response:
It is acknowledged that development .such as this will create more demand on both local
streets as well as major corridors like Canterbury Road. Council has made a deliberate
decision to revitalise Canterbury Road by increasing development potential and we have seen
a number of applications for development approved in response to this. The majority of that
potential exists today along this corridor as a result of previous Council decisions. It is further
acknowledged that there may be a need over time, to manage traffic as volumes grow.
Issue: Dunlop Lane is unable to cope with the future traffic arising due to proposed rezoning.
It needs to be doubled in width for any future development. Note that Dunlop Lane becomes
double lane from Fairview Avenue this needs to be continued.
Response:
Council is in the early stages of considering all laneways throughout Canterbury and assessing
their capacities and need for embellishment, widening etc. to accommodate increased
densities. Lanes such as Dunlop Lane will generally carry relatively low levels of traffic at"
slow speed given that they will service local traffic only and not through traffic. Laneways
such as this are ideal for servicing development on major roads with alternative access, which
is encouraged by the RMS .
Issue: The proposed development will further exacerbate the limited car parking conditions
on Canterbury Road and Dunlop Lane and surrounding streets.
Response:
Any future development of this site will be required to provide off street parking for future
occupants in accordance with Council or State Government parking requirements.
It is acknowledged that there could be an impact on on-street parking arising from future
redevelopment. However on-street parking is not a "right", and visitor parking requirements
apply in Council's DCP. The current trend in parking standards is not to supply an over
provision of parking so as not to encourage car dependency. However Council cannot control
the number of vehicles owned by a household.

Amenity
Issue: Overshadowing will occur to adjoining properties.
Response:
The review of our controls arising from the IHAP recommendations will examine this issue.
Issue: There will be a detrimental impact on the privacy of the adjoining residential
properties to the south, south west and south east of the site.
~ - City of Ca11terbury
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Response:
The review of our controls arising from the IHAP recommendations will examine this issue.
Issue: Development during construction of site and after will have an adverse impact on
adjoining development by way of increased noise pollution.
Response:
It is acknowledged that there will be some disturbances to the surrounding area during the
construction phase of any development. However, these will only be temporary and
conditions of consent would be imposed, restricting the hours during which building works
may take place. This is to ensure that the level of disturbance is not unreasonable.
There may be increased noise arising from business vehicular movements if the site is
redeveloped. The specific impact will depend on the access points to the site. The duration of
such noise can be mitigated by restricting hours of operation. In addition the land is located
on Canterbury Road which in itself generates considerable levels of background noise.
Built form

Issue: The proposed development is an overdevelopment of the site and the properties would
be more suited to smaller dwellings on the site. There is concern about the proposed height of
the development.
Response:
The review of our controls arising from the IHAP recommendations will examine the issue of
transitional heights.
Other issues

Issue: Future residents may cause vandalism to the adjoining properties.
Response:
This issue, although serious, is not a planning issue that can be considered through the
assessment of these Planning Proposal submissions. If vandalism was to occur, it should be
reported to NSW Police for investigation.
Issue: The proposed development will have a detrimental impact on property values.
Response:
There is no evidence to suggest that the proposal will result in loss of property values.
Issue: The existing infrastructure is not adequate to meet the increased demand arising from
the proposal.
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Response:
The submission has not provided any specific detail.s in relation to this comment. The size of
the area proposed to be rezoned is unlikely to create infrastructure issues in its own right. The
Canterbury Residential Development Strategy examined the issue of infrastructure in
Canterbury and found there were no significant issues of constraint. This rezoning came out
of a RDS recommendation.
Issue: Concern about physical damage of existing surrounding properties due to the
modification in the soil condition during construction of the proposed development.
Response:
If there is a future development application involving excavation, we typically impose
conditions to ensure that damage to adjoining properties is minimised by requiring applicants
to provide dilapidation and geotechnical reports prior to the issue of a Construction
Certificate. Such conditions would need to be imposed on any development consent issued
for this proposal.
Issue: There existing stormwater in the area which needs to be taken into account. Dunlop
Lane has been flooded.
Response:
Any development on our near the existing stormwater drainage within this area would be
required to carry out an assessment of impact on this infrastructure, and of any potential
flooding impacts. It is noted that the sites in this area already appear to be mostly impervious.
Issue: Because of the loss of value of these properties arising from the proposal, 1 and IA
Stephenson St and 2 and 2A Ewen Street are requested to be included into the proposed BS
zone.
Response:
This land is shown on the map below:
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This request will be the subject of a future report to Council.
Recommendation
The proposed amendment to CLEP 2012 to rezone land 1112-1186 Canterbury Road,
Roselands to B5 with a height limit of 18 metres as per the summary above, be supported.

Conclusion
The exhibition of the Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012
in relation to the Canterbury Residential Development Strategy has resulted in a diverse level
of response from the community and land owners.
Generally the rezoning ofland for residential purposes attracted a low degree of controversy
and issues. For the most part it is recommended that these rezonings be progressed and
submitted to the Department of Planning for gazettal.
The amendment of planning controls for sites along or near Canterbury Road for zoning
changes and/or height increases attracted far more objection and concern. The main issues
can be summarised as traffic/parking, and amenity impacts.
In addition, a lengthy submission was received from Roads and Maritime Services which
expressed concern about the cumulative impacts on traffic on Canterbury Road and requests
traffic impact assessments for a number of sites. On balance, however, given that the vast
bulk of the corridor has already been upzoned, the degree of growth represented by the
proposed amendments which are the subject of this report, are relatively minor in the overall
scheme of the entire road corridor. For this reason, it is recommended that Council proceed
with the Planning Proposal, even though this carries a degree of risk of rejection by the
Department of Planning and Infrastructure given the position taken by the RMS ..
A current report with Council also investigates measures to control the potential amenity
impacts of having higher density buildings in close proximity to lower density areas.
Submissions were also received for rezonings and height increases for land not part of the
planning proposal. These were predominantly for land along Canterbury Road and will form
the basis of a future report to Council.

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT
The Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 be
1.
progressed and submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment for gazettal
in relation to the following sites, and as per the maps and summaries identified in this
report:
60 and 67 Lucerne Street, 61 and 65 Y angoora Road, 53A Benaroon Road, and 92
•
Knox Street, Belmore - to rezone the land to R4 and increase the FSR to 0.75:1.
26-30 Campsie Street and 1 Assets Street, Campsie - to increase the building
•
height to 14 metres and FSR to 1.5:1.
Part of 2-12 Harp Street, and 1-9 Alfred Street, Campsie - to rezone the land to R4
•
with a building height of 13.5 metres and a FSR of 1.4: 1.
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2-16 Sixth Avenue, Campsie - amend CLEP 2012 by way of a clause which
allows a maximum building height of 25 metres but only where the site area
exceeds 3,000m2 and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
• 5-9 Croydon Street and 56-57 Railway Parade, Lakemba - an increase in height to
21 metres and an increase in the FSR to 1. 8: 1.
• 56 Graham Road, Narwee - to rezone the land to R4 with a building height of 11.5
metres and FSR of0.9:1.
• 998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl (also known as 1499 Canterbury Road) - to
rezone the land to R4 with a height of 15 metres and the FSR reduced from the
exhibited 1.8: 1 to 1.5: 1 subject to no issue being raised by the DP&E.
131-133 Victoria Road, Punchbowl - to rezone the land to R4, with an increase in
•
FSR to 0.75:1.
• 677-687 Canterbury Road and 48 Drummond Street, Belmore / 642-658
Canterbury Road, and 2, 2B and part 2C-2D Liberty Street, Belmore - to rezone
the land to BS with a height limit of 18 metres and no FSR, with the exception of
Lot 91 , DP 3682 which is to have a height limit of 8.5 metres and an FSR of0.5:1
(existing).
• Land bounded by Canterbury Road, Thompson Lane, Wilson Larie and Chapel
Road, Belmore - to be rezoned to B5 with no FSR.
548-568 Canterbury Road, Campsie - to increase the height limit to 25 metres.
•
• Land bounded by Canterbury Road, Stanley Street, Perry Street and Una Street,
Campsie, and 403-411 Canterbury Road and 1 Una Street, Campsie - to be
rezoned to B5 with a combination of height limits of 14 metres, 18 metres and 25
metres as shown on the maps in this report and no FSR.
130 Croydon Street and 276-278 Haldon Street, Lakemba - to increase height
•
limit to 14 metres and FSR of 1.4: 1.
1375 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl- to be rezoned to B5 with a height limit of 18
•
metres and no FSR.
• 844-854 Canterbury Road, Roselands - to be rezoned to B5 with a height limit of
18 metres and no FSR.
1112-1186 Canterbury Road, Roselands - to be rezoned to B5 and have a height
•
limit of 18 metres and no FSR.
A further Planning Proposal be prepared to amend Canterbury Local Environmental
Plan 2012 in relation to the following sites with the changes as outlined:
• 759-765 Canterbury Road, Belmore - make places of public worship an additional
permitted use under Schedule 1.
• 2-16 Sixth Avenue, Campsie-increase in floor space ratio from 1.8:1 to 2.5:1 by
way of a clause that applies only if the site area exceeds 3,000sqm.
The other requests for LEP amendments as discussed in this report, be the subject of a
further report to Council.
28-42 Josephine Street, Riverwood- being deferred until the separate planning
proposal subsequently lodged for this site, is determined by Council.
Traffic analysis commence with a view to determine the long term cumulative impact
of traffic growth along Canterbury Road and measures (if any) that may be
implemented to manage such impacts.

•

2.

3.
4.
5.
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134-140 BRIGHTON AVENUE, CAMPSIE: PLANNING PROPOSAL
TO AMEND CANTERBURY LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN
2012

FILE NO:

T-29-157

REPORT BY:

MANAGER LAND USE AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANNING

Summary:
•
•

•
•

•

•

A Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 (CLEP
2012) was placed on public exhibition from 10 June 2014 to 11 July 2014.
This arose from a resolution of the Extraordinary Council Meeting on 31 October
2013 where a report on a Residential Development Strategy for Canterbury was
considered.
One of the sites proposed to be rezoned and to receive an increase in floor space ratio
(FSR) controls is 134-140 Brighton A venue, Campsie.
Land opposite the site is owned by a close relative of the Director City Planning.
Because of the conflict of interest, the matter is dealt with separately in this report,
which has been prepared by the Manager Land Use and Environmental Planning.
Two submissions were received during the exhibition period, and these are assessed in
this report. Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) also made a general submission on
the Planning Proposal, but did not require any traffic assessment to be carried out for
this site.
It is recommended that this site be submitted to the Department of Planning and
Environment (DP&E) as part of this Planning Proposal for gazettal.

Council Delivery Program and Budget Implications:
This report has no implications for the Budget and supports our Community Strategic Plan
long term goal of Balanced Development.
Report:
Introduction
In February 2013 a Residential Development Strategy (RDS) was commenced for the City of
Canterbury, following previous endorsement by Council. The RDS was prepared to ensure
that appropriate zonings, development controls and planning framework were developed to
guide and cater for the growth of the Canterbury residential community, and to be consistent
with State Government housing targets.
One key aspect of the RDS was the consideration of a number of submissions for zoning and
other planning control changes received during the exhibition of draft Canterbury Local
Environmental Plan 2012 (CLEP 2012). These submissions were deferred for further
consideration as part of the RDS. The RDS also included subsequent requests for rezonings
received after the exhibition of CLEP 2012.
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The RDS was considered at the Extraordinary Meeting of Council on 31 October 2013 where
Council resolved to endorse the RDS subject to changes. It also resolved to prepare a
Planning Proposal which would seek to rezone and/or change planning controls for a number
of properties. One of these properties was 134-140 Brighton A venue, Campsie.
Land opposite this site is owned by a close relative of the Director City Planning.
Accordingly, because of the conflict of interest, the Director City Planning has requested that
this matter be assessed by the Manager Land Use and Environmental Planning.
Location maps showing existing/proposed zoning

Existing zoning

Proposed zoning
Summary of proposed changes
Current
R3 Medium Densit

Residential

0.5:1
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A control will also be put in place in CLEP 2012 to ensure these properties can only be
redeveloped as one site. This is to facilitate removal of the current service station use.

Assessment of submissions
Two individual submissions were received regarding the Planning Proposal in relation to this
land. The RMS submission does not require any traffic impact assessment to be undertaken in
respect of this site.
•

Does not object to the proposal. However would object if there was any increase
in height beyond that proposed, because of the detrimental impact it would have
on an adjoining property. The writer also requested to be kept informed of any
changes or future proposals that may be lodged.
Comment
Noted. As an adjoining owner, further notification would occur if there were to be any
further amendment to height controls on this land.

•

Supportive of redevelopment of the site to remove the current service station and
dwelling houses on Brighton Avenue. A concern was potential amenity impacts
that could arise from any redevelopment of the land, such as overlooking and
overshadowing.
Comment
The Planning Proposal is not seeking to change the height of this land. Potential
amenity issues such as overlooking and overshadowin g can be dealt with as part of the
development application process if a more detailed proposal is submitted.

Conclusion
The two individual submissions received do not object to the proposed rezoning. The issues
regarding potential amenity impacts, such as overlooking and overshadowin g, can be dealt
with as part of the development application process if a more detailed proposal is submitted.
It is recommended that the proposed amendments to CLEP 2012 relating to 134-140 Brighton
A venue, Campsie proceed.
RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmenta l Plan 2012 relating to
134-140 Brighton Avenue, Campsie to rezone the land to R4 High Density Residential with a
height of 8.5 metres and a FSR of 0.75: 1 proceed as exhibited.
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MINUTES OF THE EXTRAORDINA RY MEETING OF CANTERBURY CITY
COUNCIL, HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 137 BEAMISH STREET,
CAMPSIE ON THURSDAY, 2 OCTOBER 2014 AT 8.18 P.M.
PRESENT
The Mayor, Councillor B. Robson, in the Chair, the Deputy Mayor, Councillor F. Kebbe,
and Councillors M. Adler, P. Azzi, L. Eisler, M. Hawatt, K. Nam, E. Paschalidis-Chilas and
C. Vasiliades.

The Chairperson acknowledged the traditional owners of the land and paid respect to their
ancestors.

APOLOGY
An apology tendered on behalf of Councillor K. Saleh was received and leave granted.

PUBLIC ADDRESSES
The following people addressed the Council regarding the Planning Proposal to amend
Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 (Item 1, Council- Officers Reports, 2
October 2014):
Fahmid Rahman, (objector)
Pierre Challita, (objector)
Dr Doug Ashleigh, on behalf of Catholic Education Office, Sydney (objector)
Barry Ewels, (objector)
Kyeema Doyle, Robinson Urban Planning, on behalf of NSW Catholic Education
Office (objector)
Gary Watman, on behalf of Catholic Archdiocese of Sydney, (objector)
Michael Wilson, (objector)
Anne Nolan, (objector)
Leonie Hope, (objector)
Warwick Stimson, on behalf of owners of 677 Canterbury Road, Belmore
(supporter)
Michael Zacharelis, (objector)
During discussion on the above item, Councillor Azzi left the Council Chamber at 9.01 p.m.
and returned at 9.05 p.m.

SUSPENSION OF ST ANDING ORDERS
Standing orders were suspended at 9.23 p.m. on the motion of Councillors Hawatt and Azzi
to allow consideration of the following matter.

Declaration of Interest
Councillor Vasiliades declared a pecuniary interest in this item and left the Council
Chamber at 9.25 p.m. prior to consideration of the matter.
~
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LAND BOUNDED BY CANTERBURY ROAD, THOMPSON LANE, WILSON
LANE AND CHAPEL LANE, BELMORE
Min. No. 364 RESOLVED (Councillors Hawatt/Azzi)
THAT the Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 and
maps be progressed and submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment for
gazettal in relation to the following site:
The land west of St Joseph's Parish Church known as 759-765 Canterbury Road,
•
Belmore, that is bounded by Canterbury Road, Wilson Lane and Chapel Road,
Belmore be rezoned to BS with no FSR applicable; and in addition, provision be
made in the planning controls to enable the widening of Wilson Lane to 9 metres.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas

AGAINST
-------<
+-------Councillor Adler
+--------- --------{

During discussion of the above item, the following AMENDMENT was moved.
AMENDMENT (Councillor Adler)
THAT Council resolves that no action will be taken to compulsorily acquire land from the
Catholic Archdiocese for the purposes of widening Wilson Lane.

The AMENDMENT was ruled out of order.
RESUMPTION OF STANDING ORDERS

Standing Orders were resumed at 9.44 p.m. on the motion of Councillors Kebbe and Azzi.
Following the resumption of Standing Orders, Councillor Vasiliades returned to the
Council Chamber at 9.45 p.m.

OFFICERS REPORTS
1

PLANNING PROPOSAL TO AMEND CANTERBURY LOCAL
ENVIRONMENT AL PLAN 2012
T-29-157
FILE NO:

MOTION (Councillors Azzi/Kebbe)
THAT
1. The Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 be
progressed and submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment for
gazettal in relation to the following sites, and as per the maps and summaries
identified in this report:
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60 and 67 Lucerne Street, 61 and 65 Yangoora·Road, 53A Benaroon Road,
and 92 Knox Street, Belmore - to rezone the land to R4 and increase the
FSR to 0.75: 1.
26-30 Campsie Street and 1 Assets Street, Campsie - to increase the
•
building height to 14 metres and FSR to 1.5:1.
Part of 2-12 Harp Street, and 1-9 Alfred Street, Campsie - to rezone the
•
land to R4 with a building height of 13.5 metres and a FSR of 1.4: 1.
2-16 Sixth A venue, Campsie - amend CLEP 2012 by way of a clause
•
which allows a maximum building height of 25 metres but only where the
2
site area exceeds 3,000m and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
5-9 Croydon Street and 56-57 Railway Parade, Lakemba - an increase in
•
height to 21 metres and an increase in the FSR to 1.8:1.
56 Graham Road, Narwee - to rezone the land to R4 with a building height
•
of 11 .5 metres and FSR of 0.9: 1.
998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl (also known as 1499 Canterbury Road) •
to rezone the land to R4 with a height of 15 metres and the FSR reduced
from the exhibited 1.8: 1 to 1.5: 1 subject to no issue being raised by the
DP&E.
131-133 Victoria Road, Punchbowl - to rezone the land to R4, with an
•
increase in FSR to 0.75:1.
677-687 Canterbury Road and 48 Drummond Street, Belmore, 642-658
•
Canterbury Road, and 2, 2B and part 2C-2D Liberty Street, Belmore - to
rezone the land to B5 with a height limit of 18 metres and no FSR, with the
exception of Lot 91, DP 3682 which is to have a height limit of 8.5 metres
and an FSR of0.5:1 (existing).
548-568 Canterbury Road, Campsie - to increase the height limit to 25
•
metres.
Land bounded by Canterbury Road, Stanley Street, Perry Street and Una
•
Street, Campsie, and 403-411 Canterbury Road and 1 Una Street, Campsie
- to be rezoned to B5 with a combination of height limits of 14 metres, 18
metres and 25 metres as shown on the maps in the report and no FSR.
130 Croydon Street and 276-278 Haldon Street, Lakemba - to increase
•
height limit to 14 metres and FSR of 1.4: 1.
1375 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl- to be rezoned to B5 with a height
•
limit of 18 metres and no FSR.
844-854 Canterbury Road, Roselands - to be rezoned to B5 with a height
•
limit of 18 metres and no FSR.
1112-1186 Canterbury Road, Roselands - to be rezoned to B5 and have a
•
height limit of 18 metres and no FSR.
A further Planning Proposal be prepared to amend Canterbury Local
Environmental Plan 2012 in relation to the following sites with the changes as
outlined:
759-765 Canterbury Road, Belmore - make places of public worship an
•
additional permitted use under Schedule 1.
2-16 Sixth Avenue, Campsie- increase in floor space ratio from 1.8: 1 to
•
2.5: 1 by way of a clause that applies only if the site area exceeds 3,000sqm.
The other requests for LEP amendments as discussed in the report, be the subject
of a further report to Council.
28-42 Josephine Street, Riverwood- being deferred until the separate planning
proposal subsequently lodged for this site, is determined by Council.

•

2.

3.
4.

2 OCTOBER 2014
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Traffic analysis commence with a view to determine the long term cumulative
impact of traffic growth along Canterbury Road and measures (if any) that may be
implemented to manage such impacts.

During discussion of the above MOTION, the following AMENDMENT was moved.
AMENDMENT (Councillors Hawatt/Azzi)
THAT
The Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 be
1.
progressed and submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment for
gazettal in relation to the following sites, and as per the maps and summaries
identified in this report:
60 and 67 Lucerne Street, 61 and 65 Yangoora Road, 53A Benaroon Road,
•
and 92 Knox Street, Belmore - to rezone the land to R4 and increase the
FSR to 0.75:1.
26-30 Campsie Street and 1 Assets Street, Campsie - to increase the
•
building height to 14 metres and FSR to 1.5: 1.
Part of 2-12 Harp Street, and 1-9 Alfred Street, Campsie - to rezone the
•
land to R4 with a building height of 13.5 metres and a FSR of 1.4: 1.
2-16 Sixth Avenue, Campsie - amend CLEP 2012 by way of a clause
•
which allows a maximum building height of25 metres but only where the
site area exceeds 3,000m 2 and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
5-9 Croydon Street and 56-57 Railway Parade, Lakemba - an increase in
•
height to 21 metres and an increase in the FSR to 2.2:1.
56 Graham Road, Narwee - to rezone the land to R4 with a building height
•
of 11.5 metres and FSR of0.9:1.
998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl (also known as 1499 Canterbury Road) •
to rezone the land to R4 with a height of 15 metres and the FSR increased
to 2.2:1.
131-133 Victoria Road, Punchbowl - to rezone the land to R4, with an
•
increase in FSR to 0.75: 1.
• Proposed changes to 677-687 Canterbury Road and 48 Drummond Street,
Belmore, 642-658 Canterbury Road, and 2, 2B and part 2C-2D Liberty
Street, Belmore be deferred to allow further community consultation, traffic
impact and consideration of the proposed building mass on the site and that
the current planning controls remain in place for Lot 91 in DP 3682.
548-568 Canterbury Road, Campsie - to increase the height limit to 25
•
metres.
Land bounded by Canterbury Road, Stanley Street, Perry Street and Una
•
Street, Campsie, and 403-411 Canterbury Road and 1 Una Street, Campsie
- to be rezoned to B5 with a combination of height limits of 14 metres, 18
metres and 25 metres as shown on the maps in the report and no FSR.
130 Croydon Street and 276-278 Haldon Street, Lakemba- to increase
•
height limit to 14 metres and FSR of 1.4: 1.
1375 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl- to be rezoned to B5 with a height
•
limit of 18 metres and no FSR.
844-854 Canterbury Road, Roselands - to be rezoned to B5 with a height
•
limit of 18 metres and no FSR.
1112-1186 Canterbury Road, Roselands - to be rezoned to B5 and have a
•
height limit of 18 metres and no FSR.
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2.

3.
4.
5.

A further Planning Proposal be prepared to amend Canterbury Local
Environmental Plan 2012 in relation to the following sites with the changes as
outlined:
759-765 Canterbury Road, Belmore - make places of public worship an
•
additional permitted use under Schedule 1.
2-16 Sixth Avenue, Campsie- increase in floor space ratio from 1.8: 1 to
•
3.0: 1 by way of a clause that applies only if the site area exceeds 3,000sqm.
The other requests for LEP amendments as discussed in the report, be the subject
of a further report to Council.
28-42 Josephine Street, Riverwood - being deferred until the separate planning
proposal subsequently lodged for this site, is determined by Council.
Traffic analysis commence with a view to determine the long term cumulative
impact of traffic growth along Canterbury Road and measures (if any) that may be
implemented to manage such impacts.

At this stage of the meeting the following MOTION was moved.
Min. No. 365 RESOLVED (Councillors Eisler/Paschalidis-Chilas)
That a separate vote be taken on each bullet point listed in part 1of the amended motion.
MOTION (Councillors Azzi/Kebbe)
THAT the Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 be
progressed and submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment for gazettal in
relation to the following sites, and as per the maps and summaries identified in this report:
60 and 67 Lucerne Street, 61 and 65 Yangoora Road, 53A Benaroon Road,
•
and 92 Knox Street, Belmore - to rezone the land to R4 and increase the
FSR to 0.75:1.
FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Adler
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Vasiliades

•

AGAINST
Councillor Paschalidis~Chilas

26-30 Campsie Street and 1 Assets Street, Campsie - to increase the
building height to 14 metres and FSR to 1.5:1.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades
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•

Part of 2-12 Harp Street, and 1-9 Alfred Street, Campsie - to rezone the
land to R4 with a building height of 13 .5 metres and a FSR of 1.4: 1.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

2-16 Sixth A venue, Campsie - amend CLEP 2012 by way of a clause
which allows a maximum building _height of 25 metres but only where the
2
site area exceeds 3,000m and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

5-9 Croydon Street and 56-57 Railway Parade, Lakemba - an increase in
height to 21 metres and an increase in the FSR to 2.2: 1.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

56 Graham Road, Narwee - to rezone the land to R4 with a building height
of 11.5 metres and FSR of 0.9: 1.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Adler
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
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Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl (also known as 1499 Canterbury Road) to rezone the land to R4 with a height of 15 metres and the FSR increased
to 2.2:1.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

131-133 Victoria Road, Punchbowl - to rezone the land to R4, with an
increase in FSR to 0.75 :1.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

Proposed changes to 677-687 Canterbury Road and 48 Drummond Street,
Belmore, 642-658 Canterbury Road, and 2, 2B and part 2C-2D Liberty
Street, Belmore be deferred to allow further consultation, traffic impact and
consideration of the proposed building mass on the site and that the current
planning controls remain in place for Lot 91 in DP 3682.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Adler
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

AGAINST

548-568 Canterbury Road, Campsie - to increase the height limit to 25
metres.
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FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

Land bounded by Canterbury Road, Stanley Street, Perry Street and Una
Street, Campsie, and 403-411 Canterbury Road and 1 Una Street, Campsie
- to be rezoned to B5 with a combination of height limits of 14 metres, 18
metres and 25 metres as shown on the maps in the report and no FSR.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

130 Croydon Street and 276-278 Haldon Street, Lakemba- to increase
height limit to 14 metres and FSR of 1.4: 1.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

1375 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl- to be rezoned to B5 with a height
limit of 18 metres and no FSR.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades
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•

844-854 Canterbury Road, Roselands - to be rezoned to B5 with a height
limit of 18 metres and no FSR.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Eisler
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

•

AGAINST
Councillor Adler

1112-1186 Cantei;bury Road, Roselands- to be rezoned to B5 and have a
height limit of 18 metres and no FSR.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

Min. No. 366 RESOLVED (Councillors Azzi/Kebbe)
THAT
The Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 be
1.
progressed and submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment for
gazettal in relation to the following sites, and as per the maps and summaries
identified in this report:
60 and 67 Lucerne Street, 61 and 65 Yangoora Road, 53A Benaroon Road,
•
and 92 Knox Street, Belmore - to rezone the land to R4 and increase the
FSR to 0.75 :1.
26-30 Campsie Street and 1 Assets Street, Campsie - to increase the
•
building height to 14 metres and FSR to 1.5:1.
Part of 2-12 Harp Street, and 1-9 Alfred Street, Campsie - to rezone the
•
land to R4 with a building height of 13 .5 metres and a FSR of 1.4: 1.
2-16 Sixth A venue, Campsie - amend CLEP 2012 by way of a clause
•
which allows a maximum building height of 25 metres but only where the
2
site area exceeds 3,000m and the site frontage exceeds 50 metres.
5-9 Croydon Street and 56-57 Railway Parade, Lakemba - an increase in
•
height to 21 metres and an increase in the FSR to 2.2: 1.
56 Graham Road, Narwee - to rezone the land to R4 with a building height
•
of 11 .5 metres and FSR of 0.9: 1.
998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl (also known as 1499 Canterbury Road) •
to rezone the land to R4 with a height of 15 metres and the FSR increased
to 2.2:1.
131-133 Victoria Road, Punchbowl - to rezone the land to R4, with an
•
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increase in FSR to 0.75 :1.
Proposed changes to 677-687 Canterbury Road and 48 Drummond Street,
Belmore, 642-658 Canterbury Road, and 2, 2B and part 2C-2D Liberty
Street, Belmore be deferred to allow further community consultation, traffic
impact and consideration of the proposed building mass on the site and that
the current planning controls remain in place for Lot 91 in DP 3682.
548-568 Canterbury Road, Campsie - to increase the height limit to 25
•
metres.
Land bounded by Canterbury Road, Stanley Street, Perry Street and Una
•
Street, Campsie, and 403-411 Canterbury Road and 1 Una Street, Campsie
- to be rezoned to B5 with a combination of height limits of 14 metres, 18
metres and 25 metres as shown on the maps in the report and no FSR.
130 Croydon Street and 276-278 Haldon Street, Lakemba- to increase
•
height limit to 14 metres and FSR of 1.4: 1.
13 75 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl - to be rezoned to B5 with a height
•
limit of 18 metres and no FSR.
844-854 Canterbury Road, Roselands - to be rezoned to B5 with a height
•
limit of 18 metres and no FSR.
1112-1186 Canterbury Road, Roselands - to be rezoned to B5 and have a
•
height limit of 18 metres and no FSR.
A further Planning Proposal be prepared to amend Canterbury Local
Environmental Plan 2012 in relation to the following sites with the changes as
outlined:
2-16 Sixth Avenue, Campsie- increase in floor space ratio from 1.8: 1 to
•
3.0: 1 by way of a clause that applies only if the site area exceeds 3,000sqm.
The other requests for LEP amendments as discussed in this report, be the subject
of a further report to Council.
28-42 Josephine Street, Riverwood - being deferred until the separate planning
proposal subsequently lodged for this site, is determined by Council.
Traffic analysis commence with a view to determine the long term cumulative
impact of traffic growth along Canterbury Road and measures (if any) that may be
implemented to manage such impacts.

•

2.

3.
4.
5.

FOR
The Mayor, Councillor Robson
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Kebbe
Councillor Azzi
Councillor Hawatt
Councillor Nam
Councillor Paschalidis-Chilas
Councillor Vasiliades

AGAINST
Councillor Adler
Councillor Eisler

During discussion on the above item,
Councillor Azzi left the Council Chamber at 10.20 p.m. and returned at 10.23 p.m.
Councillor Adler left the Council Chamber at 10.21 p.m. and returned at 10.23 p.m.
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2 OCTOBER 2014

134-140 BRIGHTON A VENUE, CAMPSIE: PLANNING PROPOSAL TO
AMEND CANTERBURY LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012
T-29-157
FILE NO :

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the Planning Proposal to amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012
relating to 134-140 Brighton Avenue, Campsie to rezone the land to R4 High Density
Residential with a height of 8.5 metres and a FSR of0.75 :1 proceed as exhibited.

With the leave of Council, the above matter was withdrawn.

The meeting concluded at 10.45 p.m.
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Co nte nts

-

1.0

lntrodudion

2.0

Urban Design Analysis

3.0

CLEP/ DCP Discussion
3.1
3.2

4.0

CLEP 2012
DCP

SEPP No 65 Discussion
4.1
4.2

Review against Principles/ Criteria
SEPP No 65 Apartment Design Guidelines

5.0

Canterbury Road Masterplan Discussion

6.0

Conclusions

7.0

Recommendations

Appendices
1.

Urban Design Assessment

2.

CDCP Review

3.

SEPP No 65 Design Guide Assessment

4.

Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan Assessment

Annand Associates Urban Design

998 Punchbowl Road /1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl,
Urban Design Review of Planning Proposal

2
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1.0

Introduction

Council has engaged Annand Associates Urban Design to provide an
independent Urban Design Assessment of a Planning Proposal at 998
Punchbowl Rd/ 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl.

Subject site
The site is located on the northern side of Canterbury Road, Punchbowl
on the corner of Punchbowl Road. Currently on site is a service station

-

2
The property comprises one lot with a total site area of 2005m , however
2
is burdened by aR ~ i : i t for road widening of approximately 178.Sm •

~ ~UvV

-

Annand Associates Urban Design

998 Punchbowl Road /1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl,
Urban Design Review of Planning Proposal

3
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Planning proposal
A Planning Proposal has been submitted for the subject site to amend the
Canterbury LEP 2012 by:

1. Rezoning of site
in order to change the
An amendme nt to the CLEP 2012 is sought
.
zoning of the land from R3 Medium Density R e s i d e n t i ~ ~-R4 High Density Residential zone. This would facilitate developme nt
of the existing service station as a residential flat building. Under Planning Proposal PP_2014_001-00, it was proposed to change the zoning
~
~s ~escribed and this was previously exhibited; ~ -~

~~

l-c... ~ .

-

~~ ~ p.r- ~ F - f?'t.,-~ 8 ~~
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2. Amendment to Floor Space Ratio
er to increase the
An amendme nt to the CLEP 2012 is sought ·
· to 2.2:1. Under
/0.
1.6:1
curre
the
from
site
the
permissible FSR o.
to increase
proposed
was
it
Planning Propos I P 2014_Cante_001-00
the FSR on the sit to 1.8:1 (as reviously exhibited).

-

, . 5": t

'a

..

/-r- ~..·

? - ~L-~L;U <2 {·S-,: \

3. Amendment to height of buildings map
The Planning Proposal requests a height limit of 15m (5 storeys) to
apply to the site In order to fa~ilitate a residential flat building (RFB) as ,
previously exhibited under Planning Proposal PP_2014_Cante_001-00.

The table below shows a summary of the proposed changes being sought:

-

Standard

Curren~

Zone

R3 Medium
Density Residential

R4 Residential
High Density

Building Height

8.Sm

15m

Floor Space Ratio

0.5:1

2.2:1

Annand Associates Urban Design
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Proposed

Existing

-

Existing Land Zoning (LZN) Map

-....

-

Existing Height of Building (HOB) Map

..........
...

1...

I
Existing Floor Space Ratio (FSR) Map

Annand Associates Urban Design
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Proposed Floor Space Ra(id
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2.0

Urban Design Analysis

A preliminary review of the documents suggests that an up-zoning of the
site from R3 to R4 with a height increase from 8.Sm to 1Sm (2 storeys to
5 storeys) would seem appropriate based on the delivery of major public
benefits In terms of a 3m widening of Canterbury Road reservation as set
out in the Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan and a RMS widen ing as / '

~

shownonfigo
A preliminary review of the proposal according to SEPP No 65 criteria is
appended (Appendix 1). The conclusion of this review follows:

-

The proposal as set out in the proponents Planning Proposal Report
is generally not able to be supported. Whilst building heights are
appropriate the proposal fails to accommodate RMS road widening or
Council setback;nor does it provide any notion of usable communal
open space.The proposal also requires further detailed development
and documentation to clearly articulate that it can comply ifl-aetwality
with SEPP No 65 Principles and Guidelines.
The proposed building heights 15m (5 storey) seem appropriate within
the general framework of building heights .within CanteF~ury f8 flooFS
fftaMimu m-en CaAterbt1f)' Readr-9-floors maxi III a,mrrcanterbttty-lewn
eentre::t.-Note that a building height o()-6 storeys as proposed in
Councils Masterplan document would seem more appropriate.

'+-

[~cl

An FSR increase from 0:5:1 to 2.2:1 does however s e ~
development of the site. Our investigations suggest a building height
of 5-6 floors (15-18m) and a maximum FSA of 1.8:lweuld be mo!e

-

appropriat7 "--t:l

. d,...,,,,..,,'"C,,'\~-.
- ~;:-~~
t~
~
lvvvl~
v.,:-1{_-rf___,._

~~ k ~

rw,.l-~~ c~ ~ J

A

........:::-k_ •.•~ f-;·)i

Note that a clear concise detailed #Landscape Strategy" is required by a

l\J J "'

qualified Landscape Architect which addresses:
»
»

»
»

Deep soil planting
Publicdomainenhancement
Public/private interface
Podium communal use and

ec,., • ...

f ~ ¼r -1

,4

'2.. , '2...: I

J ,s J_._
4~ -+v~

0

semi-deep

.,\-8 ,~:· :
.. .,.

G1J-1ev ... l,\..._

~

soil ·planting

-s...k

~

r~ ··· .· ·
c::\ , .. ,

,"'), .:

c~~, .....::l,,; .,

d. ~ - - - \ -6°'opportunities
~ 0 65 .>-. "Dt..6' <
» Communal facilities and amenities proposed
;:;,....<Y ,.:- i)'Y6'(,,_,. " ' 1 ~"'-::--1.,........./ / k~ ~ :
~'.J 'i'-1-J .-,[,..,_ ,?---1,_ .; £,_<-Ir-<-' (! -,4 ,v"-,-l.. .,f ,;'Vt.?~
·
meriVand thus we 1.. rL~L. o.--~
some
FSRhave
and
height
(The proposal to increase
·
propose a revised development form with increased open space, buildings
generally to 5 stories (15m excluding lift overrun),but with 6 storeys (18m)
on the corner to emphasize this significant intersection. See attached plan )
,_and section.
section of
this
This will enable a more appropriate scale and massing for
Canterbury Road between nodes as envisaged in the Canterbury Road
Corridor Masterplan.

_s

D

3
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3.0

CLEP/ DCP Discussion

3.1

CLEP 2012

The existing CLEP 2012 applies the following controls to the subject site:
Zoning R3 Medium Density Residential
Building Height - 8.Sm (2 storey)
Floor Space Ratio - 0.5:1 '
These generally are not conducive to the redevelopment of the site to a higher use.

-

Thu: a rezoning and height increase Is justifiable

~,,,f-b- .

The zoning map below illustrates the existing land zoning of the subject site under the Canterbury LEP 2012,
along with the adjacent zones. Note that the site is partly within the SP2 {Classified Road) Infrastructure Zone and
the R3 Medium Density Residential Zone. It shares boundaries with the R3 Medium Density Residential Zone and
the REl Public Recreation Zone.

UJtll;tlQWIII
LG.4

3.2

DCP

The Canterbury DCP has been reviewed in the context of the proposal {see Appendix 2).
This suggests that:
The R3.zgning is not appropriilt@for a major corner redE:w@lepment sitQ.
The Envelope Diagrams provided for Masterplan sites {key sites/ model projects) do not apply to this site.
Most building envelope controls can be accommodated on-site as can parking and servicing requirements. This
will however, require a redesign of the planning proposal.
The subject site can contribute strongly to the restructuring of the
Canterbury Road cross section as recommended in the Masterplan and the DCP and can facilitate the important
creation { and dedication) of the planned road widening.
Annand Associates Urban Design
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4.0

SEPP No 65 Discussion

4.1

Review against Principles/ Criteria

A review of the proposal under the principles/ criteria used in SEPP No 65 is
appended (Appendices 1 and 3)
This review concludes the following:
The proposal as set out in the proponents Planning Proposal Report
is generally able to be supported with the exception of open space
provision and distribution and with some revision of building footprint
and development height. The proposal requires further detailed
development and documentation to clearly articulate that it does
comply in actuality with SEPP No 65 Principles and Guidelines. This
may be provided at a later date with DA.
A clear concise detailed "Landscape Strategy" is required by a qualified
Landscape Architect which addresses:
o
o
o
o
o

Deep soil planting
Public domain
Public/private interface
Podium communal use and- semi-deep soil
opportunities
Communal facilities and amenities proposed

planting

-
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4.2

SEPP No 65 Apartment Design Guide

A review of the proposal against the Draft Design Guide is included in
Appendix 4 and summarized below and concludes the following:
A perimeter slab apartments building can be provided on the subject
site
The site is appropriate for Urban General categorization.
R ~51'&NSC:.. ~

-·

The Proposal can contribute significantly to the realisation of
development opportunitie>With appropriate design development.
There is no reason to believe th!:lt the principles and rules of thumb
contained in the Design Guide cannot be fully realised. More work is
however required in order to reach the standard of Design Excellence
sought under SEPP No 65. This relates specifically to communal open
space, deep soil planting, height, floor space and aesthetics.

j Deep Soil Planting

·-··----~Annand Associates Urban Design
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5.0

Canterbury Road Masterplan Discussion

The proposal has been reviewed against "The Canterbury Road Corridor
Masterplan~ This is included in Appendix 5 and summarized below.
The subject site is poorly connectei:nd poorly serviced by local retail. It /
comprises an existing service station. The existing zoning R3 and~ghq.
8.Sm is unlikely to encourage redevelopment.
The site could facilitate a re-profiled Canterbury Road which will facilitate
a vehicle turning / acceleration lane, parking access, and servicing in a
manner which will generate local benefits.
The development of the site will also facilitate improved walkability
particularly along Canterbury Road which is quite hostile.at the moment.

-----C--p-J ~.....,._

The residential frontage types proposed in thWa;;rplan are able to be
achieved.

~*""61b---- ~"'"~ et.J~ -A 4--6 J.,~

The ~ i ~ e eoljlEI coA1fof1:ably SljstaiR a 5 6 stmey Fesidential-elj~SfAg.

,_ ~~~ \cc.....l,.,_ .
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6.0

Conclusions

A review of the relevant Council documents including:
CLEP/ DCP
SEPP No65
Canterbury Road Masterplan
Plus documents provided by the proponent including:
Planning Proposal
Suggests that there is potential to alter development controls for this
subject site in the followinLn;,::ner:
•

increase buildin~ight to generally 1Sm (5 storeys) maximum
perhaps with a c9yier tower to 6-7 storeys (_18-21 m)
rezone the site yfR3 Medium Density to R4 High Density
consideration Is required as to the relevance of the 45° height planes
from residential boundaries, given that other similar sites around the
park could well be redeveloped in a similar manner in the future.
permit localized building heights to 6-7 storeys at the corner with
some reduction in building bulk and footprint to facilitate communal
open space.
c,tre,.,,

These increases sheYIEI however a, dependent on the following:
the provision of the proposed street widening to Canterbury Road as
required by RMS as well.as that recommended in the Canterbury Road
Masterplan and the DCP.
n d location of Communal
the above mentioned improved provision a_
Open Space

This is discussed further below under the following headings:
a. Compliance with RMS road widening requirements
b. Compliance with Council setbacks (including 9m setback to
Canterbury Road which includes 3m for reserve widening)
c. Improved communal open space for use by residents desirably in the
N-E corner of the site and perhaps also as roof garden
d. Improved interface to Punchbowl and Canterbury Roads including
avenue tree planting in street verges.
e. Possible inclusion of tower element on corner of Punchbowl and
• Canterbury Roads.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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a.

Compliance with RMS road widening requirements

RMS requires dedication of a 4-Sm strip as indicated access the complete
~rontage of the site to Canterbury Road (See f i ~

Side setback 6m = 1/2 x 12 SEPP No 65
Building separation distance

.(, r' - - -

~4--.

5•~-·«~....

....,.

s{",..n.... ,or1;~

I -:-=:_,_,
F---- -- -/-~.. . .,·.----·' -) '

-

I

--.-:JIfl_ 1t-- -- ,- - !,
Shaded area RMS
reservation for
future widening of
. Canterbury Road

Annand Associates Urban Design

~ ,

9m setback to Canterbury Road as required by C
DCP 2012
(3m for future parking lane+ 6m front courtyard for
residential), 3m is in addition to RMS requirements
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b.

Compliance with Council setbacks

Council havEt:1~ber of setback requirements (DCP) for this site as set
out below ( Iure :)) Note that a 9m setback is required to Canterbury Road
(which inclu ~ 3m dedication to Canterbury Road).
2
The above compliances will cause the loss of approximately 290 m or
about 3 unit equivalents.

-

-"--r-l>'__.,..,..~ :---1:f;-- Footprint according
-----to Council setbacks

~ 1r-- -1Revised Development
site

•
Annand Associates Urban Design
\ _

Area of proposal within setback lines
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c.

Improved Communal Open Space

Currently the only communal open space provided is contained within the
perimeter setbacks.
It is proposed that a generous area of communal open space be
in the N-E corner of the site about approximately 315 2 (see fi
This will cause the loss of 162 m 2 or 2 units.

m

'

)

> l)-c,P

Note that a further area could be provided as a ~ t h a t c a \ ~
provide approximately 21 Sm2 of communal open space.
I,\_.. ~

J

:,

,_.t,_;
·

..__

Figure ? : Possible communal open space

. Giound Floor

GFA=6SOm'
Communal • 37S m1

Private =610 m'

Total • 98S m'

Figure ? : Possible Roof Garden -

......
Annand Associates Urban Design
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Improved interface with Punchbowl and Canterbury
d.
Roads

.1

~-...

Avenue verge planting should be provided to both of these streets to
Council specification.
Note that the Canterbury Road Masterplan recommends a second row of
avenue trees in the front setback (deep soil zone).
This should d ~ y be continued around the corner into punchbowl
Road ( see Figu

Possible Section

tf

Annand Associates Urban Design
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e.
Possible tower corner element to Punchbowl Road /
Canterbury Road intersection
This corner marks the arrival into Canterbury LGA ( north side of road) with
the intersection Punchbowl Road is a significant intersection. ·
Thus there is a case for a corner tower element of one or two storeys to
mark this focal p o i n t ~ ~eJfiprJt!Q(lLSpac;eJ.D&t:Wiltn-~~
a
mu al e
.

r<fk ~ ~J. M - ~ ~

~l.-

.

.:J

0 ~ e ....::::..~~v-<-- " ~ ~ ~ " " " '

1·~

~ u ( _ ~ ~ A - ~--u f - ~ i.:c J· .,_
t-_-tJ._7<J L ~ ~ ,;__,J ,,._.___~.____-~ I.,.;.,~

: Possible CornerTower

_...

..

-

•

~

!!; ~~,
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f. Development Yield
Current controls permit at maximum building height of 8.5 m ( 2 storeys)
and an FSR of 0.5:1.
The proponent has proposed an uplift to permit a maximum heigl)t of 15m
(5 storeys) and an FSR of 2.2:1
The combination of factors (increased setbacks, provision of communal
open space significant! ueduces the site cover and the amount of floor
ures .. to .. )
space per level. (se
The table below indicated approx,ma e development yield (GFA) for 3 different scenarios:
A. The proponents Planning Proposal (not achievable once setbacks
-p-::J...}.__ _rD ,, ,
are factored in)

- r· 1

.

- - - -- V-

•

D

.,: . ,,

~ _ , , > ( . , ~ I Q ~ ,,,.

A revised plan accommodating setbacks
~
~ ,,. ~~ : ·.
C. A revised plan accommodating setbacks as well as a signifi~t com-~
,·
B.

~

Analopenspace

L/

<

evelopmentYi:d

(

. . ..w ..

Revised Plan
setbacks

Revised+ court

Ground

988

766

650

Level 1

988

766

650

Level2

988

766

650

Level3

988

766

650

LeveI4

660

600

650

~

.. , ·,

250
4612

+ 2005 = 2.3:1 (51)

=3040 + 600 = 3640

+ 2005 = 1.8:1 (40)

C. 650 X 5 = 3250 + 250 = 3500

3500

3640

988 X 4 = 3952 + 660 = 4612

B. 760 x 4

4\.

250

Level6

A.

~,~.G

8

Levels

-

S

• - ~ : / . , ~ ~ " , :{·

Planning Proposal

Total

~\,

~

+ 2005 = 1.75:1 (38)
+ 2005 = 1.87:1 (42)

Note that:
Scenario A delivers approximately 2.3:1 at 5 stories as proposed by the
applicant (unable to be achieved}.- 0,,,7 :
~
~~
Scenario B delivers approximately 1.8:1 at 5 storeys, note that this is
the basis for Council recommended Planning Proposal(complies with
setbacks but not communal open space requirements)
Scenario C (with a significant Communal Open Space and a corner
tower) delivers between 1.75:1 - 1.87:1 (with single or two level tower)
on top of the 5 storey building

+
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Scenario A : Planning Proposal

-
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Scenario B

Ground Floor
GFA•650m2
Commu111lc37Sm2
Privalll • 610 m2

li>lal = 985 m2

-

Annand Associates Urban Design
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Parking
Note that the maximum parki ~ ement area available outside of
setback areas (deep soil zone·k:U>-=--LI 2 hich will generate a maximum
parking yield of approximat y 840 cars
A Council code provision this would suggest approximately20 x 2 br
dwellings which would suggest an FSR of approximately 0.9:1
Alternatively an additional basement may be required.

2005 x 1.8:1

-

2005 x 2:1

=3609

=4010

+ 90 =40 units
+ 90 =45 units

2005 x 2.2:1 = 4411 + 90 = 49 units

i.e 40 +8 = 48 Cars
i.e 45 + 5

=50 Cars

i.e 49 + 10 = 60 Cars

Figure ? : Possible Parking

,I

17 ./ .
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7.0

Recommendations
,i·,

t--- ~

1. Seek to further amalgamate sites on Canterbury Road and Punchbowl

{:j:.~f · <··:

Road if at all possible

~

2.

Rezone the subject site from R3 to R4

3.

Permit modified height limits ~ w permitting
development to a maximum of 5 storeys /1 Sm (see attached plan
below), perhaps with a 6-7 storey on the corner.

4.

tional height to 6-7 storeys on
Balance the floor space increase (addi_

. , .. _:
·

Corner), with reduction in site cover to facilitate provision of communal
(
open space.

~.,tJj,_,,_,

5.

Provide (end dedicate to Cotlfldij 3m setback for the improvements
of Canterbury Road reservation~,d Fa,,d la11dscapetverge impl'eveMG)
DI.!, 1""3..,_~ .f......J \-. 4-\_ ~ f,.
-mef'ttr.
'DC6)

.J-

•

6.

Develop lower level apartments to Punchbowl Road/ Canterbury Road
with a small entry forecourts (and desirably deep soil planting) and
direct pedestrian entry from the street.

7.

Provide for RMS road widening across .the whole Canterbury Road
frontage.

8. Engage services of qualified landscape Architect in order to:
Explore deep soil planting· potential
Provide a coherent and functional plan for the communal
courtyard in N-E corner and possible roof garden

-

Provide details for public/ private edge treatments (and deep
soil opportunity)
Facilitate strong street planting to Canterbury Road, and
Punchbowl Road.
Investigate potential for optimising deep soil planting around
the perimeter of the site where possible
12. Provide direct pedestrian access/ entries to RFB from Canterbury Road,
and Punchbowl Road.
13. Create avenue street tree planting to Canterbury Road to improve
pedestrian safety and amenity and improve the residential environment
14. Create street tree planting to Punchbowl Road to enhance street
amenity
15. Deep planters (1-1.Sm) should be considered on the parking podium
to provide semi-deep soil and allow reasonably large tree planting on
podium.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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16. The Landscape Plan should carefully articulate the future design and
communal use of the communal open space by residents.

17.

anct-amenities-for-residents-(meetin-g-roorm;-gym,
ly-accesslble-tc:Mtll
pool, barbecues, etc) should be provl

-

re~idems

c>n

.n,,

?

~\,-k- .

18. Small private courtyard spaces should be provided between street
frontage and front of residential buildings and fronting onto courtyard
podium. Access to ground floor units should desirably be provided directly from the street.
19. Balconies and terraces should be capable of containing appropriate
furniture and should be landscaped for privacy and amenity.

Figure ? : Possible Corner Tower

-·
-

•
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Appendix1
Urban Design Assessment

-

REPORT OF THE URBAN DESIGN REVIEW
April 2015

NSW ICAC EXHIBIT
E16-520-2-1

ITEM

April 2015

Applicant:

-

Architect:

Property Address:

1499 Canterbury Road/998 Punchbowl Rd,
Punchbowl, NSW

Description:

Residential R4

No. of Buildin9s:

Integrated development

No, of Storeys:

Approx 5 storeys plus

No. of Units:

Approx 45 units

Canterbury City Council

Application No.:

N/A

Nil
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SEPP 65 - Design Quality of
Residential Flat Buildings
Context

-

Good design responds and contributes to its
context.
. Context can be defined as the key natural and
built features of an area.
Responding to context involves identifying
the desirable elements of a location's current
character or, in the case of precincts
undergoing· a transition, the desired future
character as stated in planning and design
policies. New buildings will thereby contribute
to the quality and identity of the area.

The proposal fits generally into the Desired Future Character
of Canterbury Road.
The Masterplan promotes a series of mixed-use activity nodes
along the road with roadside service, mixed-use and/or
residential development between.
This site is not designated as a node and is therefore suited to
residential use.
The Canterbury Road Corridor can be enhanced by such
development to revitalize the generally obsolete and
unattractive roadside service station use.
Note that the RMS has specific road engineering
requirements, which do not necessarily facilitate ncontext
sensitive" road and land-use design. They should be further
consulted in this regard.

Scale

-

Good design provides an appropriate scale in
terms of the bulk and height that suits the scale
of the street and the surrounding buildings.
Establishing an appropriate scale requires a
considered response to the scale of existing
development. In precincts undergoing a
transition, proposed bulk and height needs
to achieve the scale identified for the desired
future character of the area.

The proposal presents as a 5-6 storey perimeter slab building
t9 permit solar access into the communal space at the rear
(North-East) of the site and optimization of solar access and
ventilation to units as well as passive surveillance. ·
It is proposed that tree planting will also be used to mediat .
the transition to adjacent residential cottage uses.
Note that the Masterplan suggests_a building height of
approximately 3-6 storeys.
It is felt that additional storeys could emphasize the corner of
this part of Canterbury Road which is not a "node~ but a major
intersection .
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Built Form
Good design achieves an appropriate built form
for a site and the building's purpose, in terms of
building alignments, proportions, building type
and the manipulation of building elements.
Appropriate built form defines the public
domain, contributes to the character of
streetscapes and parks, including their views
and vistas, and provides internal amenity and
outlook.

-

Th~_Masterplan seeks to-propose a 5-6 storey perimeter slab
building fronting Canterbury Road and set back above level
3.
The proposal is for a 5 storey slab / tower parallel with
Canterbury Road.
A modified proposal will deliver a similar floor space, will
permit more solar penetration into and through the site, will
permit better solar access to units and will provide I enhance
communal open space provision.
A 6-7th storey corner element could emphasize this section
of Canterbury Road at this significant corner.

Density
Good design has a density appropriate for a site
and its context, in terms of floor space yields {or
number of units or residents).
Appropriate densities are sustainable and
consistent with the existing density in an area
or, in precincts undergoing a transition, are
consistent with the stated desired future
density. Sustainable densities respond to the
regional context, availability of infrastructure,
public transport, community facilities and
environmental quality.

~The proponent has proposed a floor space ratio of 2.2:1
yielding 50 units in a mix of 1,2 and 3 bedroom units.
The density is a~ t o o high as evidenced by the lack of
communal open space provision, and can be better achieved
with a 5 storey slab building fronting Canterbury Road turning the corner at a!!_:~,~f a,,nmin 1tely 1.8:1 perhaps with
a corner ftllWII' eleu .~evels 6 illlllllief:

l... .\~~ h,,,_-

~

Resource, energy and water efficiency

-

Good design makes efficient use of natural
resources, energy and water throughout its full
life cycle, including construction.
Sustainability is integral to the design process.
Aspects include demolition of existing
structures, recycling of materials, selection
of · appropriate and sustainable materials,
adaptability and reuse of buildings, layouts
and built form, passive solar design principles,
efficient appliances and mechanical services,
soil zones for vegetation and reuse of water.

Annand Associates Urban Design

The propos3once redesigne~hould be able to comply with
BASIX and with SEPP No 65 Rules of Thumb with respect to
hours of sunlight, cross ventilation, overshadowing etclhis
needs to be demonstrated.
Such a major building should however be able to contribute
further with respect to:
• Solar collectors
• WSUD/water collection/ detention and re-use for
irrigation
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Landscape

-

Good design recognizes that together The following landscape opportunities should be explored
landscape and buildings operate as an (with the assistance of a certified Landscape Architect)
integrated and sustainable system, resulting In
greater aesthetic quality and amenity for both
Avenue street tree planting to Canterbury Road to
occupants and the adjoining public domain.
improve pedestrian safety and amenity and improve
Landscape design builds on the existing site's
the residential environment
natural and cultural features in responsible and
creative ways.
Street tree planting to Punchbowl Road.
It enhances the development's natural
Deep soil planting to perimeters (with setbacks).
environmental performance by co-ordinating
water anc;! soil management, solar access,
micro-climate, tree canopy and habitat values.
In this case setback strips 3-Sm along street frontages
It contributes to the positive image and
should be considered to contribute to deep soil street
contextual fit of development through respect
treatments and soften buildings to the streets and
for streetscape and neighborhood character, or
further supple,mente~ by a generous deep soil zone
desired future character.
associated with the communal open space.
Landscape design should optimize usability,
privacy and social opportunity, equitable access
The Landscape Plan should carefully articulate the
and respect for neighbours' amenity, and
future design and communal use of the communal
open space and possible roof garden by residents.
provide for practical establishment and long
term management.
Common facilities and amenities for residents
c (meeting rooii\s, gyrn: pool, ba1 beett~ should be
readily accessible to all residents
Small private courtyard spaces should be provided between street frontage and front of residential
buildings.
Access to ground floor apartments should desirably
be provided directly from the street.

-

Balconies and terraces should be capable of
containing appropriate furniture and should be
landscaped for privacy and amenity.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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Amenity
Good design provides amenity through the
physical, spatial and environmental quality of a
development.
Optimizing amenity requires appropriate room
dimensions and shapes, access to sunlight,
natural ventilation, visual and acoustic privacy,
storage, indoor and outdoor space, efficient
layouts and service areas, outlook and ease
of access for all age groups and degrees of
mobility.

-

Safety and security
Good design optimizes safety and security, both
internal to the development and for the public
domain.
This is achieved by maximizing overlooking of
public and communal spaces while maintaining
internal privacy, avoiding dark and non-visible
areas, maximizing activity on streets, providing
clear, safe access points, providing quality public
spaces that cater for desired recreational uses,
providing lighting appropriate to the location
and desired activities, and clear definition
between public and private spaces.

Social,
dimensions
affordability

-

The current plans are not sufficiently detailed to confirm
appropriate provision of amenities and communal
facilities
The plans are also not sufficiently detailed to comment on
size, location or design of rooms, balconies, storage, corridors,
natural ventilation, foyers etc in terms of SEPP No 65
requirements. This will come later at DA stage. There are no
apparent reasons why the above should not be provided,
although the design quality requires further work.

and

housing

Good design responds to the social context
and needs of the local community in terms of
lifestyles, affordability, and access to
social facilities.
New developments should optimize the
provision of housing to suit the social mix and
needs in the neighborhood or, in the case of
precincts undergoing transition, provide for the
desired future community.
New developments should address housing
affordability by optimizing the provision of
economic housing choices and providing a mix
of housing types to cater for different budgets
and housing needs.

Annand Associates Urban Design

The proposal caters to safety and security in the
following ways:
• Residences generally provide· passive surveillance
to public domain and communal areas, however,
further CPTED principles should be incorporated into
detailed design
• Secure parking for residents is able to be
provided
• Residential entries are able to be designed for safety
• Ground floor residences should have direct entry from
the street
Further work will be required with redesign.

The proposal needs to clearly articulate:
• The dwelling mix
• Any proposals for affordable housing
• Provision of landscaped open space and facilities for
use of residents
• Any proposals for provision of facilities/amenities for
the wider public /community benefit.
• Clear explanation of how SEPP No 65 criteria and
Rules of Thumbs may be addressed
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Aesthetics

of plans,
a clear
and
like
<
be from

Quality aesthetic
composition of
materials and c<
internal design
development. Ae
the environment
desirable element
or, in precind
contribute to the c
area.

-

~

ind Punchnthiswith

CONCLUSION
• · The proposal as set out in the Planning Proposal Report requires significant changes to the
building footprint for the provision of communal open space. It also requires further detailed
development and documentation to clearly articulate that it does comply in actuality with SEPP No 65
Principles and Guidelines ( This will be required later with DA).

~ , ~!::> ~~ ..3 ~

-

b ,l-~

•

Whilst we are comfortable with the general h{g°ht, we are nevertheless, concerned that the
proposed footprint may be excessive. We note that 6 7 st!8t!il!!~ 1 / J :stc rar! are the acceptable heights
for the Canterbury Road frontage and would consider 6 storeys on the corner in exchange for lesser
site cover and provision of more generous and useful communal open space.

•

Note that a clear concise detailed ulandscape Strategy" is required by a qualified Landscape
Architect which addresses:

•

•
•

Deep soil planting
Public domain
Public/private interface
Roof Gardens communal use and semi-deep soil planting opportunities
Communal facilities and amenities proposed

The amalgamation of the corner service station site (1499 Canterbury Road) with adjacent residences
particularly the two properties to the north on Punchbowl Road would be highly desirable to
optimise the development of this site and to facilitate additional corner height proposed. This is
desirable but not absolutely necessary.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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Appendix2
Canterbury Development Control Plan 2012

-

REPORT OF THE CANTERBURY DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN 2012 REVIEW
April 2015
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The Canterbury DCP 2012 is a single DCP covering the whole LGA.
Consequently it covers a wide range of issues many of which have no
reference to the subject site and often in a generic manner.
Nevertheless, we will attempt to draw out relevant aspects of the
. DCP and assess how the proposal performs against it.

•
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UNDER PART 3- RESIDENTIAL ZONES

-

.__,
C-

Canterbury Road is identified as an area of major concern~ed
variously as 82 Local Centre, 85 Business Development and 86
Enterprise Corridor. This western end of Canterbury Road is predominantly zoned R3-Medium Density Residential. This was not the intention of the Canterbury Road Corr.i dor Masterplan.

i

L-k

• <

'".'tr
,

.

•\

.

Note that more complex envelope diagrams are provided for
"Maste an" sites .-~The subject site Is not • clesignated .in the

DCP.y·ffl'~~~tf tff~tf'r:Heilta-A ~~

3.1.1

-

Site amalgamation is encouraged in order to achieve optimum
development potential/density and improve access to parking/
servicing.

The site is at the corner of Canterbury Road and Punchbowl Road
should be amalgamated with adjacent sites if possible (particularly
the two properties to the north).

3.1.2

AVOID ISOLATING SITES

See discussion on amalgamation
Adjacent sites will not be substantially isolated by the
development of the subject site.

3.1.3

RETENTION OF TRADITIONAL FACADES

NA
Annand Associates Urban Design
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3.1.4

MAJOR SITES

Major sites are identified within neighborhood and town
centres that may be able to accommodate additional height.
The subject site is not so identified.
~ ~

,~

0

.,

.d~~ f w'l.

Whilst not

specifically qualifymg,ithe subje~t site exhibits 11urny
c
· ~" (i.e. eeing located .on..a..majountersection Centerb• 1ry Road/ i;luA~ewbRoad)

CLEP Controls height (in this case 8.Sm} based on the site being
Medium Density Residential.
•

This suggests 2~ storey development residential.

CQ~

~~ .

i ·1,..e~ .

This was not what was intended in the"Masterplan ....P. ~ighi ._ .:;.. ••
,Jsdesirable to facilitate redevelopment.

3.1.6

e

DEPTH

18m for residential

I

This is acceptable and achievable

3.1.7

SETBACKS

S'o~
Front

4c

{~

Additional setbacks(~ are proposed along Canterbury Road in
order to facilitate an improved street section including parking /
landscaped verge and a ftt1 tker 4-Sm• required for Road widening by RMS.
C. ~ ~<rtG -i -t....
This can be achieved, but will require a redesign.
Annand Associates Urban Design
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Side Setbacks
The side setback could cause problems with adjacent residential
zonings. This needs to be considered in the context of future
development of adjacent sites.

~~ ~ ~~

IAble to comply

-

.

i

i

~~i:1 JjL - I!

I'

I

Side Setback

Rear Setbacks

•

r-

Boundary with residential zone
45° from residential boundary fence top (1.8m)
See above

IAble to comply
3.1.8

BUILDING SEPARATION

-

See SEPP NO 65

Rear Setback

-

3.1.9 .PUBLIC DOMAIN
The proposal is able to contribute strongly to public domain
landscaping of Canterbury and Punchbowl Road.

3.1.10

PARKING

The proposal is able to comply with Council parking requirements and circulation.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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3.2

3.2.1

DESIGN CONTROLS

CONTEXT

The proposal is able to fit into the evolving Canterbury Road
context desirably as high density residential (R4).

3.2.2

-

STREET ADDRESS

The proposal is able to satisfactorily attend to street address issues.

3.2.3

FACADE

The proposal is able to provide appropriate facade design and
articulation at DA stage. This does require significant further work.

3.2.4

-

FACADE DETAILS

The proposal is able to provide appropriately detailed facades at DA
stage (see above).

3.2.5

SHOPFRONTS

3.2.6

ROOF DESIGN

The proposal is able to comply with roof design issues included in
the DCP.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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3.2.7

CORNERS, GATEWAYS AND FOREGROUNDS

There are identified in Appendix 1 and Masterplan diagrams.
Importa nt corners are to be emphasized as well as
gateways, to centres etc. These may vary setback requirements.

Note that whilst not specifically identified as such, the subject site
could function as a gateway to the Canterbury LGA and as such
could qualify for additional height on the importa nt corner. of
Canterbury ad and Punchbowl Road.

-

3.2.8

SERVICES/ UTl,LITIES

These issues can generally be accommodated with the project.

3.2.9

FRONTAGE TYPES

The DCP acknowledges a range of possible frontage types including
an urban residential setback.
The proposal is able to provide the above.

I

«
•r • ..

/
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3.3

3.3.1

PERFORMANCE CONTROLS

VISUAL PRIVACY

ICan be achieved
3.3.2

ACOUSTIC PRIVACY

ICan be accommodated

-

3.3.3

OPEN SPACE

Private and common open space can be provided according to DCP
Controls,but not in a usable format. It is suggested thatthe footprint
be reduced in the N-E corner of the site for communal open space
and floor space be m~ved to create a corner feature at the corner of
Punchbowl Road and Canterbury Road.
Provide 10% as communal open space and need to factor in
amalgamation.

-

Planting on structures in communal area

Annand Associates Urban Design

Courtyard areas with landscaping
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3.3.4

INTEGRATED DWELLING DESIGN

IAble to be incorporated
3.3.5

HOUSING CHOICE

I Able to incorporated
3.3.6
-

CREATION OF NEW LANES

I..._N._A_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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APPENDIX 3.3
CANTERBURY ROAD STRUCTURE PLANS
~-,ncr0v\J1....,<'.:.,,,, u
___,

,

~n · \ \

, -~~ ..

f l :·~·

1
-\c;irr,
~ ~ '---- 'JSS
~
\~
,, •1- • .
The subject site is identified (parha13s iReo,ieeelly) as R3-Media111 Oe.1S ity~::~'tt-,,

M.:>(1or"f\l"\

.>~

Note that the subject site will permit the restructurin g of Canterbury Road as requi ~d:.~~i-

UNDER PART 3A- FOOTPATH TRADING
N.A able to be complied with

UNDER PART 4- INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

-

N.A

UNDER PART 5- SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT TYPES
5.1

ADVERTISING/ SIGNAGE

N.A

5.2

AMUSEMENT CENTRES

N.A

5.3

CHILDREN CENTRES

N.A

-

5.4

RESTRICTED PREMISES

N.A
5.5

TAXI OPERATIONS

N.A

5.6 TELE(:OMMUNICATIONS

N.A
5.7

WILLS OVAL

N.A

UNDER PART 6- GENERAL CONTROLS
~s>~f!
These issues can all be addressed with more detailed concept or DA design. There is no reasqrl"
:..
they cannot be complied with.
-·
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CONCLUSION
The R3 zoning Is not appropriate for a major redevelopment site. The Envelope Diagrams provided for Masterplan
sites (key sites/ model projects) actually apply to this site and promote residential apartments within a storey
landscaped framework.
Site amalgamation is desirable in order to optimize development potential of the site and prevent Isolation of
northern properties between the subject site and the drainage canal.
Most building envelope controls can be accommodated as can parking and servicing requirements.
The subject site can contribute to the restructuring of Canterbury Road cross section as recommended in the
Masterplan and the DCP and can facilitate the road widening as proposed by the RMS.
e site (with RMS dedication removed) and council setbacks applied

-

6m setback to
Punchbowl Road

7

Side setback 6m = 1/2 x 12 SEPP No 65
ing separation distance

Site Area= 2000 m2

L::_

Shaded area RM
reservation for
future widening
of Canterbury
Road

-

9m setback to Canterbury Road as

required bye DCP 2012
(3m for future parking lane+ 6m front
courtyard for residential), 3m is in addi-

tion to RMS requirements

pllcations of Council setbacks

•

Annand Associates Urban Design

Area of proposal within setback lines
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Appendix3
Assessment Against Apartment Design Guide

-

REPORT OF THE ASSESSMENT AGAINST APARTMENT DESIGN GUIDE (DRAFT)
April 2015
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The Apartmen t Design Guide provides detailed means to implemen t
SEPP No 65 including:

PRINCIPLES

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
. 7.
8.
-

9.

Context and neighborh ood character
Built form and scale
Density .
Sustainability
Landscape
Amenity
Safety
Housing Diversity and Social Interaction
Architectural Expression

These are reviewed below:
1.0

IDENTIFYING THE CONTEXT

1.1

APARTMENT TYPES

A range of apartmen t types is set out which may be appropriate.
These include:
Narrow infill apartments
Row apartments
Shop top apartmen ts
Courtyard apartmen ts
Perimeter block apartments
Tower apartmen ts
Hybrid developm ents

-

Many of these have relevance, although a perimeter block/ hybric
is likely.

1.2

LOCAL CHARACTER AND CONTEXT

The Designated Future Character of the Canterbury Road Corridor
includes a range of different characters including :

•

Urban Core
Urban Centre
Urban General
Enterprise Area
Urban Residential

Annand Associates Urban Design
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The subject site is proposed as a Medium Density Residential Area
rather than the Urban Residential originally recommended in the
Masterplan.
The Masterplan shows the site as an Urban Residential Area approximately 400m from an urban centre node (at Cullens Road).

Given the size of the site it is possible to make a case for a higher
/more dense urban general land-use / development type in this
location.

-

The Guidelines use the categories:
Strategic centres
Local centres
Urban neighborhood s
Suburban neighborhoods

In this context the nurban Neighborhood " category seems most appropriate

THE RANGE OF SCALES
The Guidelines c:(iscuss the following:
1. Wider Scale - relates to wider context of the corridor
-

2. Neighborhood Scale - includes the Urban Core Areas
3. Streetscape Scale - deals with the character of streets
particularly Canterbury Road (which is undergoing a major
urban transformatipn) and Punchbowl Road (which remain
predominantly cottage residential areas).

4. Site Scale - relating the individual site scale to neighboring scale
(the evolving corridor context)

PRECINCTS AND INDIVIDUAL SITES
This includes large sites and amalgamations, corner sites, development potential and minimizing left over or isolated sites.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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PRECINCTS
The guidelines recommend Precinct Plans to provide the following
opportunities:

-

Improving connections
Improving public domain networks
Incorporating mixed- use
Integrated heritage
Improving housing diversity
Providing opportunities for new community facilities
Improving environmental efficiencies
Supporting flexi!:>ilityto improve amenity

The proposal can contribute significantly to the achievement
of these opportunities within a local context. Note that the
Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan proposed higher density
residential development in this area adjacent to Punchbowl Park.

-

Annand Associates Urban Design
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2.0

DEVELOPING THE CONTROLS

This section of the Guidelines discusses the major influences on
building form and building envelopes.

2.1

PRIMARY CONTROLS

Primary controls include:

-

·•
•

tree retention
setbacks
deep soil zones and basements
building separation and depth
building performance and orientation
3D building envelope

The proposal needs to more clearly articulate deep soil zones, and
basements, common open space and building form/ site cover.

2.2

BUILDING ENVELOPES

2.3

BUILDING HEIGHTS

The proposal shows how the residential zones as per DCP Controls.
The overall height however, is acceptable within the Canterbury
Road evolving framework.

Note that some additional height can be justified as a corner element to
compensate for floor space lost to communal open space.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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2.4

FLOOR SPACE RATIO

-~

-

It should be noted, however, that the.very low FSR control reduces
opportunities for development. This should be raised in order to
support development.
Cc:>'\),,,,......
Our calculations and Urban Design Analysis su~@!it a11 FSR of 1.8:1.

-

2.5

BUILDING DEPTH

The proposal is able to comply with maximum depths (12-1 Sm for
residential)

2.6

BUILDING SEPARATION

The Guide propose quite specific separations for different heights.
The proposal is able to conform with guidelines

2.7

-

STREET SETBACKS

The proposal does not currently conform with street setbacks.
Note that deep soil areas around perimeter are desirable and these
should be included as setback zones (and with no basements
under). Note also that road widening reservations need to be
incorporated.

2.8

SIDE AND REAR SETBACKS

The proposal is able to comply with side and rear setbacks, which
are effectively to streets and adjacent residences (which may
redevelop in the future)

Annand Associates Urban Design
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3.0

smNG THE DEVELOPMENT

3.1

SITE ANALYSIS

Site analysis is not provided adequately and requires reinforcement in forms of:

•
•

-

3.2

Contamination service station site
Geo-technical information
Building entries
Car-park footprint and depth
Solar access
Shadow Impacts

ORIENTATION

The proposal suggests a single slab block located centrally on the site finally all space between minimum (and
often inadequate) setbacks. A further set back is proposed for the N-E corner for the provision of communal
open space

3.3 PUBLIC DOMAIN INTERFACE
The interface with surrounding streets needs clarification via:
•

Canterbury Road
Punchbowl Road

In order to clearly indicate how the interface works, where there is deep soil potential, how public activation and
/or surveillance is to be achieved, and now buildings interact with the street.

3.4 COMMUNAL AND PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
The proposal does not provide for a usable commu·nal open space.
This should be reviewed. Clarification is also required in terms of levels, interface with surrounding residences,
landscape design, function and community amenity and location of and soil depth of planters for internal tree
planting. Note that a communal roof garden may also be beneficial.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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3.5 DEEP SOIL ZONES

It should be noted that there are conditions where deep soil zones are
difficult to achieve. This should not be the case on the subject site.

-

3.6 VISUAL PRIVACY

The Guidelines are quite specific about mechanisms to protect
visual privacy
It is envisaged that adequate visual privacy can be provided in detailed
design.

3,7 PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AND ENTRIES

Building entries should be attractive, direct, obvious and safe
It is envisaged that adequate pedestrian access/ entries can be provided.
Note that direct street entry to ground floor apartments is desirable where
possible and apartment buildings should desirably address streets.

3.8 VEHICLE ACCESS

Vehicle access will not be possible from Canterbury Road
It would be desirable for all parking and service access to be provided
from Punchbowl Road.

3.9 BICYCLE AND CAR PARKING

There is no reason why the guidelines cannot be met.
Annand Associates Urban Design
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CONCLUSION
A review of the proposal against the Apartment Design Guide concludes
the following:
A High Density Residential perimeter slab apartment buildings can be
provided on the subject site
The site is appropriate for Urban Residential categorization rather
than medium density residential.
The proposal should generally be able to comply with the SEPP No 65
Guide.

-

Redesign is desirable to improve communal open space provision
Additional height might be permitted on the corner to compensate for
floor space lost to road widening, setbacks and increased communal
open space.
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Canterbury Road Masterplan Assessment

REPORT OF THE CANTERBURY ROAD MASTERPLAN REVIEW
April 2015
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CANTERBURY ROAD MASTERPLAN ASSESSMENT
The Masterplan reviews the existing situation in terms of:
•

Existing Centres Note that the site is on the edge of a significant intersection at the
entrance to Canterbury LGA, which is not directly serviced by a local centre.

•

Land use-

The site comprises low density residential uses, ready for change.

•

Urban Structure -

The site is at the intersection of Canterbury Road and Punchbowl
Road at the entry to Canterbury LGA.

•

Existing Zoning -

The site is zoned Medium Density R3 along the Canterbury Road
Corridor.
This does not facilitate redevelopment

The Site
Annand Associates Urban Design
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THE VISION
The Masterplan proposes 10 primary pedestrian nodes along
Canterbury Road which coincide with Urban core and Urban Centre
categories (see figure below)
The masterplan recommends that the subject site be nominated as
Urban Residential comprising buildings of 3-6 storeys with varied
street alignment.

The Site

Annand Associates Urban Design
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CANTERBURY ROAD REDESIGN
Note that the Masterplan recommends a redesigned and widened
street profile which will provide for a future parking lane/ avenue
planting lane within the existing verge. This will require an additional
3m public domain on each side of the road (see drawings).
Note that the RMS do not support this.
This can be achieved on this block over time.

4

3

l

l

l

4

-------

-

,u111112S•

---------

ACCESS MANAGEMENT AND PARKING
Parking is currently discouraged on Canterbury Road (during peak
hours).
Vehicular access to and from Canterbury Road fronting sit~s is
discouraged.
Access will be required from Punchbowl Road.

I

This can be provided by the proposal.
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PEDESTRIAN STREETS
The Masteplan recommends major improvements in walkability,
which includes:
Street acUvation and passive surveillance by new development
Clear pedestrian crossings with appropriate lighting, parking
and build outs.

This can be achieved with the proposal, but requires co-operation
of RMS towards "Context Sensitive" Road Design .

.e

HERITAGE
The Masterplan recommends particular treatments for heritage and
contributing buildings.

There are no such buildings within close proximity of the site.

FRONTAGE TYPES
The Masterplan recommends different frontage types for the street.
These are:

-

The colonnade
The posted verandah/ awning
The awning
And for residential areas, the garden forecourt
The proposal is able to deliver the appropriate garden forecourt
frontage. ·

Annand Associates Urban Design
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IMPROVED ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS
The Masterplan proposes:
Flexible floor-ceiling heights and uses
An improved roofline/ skyline
Authentic materials and detailing
Vertical and horizontal modulation
Limited length balconies

The proposal should be able to achieve these with appropriate
detailed design to DA.
Note that submitted concept does NOT encourage confidence.

-

BUILDING TYPES
The Masterplan proposes a variety of building types in different contexts including as well as density residential buildings:

•

Mixed- use buildings
Showrooms
Big box stores
Vehicle orientated buildings
Liner buildings

The proposed urban design residential apartments are appropriate
for this site.

STREETSCAPE ELEMENTS
The Masterplan makes very specific recommendations on streetscape improvements including:
Street widening to permit creation of an avenue planted parking
lane in the existing verge ( not supported by RMS)
Under-grounding of power lines
Increased/improved street avenue planting

The proposal is able to make a significant contribution to the above

Annand Associates Urban Design
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LIGHTING/ SIGNAGE
The Masterplan re.commends improved street lighting associated
with under-grounding of power and improved footpaths, signage
and street furniture.

This can be all achieved with the proposed development

RETAIL MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT

-

N.A
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Public transport improvements can be addressed with this proposal.

SPECIAL INTERVENTIONS

•

The Masterplan addresses a number of special interventions or key
sites or model projects.
One of these refer specifically to the subject site; i.e. Punchbowl Park
project which promotes increased density residential development
adjacent to the park and mixed- use local centre at the western end
of the park (see below) .

Such a project could provide:
A 5-6 storey residential building to Canterbury Road with garden
apartment buildings fronting Canterbury and Punchbowl
Roads.
The new development could particularly facilitate the redevelopment of the Canterbury Road profile as recommended in the Masterplan and DCP as well as road widening required by RMS.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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CONCLUSION
The subject site is well connected but poorly serviced by local retail. It comprises predominantly
small residential cottages. The existing zoning R3 and height 8.Sm is unlikely to encourage
redevelopment.
The subject site could facilitate a re-profiled Canterbury Road as recommended in the Masterplan and
a gateway to Canterbury in a manner which will generate local benefits. ·
The development of the site will also facilitate improved walkability particularly along Canterbury
Road which is quite hostile a~ the moment. -

-

Note that the corridor Masterplan recommends Roe@& 1'ie 8 ,~e~e subjeet siteis-net ideatifiag as
w#b 3z6 stGFey residential infill, Thlll$1he appropriate heigAt f:er H,is subject site is 5 6 3te,eys.
\,_ ~ · ~ "°!,-\o~~ .-n._\> ..,)c_ r--- CILC.o--..-...uc:l.
The urban residential frontage type proposed in the Masterplan is able to be achieved . .!>~~ ~ 1

J_.

4}

r_,...,q

'--

c..e,r-.-

The proposal could be treated as a key site/ model project as detailed in the Masterplan based on site \,=,u,-1\..,,
size, location and potential public benefits.
For example the subject site could comfortably sustain 5-6 storey density residential building with
garden apartments to Canterbury and Punchbowl Roads, perhaps with a tower element at the Punchbowl Road intersection.

a
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1.0

Introduction

Council has engaged Annand Associates Urban Design to provide an
independent Urban Design Assessment of a Planning Proposal at 998
Punchbowl Rd/ 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl.

Subject site
The site is located on the northern side of Canterbury Road, Punchbowl
on the corner of Punchbowl Road. Currently on site is a service station
The property comprises one lot with a total site area of 2005m 2, however
is burdened by a reservation for road widening of approximately 178.Sm2 •
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Planning proposal
A Planning Proposal has been submitted for the subject site to amend the
Canterbury LEP 2012 by:

1. Rezoning of site
An amendment to the CLEP 2012 is sought in order to change the
zoning of the land from R3 Medium Density Residential zone to the
R4 High Density Residential zone. This would facilitate redevelopment
of the existing service station as a residential flat building. Under
Planning Proposal PP _2014_001-00, it was proposed to change the
zoning as described and this was previously exhibited, however the
site was subsequently removed from that Planning Proposal and a new
Planning Proposal was commenced, specifically for this site.

2. Amendment to Floor Space Ratio
An amendment to the CLEP 2012 is sought by the proponent in order
to increase the permissible FSR on the site from the current 0.5:1 to
2.2:1. Under Planning Proposal (PP _2014_Cante_001-00), it was
proposed by Council to increase the FSR on the site to 1.8:1 (as
previously exhibited).

3. Amendment to height of buildings map
The Planning Proposal requests a height limit of 1Sm (5 storeys) to
apply to the site in order to facilitate a residential flat building (RFB) as
previously exhibited under Planning Proposal PP _2014_Cante_001-00.

The table below shows a summary of the proposed changes being sought:
Table 1 : Summarized Changes Proposed
Standard

Current

Proposed

Zone

R3 Medium
Density Residential

R4 Residential
High Density

Building Height

8.Sm

15m

Floor Space Ratio

0.5:1

2.2:1

Annand As sociates Urban Design
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j Figure 2 : Existing/ Proposed Controls
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2.0

Urban Design Analysis

A preliminary review of the documents suggests that an up-zoning of the site from R3 to R4 with a height increase
from 8.Sm to 15m (2 storeys to 5 storeys) would seem appropriate based on the delivery of major public benefits
in terms of a 3m widening of Canterbury Road reservation as set out in the Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan
and a RMS widening as shown on figure 2.
A preliminary review of the proposal according to SEPP No 65 criteria is appended (Appendix 1). The conclusion
of this review follows:

The proposal as set out in the proponents Planning Proposal Report is generally not able to be supported.
Whilst building heights are appropriate the proposal fails to accommodate RMS road widening or Council
setbacks nor does it provide any notion of usable communal open space The proposal also requires further
detailed development and documentation to clearly articulate that it can comply in actuality with SEPP No 65
Principles and Guidelines.
The proposed building heights 15m (5 storey) seem appropriate within the general framework of building
heights. Note that a building height of 4-6 storeys as proposed in Councils Masterplan document seems
appropriate.
An FSR increase from 0:5:1 to 2.2:1 does however represent an over-development of the site. Our
investigations suggest a building height of 5-7 floors (15-21 m) and a maximum FSR of 1.8:1 would be more
appropriate, and would be more likely to gather a development outcome compliant with the primary
development controls for the site.
A proposed FSR of 2.2:1 and height of 15m do not appear to be achievable given site constraints and
assessment against SEPP No 65 and DCP controls.
Note that a clear concise detailed "Landscape Strategy" is required by a qualified Landscape Architect which
addresses:
»
»

»
»

»
»

»

Deep soil planting
Public domain enhancement
Public/priv.ate interface
Podium communal use and semi-deep soil planting opportunities
Communal facilities and amenities proposed
The site is however capable of sustaining a greater maximum building height and FSR than currently
applies and thus we propose a revised development form with increased open space, buildings
generally to 5 stories (15m excluding lift overrun), but with 7 storeys (21 m) on the corner to
emphasize this significant intersect!on. See revised plan and elevation (figures 19,20,21 ).
This will enable a more appropriate scale and massing for this section of Canterbury Road between
nodes as envisaged in the Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan.
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3.0

CLEP/ DCP Discussion

3.1

CLEP 2012

The existing CLEP 2012 applies the following controls to the subject site:
Zoning R3 Medium Density Residential
Building Height - 8.Sm (2 storey)
Floor Space Ratio - 0.5:1
These generally are not conducive to the redevelopment of the site to a higher use.
COMMENT:Thus a rezoning and height increase is justifiable
The zoning map below illustrates the existing land zoning of the subject site under the Canterbury LEP 2012,
along with the adjacent zones. Note that the site is partly within the SP2 (Classified Road) Infrastructure Zone and
the R3 Medium Density Residential Zone. It shares boundaries with the R3 Medium Density Residential Zone and
the REl Public Recreation Zone.
Figure 3 : Zoning/ Road Widening

.,

3.2

DCP

The Canterbury DCP has been reviewed in the context of the proposal (see Appendix 2).
This suggests that:
The Envelope Diagrams provided for Masterplan sites (key sites/ model projects) do not apply to this site.
Most building envelope controls can be accommodated on-site as can parking and servicing requirements. T.his
will however, require a redesign of the planning proposal.
The subject site can contribute strongly to the restructuring of the Canterbury Road cross section as
recommended in the Masterplan and the DCP and can facilitate the important creation ( and dedication ) of the
planned road widening.
Annand Associates Urban Design
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4.0

SEPP No 65 Discussion

4.1

Review against Principles/ Criteria

A review of the proposal under the principles/ criteria used in SEPP No 65
is appended (Appendices 1 and 3)
This review concludes the following:
Whilst changes to the zoning and increases to height and density for
this site can, in general terms, be supported, the proposal as set out
in the proponents Planning Proposal Report represents an over-development of the site and fails fully to recognise the constraints and
characteristics of this particular site ..
A clear concise detailed "Landscape Strategy" is required by a qualified
Landscape Architect which addresses:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Deep soil planting
Public domain
Public/private interface
Podium communal use · and semi-deep soil planting
opportunities
Communal facilities and amenities proposed
The recently released "Apartment Design Guide" to
accompany SEPP No 65 contains a clause (p.37) which
would seem to require an extra 3m on each side setback. This report seeks to comply with this whilst recognising that a case could be made to justify noncompliance given that Desired Future Character of adjacent
buildings is likely to be RFB's and design treatments can be
incorporated which will ameliorate impacts on adjacent sites.

Ann and Associates Urban Design
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4.2

NOTE: The release of the

SEPP No 65 Apartment Design Guide

A review of the proposal against the Draft Design Guide is included in
Appendix 4 and summarized below and concludes the following :

Apartment Design Guide
requires some adjustment
to side setbacks.

A perimeter slab apartments building can be provided on the subject
site
The site is appropriate for Urban General categorization .
COMMENT: The Proposal can contribute significantly to the realisation of
development opportunities with appropriate design development.
There is no reason to believe that the principles and rules of thumb
contained in the Design Guide cannot be fully realised. More work is
however required in order to reach the standard of Design Excellence
sought under SEPP No 65. This relates specifically to communal open
space, deep soil planting, height, floor space and aesthetics.
Figure 4 :Deep Soil Planting
Paving arH cwer
dMp!l!Nlmu 1CN

SeMOeS

min 6.Cm wide
Deep soil zone

Building 2'0fl9

I Figure 5 :Building Entries

I Figure 6 :Communal Open Space
r - - -- -- -- - - --·- ·- ·- ·-- - ·- -- -·7
I
I
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5.0

Canterbury Road Masterplan Discussion

The proposal has been reviewed against "The Canterbury Road Corridor
Masterplan". This is included in Appendix 5 and summarized below.
The subject site is poorly connected to and poorly serviced by local
retail. It comprises an existing service station. The existing zoning R3 and
maximum building height of 8.Sm is unlikely to encourage redevelopment.
The site could facilitate a re-profiled Canterbury Road which will facilitate
a vehicle turning / acceleration lane, parking access, and servicing in a
manner which will generate local benefits.
The development of the site will also facilitate improved walkability
particularly along Canterbury Road which is quite hostile to pedestrians at
the moment.
The residential frontage types proposed in the Masterplan are able to be
achieved.
Figure 8 :Garden Courts
The Masterplan envisages development at 4-6 storeys in this location.

---L
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6.0

Conclusions

A review of the relevant Council documents including:
CLEP/ DCP
SEPP No 65
Canterbury Road Masterplan
Plus documents provided by the proponent including:
Planning Proposal
Suggests that there is potential to alter development controls for this
subject site in the following manner:
o
o
o

o

increase building height to generally 15m (5 storeys) maximum
perhaps with a corner tower to 7 storeys (21 m)
rezone the site from R3 Medium Density to R4 High Density
consideration is required as to the relevance of the 45° height
planes from residential boundaries, given that other similar sites
around the park could well be redeveloped in a similar manner in
the future.
permit localized building heights to 7 storeys at the corner with
some reduction in building bulk and footprint to facilitate communal open space.

These increases are however dependent on the following:
o

o
o

the provision of the proposed street widening to Canterbury Road
as required by RMS as well as that recommended in the Canterbury
Road Masterplan and the DCP.
the above mentioned improved provision and location of on-site
Communal Open Space
Compliance with recently released "Apartment Design Guide"

This is discussed further below under the following headings:
a. Compliance with RMS road widening requirements
b. Compliance with Council setbacks (including 9m setback to
Canterbury Road which includes 3m for reserve widening)
c. Improved communal open space for use by residents desirably in the
N-E corner of the site and perhaps also as roof garden
d. Improved interface to Punchbowl and Canterbury Roads including
avenue tree planting in street verges.
e. Possible inclusion of tower element on corner of Punchbowl and
Canterbury Roads.
f. Compliance with "Apartment Design Guide"
g. Development Yield

Annand Associates Urban Design
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a.

Compliance with RMS road widening requirements

RMS requires dedication of a 4-Sm strip as indicated access the complete
frontage of the site to Canterbury Road (See figure 9)

Figu re 9 :The site (with RMS dedication removed) and council setbacks applied

Side setback 6m = 1/2 x 12 SEPP No 65
Bu ilding separation distance

6m setback to Punchbowl
Road frontage
9m

Site Area =2005 m2

~

LJ-

Shaded area RMS
reservation for
future widening of
Canterbury Road

Annand Ass ociates Urban Design

9m setback to Canterbury Road as required by C
DCP 2012
(3m for future parking lane+ 6m front courtyard for
residential), 3m is in addition to RMS requirements
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b.

Compliance with Council setbacks

Council have a number of setback requirements (DCP) for this site as set
out below (figure 10 ) Note that a 9m setback is required to Canterbury
Road (which includes a 3m dedication to Canterbury Road).
The above compliances will cause the loss of approximately 290 m2 or
about 3 unit equivalents.

Figure 10 : Implications of Council setbacks

I

I

-; /
..lttli-----Revised Development
site

,

. ---

"
:

I

I

:

'

-

!
'

RMS Road widening
•
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c.

Improved Communal Open Space

Currently the only communal open space provided is contained within the
perimeter setbacks.
It is proposed that a generous area of communal open space be provided
in the N-E corner of the site about approximately 315 m2 (see figures 11, 12).
Note that a further area could be provided as a roof garden that can
provide approximately 200m 2 of communal open space.

Figure 11 : Possible communal open space

Figure 12 : Possible Roof Garden

Tower footprint
RoofGardl!n

TllffaCll

-- - - - - - - - - - Annand Associates Urban Design
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d.
Improved interface with Punchbowl and Canterbury
Roads
Avenue verge planting should be provided to both of these streets to
Council specification.
Note that the Canterbury Road Masterplan recommends a second row of
avenue trees in the front setback (deep soil zone).
This should desirably be continued around the corner into Punchbowl
Road.

Figure 13: Possible Public Domain Improvements
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e.
Possible tower corner element to Punchbowl Road /
Canterbury Road intersection
This corner marks the arrival into Canterbury LGA ( north side of road) with
the intersection Punchbowl Road is a significant intersection.
Thus there is a case for a corner tower element of one or two storeys
to mark this focal point. This would enable a slightly more intensive
development outcome than a strict application of the building setbacks at
the currently proposed maximum building height.

Figure 14 : Possible Corner Tower
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f.

Compliance with "Apartment Design Guide"

The recently released "Apartment Design Guide" provides a framework
for design. The design of an apartment building on this site can generally
comply with the Guide. However, there is one clause which is a
constraining factor on the development of the site.
This is a clause on page 37 which requires an additional 3m side setback
where the adjacent development is a lower density zone.
This additional setback is to protect privacy of existing low density residential and create a stronger transition between zones. In this particular case
this clause could reduce the achievable FSR from 1.8:1 to 1.5:1.
It is our contention ( to be successfully argued by proponent at DA) that
this clause need not apply because:
The adjacent properties are likely to be upzoned at some stage (see
Corridor Masterplan)
The building can be designed so that the balconies do not directly
look down into adjacent properties (balconies balustrade higher
with planter to set viewer back from edge (see figure 22)
Thus we propose the retention of the FSR at 1.8:1 as in Councils Planning
Proposal.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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g. Development Yield
Current controls permit at maximum building height of 8.5 m ( 2 storeys)
and an FSR of 0.5:1 .
The proponent has proposed an uplift to permit a maximum height of 1Sm
(5 storeys) and an FSR of 2.2:1
The combination of factors (increased setbacks, provision of communal
open space significantly reduces the site cover and the amount of floor
space per level. (see figures 15 to 17)
The table below indicates approximate development yield (GFA) for 3
different scenarios:

A. The proponents Planning Proposal (not achievable once setbacks
are factored in)
B. A revised plan accommodating setbacks (non-compliant with
respect to open space and SEPP No 65 "Apartment Design Guide"
side setbacks)
C. A revised plan accommodating setbacks as well as a significant
improvement to communal open space provision
Table 2 Development Yield
A

B

C

Planning
Proposal

Revised Plan
setbacks

Revised + court

Ground

988

766

500

Level 1

988

766

500

Level2

988

766

500

Level3

988

766

500

Level4

660

600

400

Levels

250

Level6

250

Total

4612

3640

2900

A. 988x4

= 3952 +660 =4612

B.

= 3064 + 600 = 3664

X

0.85 = 3114 + 2005 = 1.55:1 (35)

C. 500x4+450 = 2400 + 250 = 2650

X

0.85 = 3094 + 2005 = 1.3:1 (30)

766x4

+250 = 2900

+2005 = 2.3:1 (51)

( Not achievable)
( Non Compliant)

+ 2005 = 1.5:1 (32)

Note that:
Scenario A delivers approximately 2.3:1 at 5 stories as proposed by the
applicant (unable to be achieved as it does not comply with primary
development controls like setbacks).
Scenario B delivers approximately 1.55:1 at 5 storeys, note that this is
less than the Council recommended Planning Proposal (1 .8:1)
(complies with Council setbacks but not communal open space
requirements or SEPP No 65 setbacks).
Scenario C (with a significant Communal Open Space and a corner
tower) delivers approximately 1.3:1 -1.5:1 (with single or two level tower) on top of the 5 storey building and is fully compliant with setbacks
and open space requirements
Annand Assoc iates Urban Design
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Figure 15 : Scenario A : Planning Proposal

Ground Floor Plan

Upper Plan

Elevation

Pundlbowl Road
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Figure 16 : Scenario B

;

I

Ground Floor Plan

Ground Floor
GFA=650m2
Communal= 375 m2
Private =61 O m2
Total=985 ml

Levels 1-3

Roof
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I Figure

17 : Scenario C

Ground Floor Plan

- - - - ------

Suggested Development
footprint

Levels 1-4

Roof

'-

- - - - ------
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Parking
Note that the maximum parking basement area available outside of
setback areas (deep soil zone) is 838 m 2 which will generate a maximum
parking yield of approximately 24 cars I basement.
At Council Code provision this would suggest approximately 20 x 2 br
dwellings which would suggest an FSR of approximately 0.9:1
Alternatively additional basements may be required .

2005 x 1.8:1 = 3609 ..,. 90
2005 x 2:1

=4010

-;. 90

=40 units

=45 units

2005 x 2.2:1 = 4411 ..,. 90 = 49 units

i.e 40 +8

=48 Cars

i.e 45 + 5 = 50 Cars
i.e 49 + 10 = 60 Cars

Thus an FSR of 1.8:1 will require approximately 2 basements, FSR of 2:1
simillar and FSR of 2.2:1 will require more than 2 basements.

Figure 18 : Possible Parking

Annand Associates Urban Design
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7.0
1.

Recommendations
Seek to further amalgamate sites on Canterbury Road and Punchbowl
Road if at all possible

2. Rezone the subject site from R3 to R4
3.

Permit modified height limits as set out below (figures 19,20,21)
permitting development to a maximum of 5 storeys /1 Sm, perhaps
with a 7 storey tower on the corner.

4.

Balance the floor space increase (additional height to 7 storeys on
Corner), with reduction in site cover to facilitate provision of communal
open space. FSR should be retained at 1.8:1 as per Council Planning
Proposal.

5. Comply where possible with SEPP No 65 setback p.37 (additional 3m
setback to side boundaries or provide justification for non-compliance.
6. Provide additional 3m setback for the improvements of Canterbury
Road reservation, as identified in the Canterbury Road Masterplan and
Council DCP.
7.

Develop lower level apartments to Punchbowl Road/ Canterbury Road
with a small entry forecourts (and desirably deep soil planting) and
direct pedestrian entry from the street.

8. Provide for RMS road widening across the whole Canterbury Road
frontage.
9.

Engage services of qualified landscape Architect in order to:
Explore deep soil planting potential
Provide a coherent and functional plan for the communal
courtyard in N-E corner and possible roof garden
Provide details for public/ private edge treatments (and deep
soil opportunity)
Facilitate strong street planting to Canterbury Road, and
Punchbowl Road.
Investigate potential for optimising deep soil planting around
the perimeter of the site where possible

10. Provide direct pedestrian access/ entries to RFB from Canterbury Road,
and Punchbowl Road.
11 . Create avenue street tree planting to Canterbury Road to improve
pedestrian safety and amenity and improve the residential environment
12. Create street tree planting to Punchbowl Road to enhance street
amenity
13. Deep planters (1-1.Sm) should be considered on the parking podium
to provide semi-deep soil and allow reasonably large tree planting on
podium.
Annand Ass ociates Urban Design
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14. The Landscape Plan should carefully articulate the future design and
communal use of the communal open space by residents.
15. Consider Common facilities and amenities for residents (eg: meeting
rooms, gym, pool, barbecues, etc) and readily accessible to all residents.
16. Small private courtyard spaces should be provided between street
frontage and front of residential buildings and fronting onto courtyard
podium. Access to ground floor units should desirably be provided
directly from the street.
17. Balconies and terraces should be capable of containing appropriate
furniture and should be landscaped for privacy and amenity.
Figure 19 : Possible communal open space

Figure 20 : Possible Roof Garden

-------------Figure 21 : Possible Corner Tower

Annand Associates Urban Design
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18. Note that with careful privacy treatment to side boundaries it may be
possible to reduce setbacks from 9m (12m + 2+3 ) to 7.Sm (9 + 2 +3)
in fact with very careful design treatment and adequate justification
(Desired Future Character both sides will be Residential Flat Buildings)
therefore +3m p.37 does not apply and setbacks could be justified as
6m (12m + 2)

Figure 22 : Privacy Treatment with screen planting

2.7m

Private Cover

Adjacent House

Boundary

lm
6m

3m

Setback

Planter 1.3 - 1.Sm high x 1m deep should provide protection from overlooking of adjacent properties with screen planting at boundary.
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Appendices
1499 Canterbury Rd / 998 Punchbowl Rd

1. Urban Design Assessment
2. Canterbury Development Control Plan 2012
3. Assessment Against Apartment Design Guide
4. Canterbury Road Masterplan Assessment
5. Urban Design Study Review
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Appendix 1
Urban Design Assessment

REPORT OF THE URBAN DESIGN REVIEW
April 2015

NSW ICAC EXHIBIT

ITEM

Date of Assessment:

April 2015

Applicant:

----------------------------

Architect:

----------------------------

Property Address:

1499 Canterbury Road/998 Punchbowl Rd,
Punchbowl, NSW

Description:

Residential R4

No. of Buildings:

Integrated development

No. of Storeys:

Approx 5 storeys plus

No. of Units:

Approx 45 units

Consent Authority Responsible:

Canterbury City Council

Application No.:

N/A

Declaration of Conflict of Interest:

Nil

Annand Associates Urban Design
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SEPP 65 - Design Quality of
Residential Flat Buildings

Comments

Context
Good design responds and contributes to its
context.
Context can be defined as the key natural and
built features of an area.
Responding to context involves identifying
the desirable elements of a location's current
character or, in the case of precincts
undergoing a transition, the desired future
character as stated in planning and design
policies. New buildings will thereby contribute
to the qual ity and identity of the area.

The proposal fits generally into the Desired Future Character
of Canterbury Road.
The Masterplan promotes a series of mixed-use activity nodes
along the road with roadside service, mixed-use and/or
residential development between.
This site is not designated as a node and is therefore suited to
residential use.
The Canterbury Road Corridor can be enhanced by such
development to revitalize the generally obsolete and
unattractive roadside service station use.
Note that the RMS has specific road engineering
requirements, which do not necessarily facilitate "context
sensitive" road and land-use design. They should be further
consulted in this regard.

Scale
Good design provides an appropriate scale in
terms of the bulk and height that suits the scale
of the street and the surrounding buildings.
Establishing an appropriate scale requires a
considered response to the scale of existing
development. In precincts undergoing a
transition, proposed bulk and height needs
to achieve the scale identified for the desired
future character of the area.

The proposal presents as a 5 storey perimeter slab building to
permit optimization of solar access and ventilation to units as
well as passive surveillance.
It is proposed that tree planting will also be used to mediate
the transition to adjacent residential cottage uses.
Note that the Masterplan suggests a building height of
approximately 3-6 storeys.
It is felt that additional storeys could emphasize the corner
of this part of Canterbury Road which is not a "node'; but
nevertheless is a major intersection .

Anna nd Associates Urban Des ign
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Built Form
Good design achieves an appropriate built form
for a site and the building's purpose, in terms of
building alignments, proportions, building type
and the manipulation of building elements.
Appropriate built form defines the public
domain, contributes to the character of
streetscapes and parks, including their views
and vistas, and provides internal amenity and
outlook.

The Canterbury Road Masterplan seeks to propose a 5-6 storey perimeter slab building fronting Canterbury Road and set
back above level 3.
The proposal is for a 5 storey slab / tower parallel with
Canterbury Road.
A modified proposal will deliver a similar floor space, will permit more solar penetration into and through the site, and will
provide/ enhance communal open space provision.
A 6-7th storey corner element could emphasize this section
of Canterbury Road at this significant corner.

Density
Good design has a density appropriate for a site
and its context, in terms offloor space yields {or
number of units or residents).
Appropriate densities are sustainable and
consistent with the existing density in an area
or, in precincts undergoing a transition, are
consistent with the stated desired future
density. Sustainable densities respond to the
regional context, availability of infrastructure,
public transport, community facilities and
environmental quality.

The proponent has proposed a floor space ratio of 2.2:1
yielding 50 units in a mix of 1,2 and 3 bedroom units.
The density is too high as evidenced by the lack of communal
open space provision, and inadequate setbacks and can
be better achieved with a 5 storey slab building fronting
Canterbury Road turning the corner at a recommended FSR
of 1.8:1 perhaps with a slightly taller corner tower element
{level 7 ).

Resource, energy and water efficiency
Good design makes efficient use of natural
resources, energy and water throughout its full
life cycle, including construction.
Sustainability is integral to the design process.
Aspects include demolition of existing
structures, recycling of materials, selection
of appropriate and sustainable materials,
adaptability and reuse of buildings, layouts
and built form, passive solar design principles,
efficient appliances and mechanical services,
soil zones for vegetation and reuse of water.

Annand Associates Urban Design

The proposal, once redesigned, should b~ able to comply
with BASIX and with SEPP No 65 Rules ofThumb with respect
to hours of sunlight, cross ventilation, overshadowing etc.
This needs to be demonstrated.
Such a building should however be able to contribute further
with respect to:
• Solar collectors
• WSUD/water collection/ detention and re-use for
irrigation
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Landscape
Good design recognizes that together
landscape and buildings operate as an
integrated and sustainable system, resulting in
greater aesthetic quality and amenity for both
occupants and the adjoining public domain.
Landscape design builds on the existing site's
natural and cultural features in responsible and
creative ways.
It enhances the development's natural
environmental performance by co-ordinating
water and soil management, solar access,
micro-climate, tree canopy and habitat values.
It contributes to the positive image and
contextual fit of development through respect
for streetscape and neighborhood character, or
desired future character.
Landscape design should optimize usability,
privacy and social opportunity, equitable access
and respect for neighbours' amenity, and
provide for practical establishment and long
term management.

The following landscape opportunities should be explored
(with the assistance of a certified Landscape Architect)
Avenue street tree planting to Canterbury Road to
improve pedestrian safety and amenity and improve
the residential environment
Street tree planting to Punchbowl Road.
Deep soil planting to site perimeters (within setbacks).
In this case setback strips 3-Sm along street frontages
should be considered to contribute to deep soil street
treatments and soften buildings to the streets and
further supplemented by a generous deep soil zone
associated with the communal open space.
The Landscape Plan should carefully articulate the
future design and communal use of the communal
open space and possible roof garden by residents.
Common facilities and amenities for residents
(eg: meeting rooms, gym, pool, barbecues, etc) should
be readily accessible to all residents
Small private courtyard spaces should be provided between street frontage and front of residential
buildings and adjacent properties.
Access to ground floor apartments should desirably
be provided directly from the street.
Balconies and terraces should be capable of
containing appropriate furniture and should be
landscaped for privacy and amenity.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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Amenity
Good design provides amenity through the
physical, spatial and environmental quality of a
development.
Optimizing amenity requires appropriate room
dimensions and shapes, access to sunlight,
natural ventilation, visual and acoustic privacy,
storage, indoor and outdoor space, efficient
layouts and service areas, outlook and ease
of access for all age groups and degrees of
mobility.

The current plans are not sufficiently detailed to confirm
appropriate provision of amenities and communal
facilities
The plans are also not sufficiently detailed to comment on
size, location or design of rooms, balconies, storage, corridors,
natural ventilation, foyers etc in terms of SEPP No 65
requirements. This will come later at DA stage. There are no
apparent reasons why the above should not be provided,
although the design quality requires further work.

Safety and security
Good design optimizes safety and security, both
internal to the development and for the public
domain.
This is achieved by maximizing overlooking of
public and communal spaces while maintaining
internal privacy, avoiding dark and non-visible
areas, maximizing activity on streets, providing
clear, safe access points, providing quality public
spaces that cater for desired recreational uses,
providing lighting appropriate to the location
and desired activities, and clear definition
between public and private spaces.

Social,
dimensions
affordability

and

housing

Good design responds to the social context
and needs of the local community in terms of
lifestyles, affordability, and access to
social facilities.
New developments should optimize the
provision of housing to suit the social mix and
needs in the neighborhood or, in the case of
precincts undergoing transition, provide for the
desired future community.
New developments should address housing
affordability by optimizing the provision of
economic housing choices and providing a mix
of housing types to cater for different budgets
and housing needs.

Annand Associates Urban Design

The proposal caters to safety and security in the
following ways:
• Residences generally provide passive surveillance
to public domain and communal areas, however,
further CPTED principles should be incorporated into
detailed design
• Secure parking for residents is able to be
provided
• Residential entries are able to be designed for safety
• Ground floor residences should have direct entry from
the street
Further work will be required with redesign.

The proposal needs to clearly articulate:
• The dwelling mix
• Any proposals for affordable housing
• Provision of landscaped open space and facilities for
use of residents
• Any proposals for provision of facilities/amenities for
the wider public /community benefit.
• Clear explanation of how SEPP No 65 criteria and
Rules ofThumbs may be addressed
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Aesthetics
Quality aesthetics require the appropriate
composition of building elements, textures,
materials and colours and reflect the use,
internal design and structure of the
development. Aesthetics should respond to
the environment and context, particularly to
desirable elements of the existing streetscape
or, in precincts undergoing transition,
contribute to the desired future character of the
area.

The proposal needs to provide a variety of plans,
elevations, and 3D Models, which generate a clear
understanding of what the proposal will look like and
what the driving aesthetic elements might be from
major viewpoints.
Note that views and vistas from Canterbury Road and Punchbowl Road should be shown.
The proponents have not made a very good start on this with
their planning proposal documentation thus far.

CONCLUSION
•

The proposal as set out in the Planning Proposal Report requires significant changes to the
building footprint for the provision of communal open space. It also requires further detailed
development and documentation to clearly articulate that it does comply in actuality with SEPP No 65
Principles and Guidelines (This will be required later with DA).
Whilst we are comfortable with the general height, we are nevertheless, concerned that the
proposed footprint may be excessive and that setbacks to Canterbury Road are inadequate. We note
that heights varying between 3 and 6 storeys are the acceptable heights for the Canterbury Road
frontage and would consider 7 storeys on the corner in exchange for lesser site cover and provision
of more generous and useful communal open space. Note that setbacks do not comply with recently
released "Apartment Design Guide" (p.37).
Note that a clear concise detailed "Landscape Strategy" is required by a qualified Landscape
Architect which addresses:

•

Deep soil planting
Public domain
Public/private interface
Roof Gardens, communal use and semi-deep soil planting opportunities
Communal facilities and amenities proposed

The amalgamation of the corner service station site (1499 Canterbury Road) with adjacent residences
particularly the two properties to the north on Punchbowl Road would be highly desirable to
optimise the development of this site and to facilitate additional corner height proposed. This is
desirable but not absolutely necessary.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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Appendix2
Canterbury Development Control Plan 2012

REPORT OF THE CANTERBURY DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN 2012 REVIEW
April 2015

NSW ICAC EXHIBIT

The Canterbury DCP 2012 is a single DCP covering the whole LGA.
Consequently it covers a wide range of issues many of which have no
reference to the subject site and often in a generic manner.
Nevertheless, we will attempt to draw out relevant aspects of the
DCP and assess how the proposal performs against it.

UNDER PART 3- RESIDENTIAL ZONES

Canterbury Road is identified as an area of major interest zoned
variously as B2 Local Centre, BS Business Development and B6
Enterprise Corridor. This western end of Canterbury Road is predominantly zoned R3-Medium Density Residential. This was not the intention of the Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan.

3.1

ENVELOPE CONTROLS

COMMENT:

Note that more complex envelope diagrams are provided for
"Masterplan" sites. The subject site is not designated in the DCP as
such.

3.1.1

SITE AMALGAMATION

Site amalgamation is encouraged in order to achieve optimum
development potential/density and improve access to parking/
servicing.

COMMENT: The site is at the corner of Canterbury Road and
Punchbowl Road should be amalgamated with adjacent sites if
possible (particularly the two properties to the north outcomes) to
facilitate a improved development outcomes.

3.1.2

AVOID ISOLATING SITES

See discussion on amalgamation
COMMENT: Adjacent sites will not be substantially isolated by the
development of the subject site.

3.1.3

RETENTION OF TRADITIONAL FACADES

NA
Annand Assoc iates Urban Design
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3.1.4

MAJOR SITES

Major sites are identified within neighborhood and town
centres that may be able to accommodate additional height.
The subject site is not so identified.

COMMENT: The subject site is not so identified.

Nevertheless being located at a major intersection it is an
important site and care needs to taken with any new development.

3.1.5

HEIGHT

CLEP Controls height (in this case 8.Sm) based on the site being
Medium Density Residential.
This suggests 2-3 storey development residential.

COMMENT: This was not what was intended in the Canterbury Road

Masterplan. Height increases as recommended are desirable to
facilitate redevelopment.

3.1.6

DEPTH

18m for residential

COMMENT: This is acceptable and achievable

3.1.7

SETBACKS

Front

Additional setbacks (3m) are proposed along Canterbury Road in
order to facilitate an improved street section including parking
/ landscaped verge and can too of the 4-Sm required for Road
widening by RMS.
Setbacks to facilitate private Courtyards for ground floor dwellings are required (6m)
COMMENT: This can be achieved, but will require a redesign.

Ann an d Associates Urban Design
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Side Setbacks

The side setback could cause problems with adjacent residential
zonings. This needs to be considered in the context of future
development of adjacent sites.
Building separation and setbacks required under SEPP 65 need
to be complied with .

ICOMMENT: Able to comply with redesign.
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I Figure A 2.1: Side Setback
Rear Setbacks
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45° from residential boundary fence top (1.8m)
See above
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I Figure A 2.2: Rear Setback

See SEPP NO 65
[ COMMENT: Can comply

3.1.9

PUBLIC DOMAIN

COMMENT:

The proposal is able to contribute strongly to public domain
landscaping of Canterbury and Punchbowl Road.

3.1.10

PARKING

COMMENT:
The proposal is able to comply with Council parking requirements
and circulation.
I
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3.2

3.2.1

DESIGN CONTROLS

CONTEXT

COMMENT: The proposal is able to fit into the evolving Canterbury

Road context desirably as high density residential (R4).

3.2.2

STREET ADDRESS

COMMENT: The proposal is able to satisfactorily attend to street

address issues.

3.2.3

FACADE

COMMENT:

The proposal is able to provide appropriate facade design and
articulation at DA stage. This does require significant further work.

3.2.4

FACADE DETAILS

COMMENT: The proposal is able to provide appropriately detailed

facades at DA stage (see above).

3.2.5

SHOPFRONTS

ICOMMENT: NA
3.2.6

ROOF DESIGN

COMMENT: The proposal is able to comply with roof design issues

included in the DCP.

Ann and Associates Urban Design
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3.2.7

CORNERS, GATEWAYS AND FOREGROUNDS

There are identified in Appendix 1 and Masterplan diagrams.
Important corners are to be emphasized as well as
gateways, to centres etc. These may vary setback requirements.

COMMENT: Note that whilst not specifically identified as such, the

subject site could function as a gateway to the Canterbury LGA and
as such could qualify as recommended for additional height on the
important corner of Canterbury Road and Punchbowl Road.

3.2.8

SERVICES/ UTILITIES

COMMENT: These issues can generally be accommodated with the

project.

3.2.9

FRONTAGE TYPES

The DCP acknowledges a range of possible frontage types including
an urban residential setback.

COMMENT: The proposal is able to provide the above.

Figure A2.3 : Urban frontage type residential
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3.3

PERFORMANCE CONTROLS

3.3.1

VISUAL PRIVACY

I COMMENT: Can be achieved
3.3.2

ACOUSTIC PRIVACY

ICOMMENT: Can be accommodated
3.3.3

OPEN SPACE

Private and common open space can be provided according to DCP
Controls,but not in a usable format. It is suggested that the footprint
be reduced in the N-E corner of the site for communal open space
and floor space be moved to create a corner feature at the corner of
Punchbowl Road and Canterbury Road.
COMMENT: Provide appropriate amount of usable communal open

space.

Planting on structures in communal area

An nand Associates Urban Design

Courtyard areas with landscaping
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3.3.4

INTEGRATED DWELLING DESIGN

/ COMMENT: Able to be incorporated

3.3.5

HOUSING CHOICE

/ COMMENT: Able to incorporated

3.3.6

CREATION OF NEW LANES

ICOMMENT: N.A

Annand Associates Urban Design
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APPENDIX

3.3

CANTERBURY ROAD STRUCTURE PLANS
The subject site is identified as providing opportunities for higher density residential:
COMMENT: Note that the subject site will permit the restructuring of Canterbury Road as required by

RMS.

UNDER PART 3A- FOOTPATH TRADING
N.A able to be complied with
UNDER PART 4- INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
N.A
UNDER PART 5- SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT TYPES
5.1
N.A

ADVERTISING/ SIGNAGE

5.2
N.A

AMUSEMENT CENTRES

5.3
N.A

CHILDREN CENTRES

5.4
N.A

RESTRICTED PREMISES

5.5
N.A

TAXI OPERATIONS

5.6
N.A

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

5.7
N.A

WILLS OVAL

UNDER PART 6- GENERAL CONTROLS
COMMENT: These issues can all be addressed with more detailed concept or DA design. There is no reason be
believe that they cannot be complied with.
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CONCLUSION
The R3 zoning is not appropriate for a major redevelopment site. The Envelope Diagrams provided for
Masterplan sites (key sites/ model projects) actually apply to this site and promote residential apartments
within a 4-6 storey landscaped framework.
Site amalgamation is desirable in order to optimize development potential of the site and prevent isolation of
northern properties between the subject site and the drainage canal.
Most building envelope controls can be accommodated as can parking and servicing requirements.
The subject site can contribute to the restructuring of Canterbury Road cross section as recommended in the
Masterplan and the DCP and can facilitate the road widening as proposed by the RMS.
Note however that: the proponents Planning Proposal fails to provide appropriate setbacks and also does not
provide adequate communal open space
Figure A2A :The site (with RMS dedication removed) SEPP No 65 and council setbacks applied
Side setback 9m = 1/2 x 12 SEPP No 65 + 3 m

6m setback to
Punchbowl Road
frontage

reservation for
future widening
of Canterbury
Road

9m setback to Canterbury Road as
required by C DCP 2012
(3m for future parking lane+ 6m front
courtyard for residential), 3m is in addition to RMS requirements

Figure A2.5 : Implications of Council setbacks

I

widening
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Area of proposal w ithin setback lines
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Appendix3
Assessment Against Apartment Design Guide

REPORT OF THE ASSESSMENT AGAINST APARTMENT DESIGN GUIDE (DRAFT)
April 2015
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The Apartment Design Guide provides detailed means to implement
SEPP No 65 including:

PRINCIPLES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Context and neighborhood character
Built form and scale
Density
Sustainability
Landscape
Amenity
Safety
Housing Diversity and Social Interaction
Architectural Expression

These are reviewed below:
1.0

IDENTIFYING THE CONTEXT

1.1

APARTMENT TYPES

A range of apartment types is set out which may be appropriate.
These include:
Narrow infill apartments
Row apartments
Shop top apartments
Courtyard apartments
Perimeter block c!Partments
Tower apartments
Hybrid developments
COMMENT: Many of these have relevance, although a perimeter
block/ hybrid is likely.

1.2

LOCAL CHARACTER AND CONTEXT

The Designated Future Character of the Canterbury Road Corridor
includes a range of different characters including:
Urban Core
Urban Centre
Urban General
Enterprise Area
Urban Residential
Anna nd Associates Urban Design
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The subject site is proposed as a Medium Density Residential Area
rather than the Urban Residential originally recommended in the
Masterplan.
The Masterplan shows the site as an Urban Residential Area approximately 400m from an urban centre node (at Cullens Road).

COMMENT: Given the size of the site it is possible to make a case for a
higher/moredenseurbangeneralland-use/developme nttypeinthis
location.

The Guidelines use the categories:
Strategic centres
Local centres
Urban neighborhoods
Suburban neighborhoods

COMMENT: In this context the "Urban Neighborhood" category
seems most appropriate

THE RANGE OF SCALES
The Guidelines discuss the following:
1. Wider Scale - relates to wider context of the corridor
2. Neighborhood Scale - includes the Urban Core Areas
3. Streetscape Scale - deals with the character of streets
particularly Canterbury Road (which is undergoing a major
urban transformation) and Punchbowl Road (which remain
predominantly cottage residential areas).
4. Site Scale - relating the individual site scale to neighboring scale
(the evolving corridor context)

PRECINCTS AND INDIVIDUAL SITES
This includes large sites and amalgamations, corner sites, development potential and minimizing left over or isolated sites.

Annand Assoc iates Urban Design
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PRECINCTS
The guidelines recommend Precinct Plans to provide the following
opportunities:
Improving connections
Improving public domain networks
Incorporating mixed- use
Integrated heritage
Improving housing diversity
Providing opportunities for new community facilities
Improving environmental efficiencies
Supporting flexibility to improve amenity

COMMENT: The proposal can contribute significantly to the
achievement of these opportunities within a local context.
Note that the Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan proposed
higher density residential development in this area adjacent to
Punchbowl Park.

Figure A3.1 : Urban Residential Development (source: Canterbury Road Masterplan)
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2.0

DEVELOPING THE CONTROLS

This section of the Guidelines discusses the major influences on
building form and building envelopes.

2. 1

PRIMARY CONTROLS

Primary controls include:
tree retention
setbacks
deep soil zones and basements
building separation and depth
building performance and orientation
3D building envelope

COMMENT: The proposal needs to more clearly articulate deep soil
zones, and basements, common open space and building form /
site cover.

2.2

BUILDING ENVELOPES

COMMENT:
The proposed envelope is clearly set out but not convincingly
justified particularly with respect to site cover / communal open
space. Note that it does not accommodate the road widening
recommendation or the applicable building setbacks.

2.3

BUILDING HEIGHTS

COMMENT:
The proposal shows how the envelope fits on the site as per DCP
Controls.
The overall height however, is generally acceptable within the
Canterbury Road evolving framework.

Note that some additional height can be justified as a corner
element to compensate for floor space lost to communal open
space.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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2.4

FLOOR SPACE RATIO

COMMENT:

It should be noted, however, that the currently very low FSR control
reduces opportunities for development. This should be raised in
order to support development.
Our calculations and Urban Design Analysis confirm that an FSR in
the order of 1.8:1 is appropriate.

2.5

BUILDING DEPTH

COMMENT: The proposal is able to comply with maximum depths

(12-1 Sm for residential)

2.6

BUILDING SEPARATION

The Guide proposes quite specific separations for different heights.
COMMENT: The proposal is able to conform with guidelines

2.7

STREET SETBACKS

The proposal does not currently conform with street setbacks.
COMMENT:

Note that deep soil areas around perimeter are desirable and these
should be included as setback zones (and with no basements
under). Note also that road widening reservations need to be
incorporated.

2.8

SIDE AND REAR SETBACKS

COMMENT:

The proposal is able to comply with side and rear setbacks, which
are effectively to streets and adjacent residences (which may
redevelop in the future)

Annand Associate s Urban Design
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3.0

SITING THE DEVELOPMENT

3.1

SITE ANALYSIS

COMMENT: Site analysis is not provided adequately and requires reinforcement in forms of:
Contamination service station site
Geo-technical information
Building entries
Car-park footprint and depth
Solar access
Shadow impacts

Figure A3.2 : Site Analysis

3.2

ORIENTATION

COMMENT: The proposal suggests a single slab block located centrally on the site filling all space between
minimum (and often inadequate) setbacks. A further set back is proposed for the N-E corner for the provision of
communal open space

3.3

PUBLIC DOMAIN INTERFACE

The interface with surrounding streets needs clarification via:
Canterbury Road
Punchbowl Road
In order to clearly indicate how the interface works, where there is deep soil potential, how public activation and
/or surveillance is to be achieved, and how buildings interact with the street.
Annand Associates Urban Design
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3.4

COMMUNAL AND PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

COMMENT:
The proposal does not provide for a usable communal open space.
This should be reviewed. Clarification is also required in terms of levels,
interface with surrounding residences, landscape design, function and
community amenity and location of and soil depth of planters for internal
tree planting. Note that a communal roof garden may also be beneficial.

3.5 DEEP SOIL ZONES
COMMENT: It should be noted that there are conditions where deep soil
zones are difficult to achieve. This should not be the case on the subject
site.

3.6 VISUAL PRIVACY
The Guidelines are quite specific about mechanisms to protect
visual privacy
COMMENT: It is envisaged that adequate visual privacy can be provided
in detailed design.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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3.7

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AND ENTRIES

Building entries should be attractive, direct, obvious and safe
COMMENT: It is envisaged that adequate pedestrian access/ entries can
be provided.
Note that direct street entry to ground floor apartments is desirable where
possible and apartment buildings should desirably address streets.

3.8 VEHICLE ACCESS
Vehicle access will not be possible from Canterbury Road
COMMENT: It would be desirable for all parking and service access to be
provided from Punchbowl Road.

3.9 BICYCLE AND CAR PARKING
COMMENT: There is no reason why the guidelines cannot be met.

CONCLUSION
A review of the proposal against the Apartment Design Guide concludes
the following :
A High Density Residential perimeter slab apartment buildings can be
provided on the subject site
The site is appropriate for Urban Residential categorization rather
than medium density residential.
The proposal should generally be able to comply with the SEPP No 65
Guide (with redesign) .
Redesign is desirable to improve communal open space provision
Additional height might be permitted on the corner in order to achieve
road widen ing, setbacks and increased communal open space.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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Appendix4
Canterbury Road Masterplan Assessment

REPORT OF THE CANTERBURY ROAD MASTERPLAN REVIEW
April 2015

NSW ICAC EXHIBIT

CANTERBURY ROAD MASTERPLAN ASSESSMENT

The Masterplan reviews the existing situation in terms of:
•

Existing Centres -

COMMENT:
Note that the site is on the edge of a significant intersection at the
entrance to Canterbury LGA, which is not directly ·serviced by a
local centre.
Figure A4.1 : Masterplan Nodes

•

Land use COMMENT: The site comprises low density residential uses, ready

for change.

•

Urban Structure COMMENT: The site is at the intersection of Canterbury Road and

Punchbowl Road at the entry to Canterbury LGA.

•

Existing Zoning -

The site is zoned Medium Density R3 along the Canterbury Road
Corridor.
COMMENT: This does not facilitate redevelopment

I Figure A4.2: The Site
Annand Associates Urban Design
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THE VISION

The Masterplan proposes 1O primary pedestrian nodes along
Canterbury Road which coincide with Urban core and Urban Centre
categories (see figure below)
The masterplan recommends that the subject site be nominated as
Urban Residential comprising buildings of 3-6 storeys with varied
street alignment.

Figure A4.3 : Canterbury Road Masterplan - nodes

The Site

IFigure A4.4: Urban Residential
Annand Associates Urban Design
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CANTERBURY ROAD REDESIGN
Note that the Masterplan recommends a redesigned and widened
street profile which will provide for a future parking lane/ avenue
planting lane with in the existing verge. This will require an additional
3m public domain on each side of the road (see drawings).
Note that the RMS do not support this.
COMMENT: This can be achieved on this block over time.
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Figure A4.5 : Possible Road treatments Canterbury Road
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Existtlg Condition

Propo=l R«onfiguration

ACCESS MANAGEMENT AND PARKING
Parking is currently discouraged on Canterbury Road (during peak
hours).
Vehicular access to and from Canterbury Road fronting sites is
discouraged.
Access will be required from Punchbowl Road.

COMMENT: This can be provided by the proposal.

Annand Associates Urban Design
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PEDESTRIAN STREETS
The Masteplan recommends major improvements in walkability,
which includes:
Street activation and passive surveillance by new development
Clear pedestrian crossings with appropriate lighting, parking
and build outs.

COMMENT: This can be achieved with the proposal, but requires
co-operation of RMS towards "Context Sensitive" Road Design.

HERITAGE
The Masterplan recommends particular treatments for heritage and
contributing buildings.

COMMENT: There are no such buildings within close proximity of
the site.

FRONTAGE TYPES
The Masterplan recommends different frontage types for the street.
These are:
The colonnade
The posted verandah/ awning
The awning
And for residential areas, the garden forecourt
COMMENT: The proposal is able to deliver the appropriate garden
forecourt frontage.

Figure A4.6:
Residential Frontage
(Garden Court)
Annand Associates Urban Design
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IMPROVED ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS
The Masterplan proposes:
Flexible floor-ceiling heights and uses
An improved roofline/ skyline
Authentic materials and detailing
Vertical and horizontal modulation
Limited length balconies

COMMENT:

The proposal should be able to achieve these with appropriate
detailed design to DA.
Note that submitted concept does NOT encourage confidence.

BUILDING TYPES
The Masterplan proposes a variety of building types in different contexts including as well as density residential buildings:
Mixed- use buildings
Showrooms
Big box stores
Vehicle orientated buildings
Liner buildings
The proposed urban residential apartments are appropriate for this
site.

STREETSCAPE ELEMENTS
The Masterplan makes very specific recommendations on streetscape improvements including:
Street widening to permit creation of an avenue planted parking
lane in the existing verge ( not supported by RMS)
Under-grounding of power lines
Increased/improved street avenue planting

COMMENT: The proposal is able to make a significant contribution
to the above

Annand Associates Urban Design
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LIGHTING/ SIGNAGE
The Masterplan recommends improved street lighting associated
with under-grounding of power and improved footpaths, signage
and street furniture.

COMMENT: This can be all achieved with the proposed develop-

ment

RETAIL MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT

N.A
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
COMMENT: Public transport improvements can be addressed with

this proposal.

SPECIAL INTERVENTIONS
The Masterplan addresses a number of special interventions or key
sites or model projects.
One of these refer specifically to the subject site; i.e. Punchbowl Park
project which promotes increased density residential development
adjacent to the park and a mixed- use local centre at the western end
of the park (see above).
COMMENT:

Such a project could provide:
A 5-6 storey residential building to Canterbury Road with garden
apartment buildings fronting Canterbury and Punchbowl
Roads.

Figure A4.7: Front Court

The new development could particularly facilitate the redevelopment of the Canterbury Road profile as recommended in the Masterplan and DCP as well as road widening required by RMS.
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CONCLUSION
The subject site is well connected but poorly serviced by local retail. It comprises predominantly
small residential cottages. The existing zoning R3 and height 8.Sm is unlikely to encourage
redevelopment.
The subject site could facilitate a re-profiled Canterbury Road as recommended in the Masterplan and
a gateway to Canterbury in a manner which will generate local benefits.
The development of the site will also facilitate improved walkability particularly along Canterbury
Road which is quite hostile at the moment.
Note that the corridor Masterplan recommends residential infill at generally 3-6 storey. This site can
accommodate some increased height given its prominent location.
The urban residential frontage type proposed in the Masterplan is able to be achieved.
The proposal could be treated as a key site/ model project as detailed in the Masterplan based on site
size, location and potential public benefits.
For example the subject site could comfortably sustain a 5-6 storey density residential building
with garden apartments to Canterbury and Punchbowl Roads, perhaps with a tower element at the
Punchbowl Road intersection.

Figure A4.8 : Model Project (Canterbury Road Masterplan)
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E16-520-2-1

Warren Farleigh - Fwd: Re: 998 Punchbowl Rd

From:
To:
Date:

Warren Farleigh

Subject:

Fwd : Re: 998 Punchbowl Rd

Attachments:

Spiro Stavis. vcf

Gillian Dawson

18/08/2015 10:13 AM

FYI

I Manager Land Use & Environmental Planning
City of Canterbu ry 137 Beamish St Campsie NSW 2194
T: 9789 9361 I F: 9789 1542 I
gi lliand@canterbury.nsw.gov.au I www.canterbury.nsw.gov.au

Gillian Dawson

City of Canterbury
CiryofC"lt11rol Dllltnir,

>>> Spiro Stavis 18/08/2015 10:11 AM >>>
I concur.

-

Spiro Stavis

I Director City Planning

City of Canterbury 137 Beamish St Campsie NSW 2194
T: 9789 9487 I F: 9789 1542 I
spiros@canterbury.nsw.gov.au I www.canterbury.nsw.gov.au

City of Canterbury
Cify of C11lt11rol Dllltnlry

>>> Gillian Dawson 18/ 08/ 2015 10:08 AM>>>
Ok. However, want to note that we cannot see this site in isolation from its setting and we will want any

fi le://C:\Docwnents and ettings\ Warrenf\Loca l Settings\Temp\XPgrpv.11se\55O3053F... 18/08/20 15
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E16-520-2-1
study/review to address that issue as well. We were looking initially at getting a quote from Peter.
Following that we can arrange a meeting.
Gill

Gillian Dawson I Manager Land Use & Environmental Planning
City of Cante rbury 137 Beamish St Campsie NSW 2194
T: 9789 9361 I F: 9789 1542 I
gil liand @cante rbury.nsw.gov.au I www.canterbury.nsw.gov.au

City of Canterbury
CIO' of CNlr1110f Di~r,

>>> Spiro Stavis 18/08/2015 10:01 AM >>>
Pick up some of the "lost" FSR by increasing the height on the corner of Punchbowl and canterbury Rds
from 21m to 25m. Therefore bringing to be more in line with the Council resolution in terms of FSR.
Anyway, I'd like to be present at any meeting.

I Director City Planning
City of Can terbury 137 Beamish St Campsie NSW 2194
T: 9789 9487 I F: 9789 1542 I
spiros@canterbury.nsw.gov.au I www.canterbury.nsw.gov.au

Spiro Stavis

-

City of Canterbury
Clo, of C11/111nl Dll'ffllry

> > > Gillian Dawson 18/08/2015 9:30 AM > > >
Spiro,
can you please confirm what exactly we are being asked to consider for this site as we want to contact Peter
Annand for a quote.

fil e://C:\Documents and Sett ings\ Warrenf\Local Settings\Temp\XPgrpwise\55D3053F... 18/08/20 15
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rega rds
Gill

Gillian Dawson I Manager Land Use & Environmental Plann ing
City of Canterbury 137 Beam ish St Carnpsie NSW 2194
T: 9789 9361 I F: 9789 1542 I
gi lliand@canterbury.nsw.gov.au I www.canterbury.nsw.gov.au

City of Canterbury
City of C11l111rol Dlrersir,•

>>> "Spiro Stavis" <spiros@canterbury.nsw.gov.a u> 12/08/2015 9:22 PM>>>
Gil
I had a meeting with the GM and Charlie this afternoon re the Harrison's site and following this 998 was
ra ised . can you please see tmrw so I can brief you .
Regards

Spiro Stavis I Director City Planning
City of Canterbury 137 Beamish St campsle NSW 2194
T: 9789 9487 I F: 9789 1542 I spiros@canterbury.nsw.qov.au
I www.canterbury.nsw.qov.au
Sent from my iPhone
-

On 7 Aug 2015, at 1:42 pm, Gillian Dawson < Gilliand@canterbury.nsw.gov.a u > wrote :
Spiro,
please find timing for the 998 Punchbowl Road Planning Proposal

10 September 2015 -report to CDC ( requires new resolution of council as heights have
changed)
30 September 2015 - planning proposal with Department of Planning for their review
Department of Planning issues Gateway Determination ( estimated 4-8 weeks based on current
Gateway t imings)
Mid November 2015 - earliest for exhibition if Determination received by end of October 2015
(note there is a 2 week lead in for exhibition to allow adverts to be placed, exhibition material
prepared and distributed, notifications prepared). If not, Gateway then exhibition will occur in
early 2016 (Council policy is to avoid exhibition over the Christmas period).
regards
Gill
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Gillian Dawson I Manager Land Use & Environmental Planning
City of Canterbury 137 Beamish St Carnpsie NSW 2194
T: 9789 9361 I F: 9789 1542 I
qilliand@canterbury.nsw.gov.au www.canterbury.nsw.qov.au
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Warren Farleigh - 998 Pu·nchbowl Road

From:
To:

Date:
Subject:
CC:

Warren Farleigh
peter@aaud.com.au
18/08/2015 11:05 AM
998 Punchbowl Road
Gillian Dawson

Hi Peter,
Hope all is well with you.
Thanks for the report on 998 Punchbowl Rd.

-

We have now been instructed to model the implications of a 25 metre building on this site, in terms of
achieving an outcome that complies with SEPP 65 and the key controls in our DCP.
Is this something you would be able to do for us?
Also, we would appreciate your views on the desirability of such a building in this specific location,
particularly in terms of context, relationship to surrounding development, amenity, precedent, etc.
If this is of interest to you can you please get back to me with a cost estimate.
Happy to discuss further if you wish.
Many thanks
Warren

-

file://C:\Documents and Settings\Warrent\Local Settings\Temp\XPgrpwise\55D31174... 18/08/2015
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998 Punchbowl Rd

To:

Warren Farleigh <warrenf@canterbury.nsw.gov.au>
"Stavis, Spiro" <spiros@canterbury.nsw.gov.au>

Cc:

"Dawson, Gillian" <gilliand@canterbury.nsw.gov.au>, "Foster, Tom" <tomf@canterbury.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Wed, 26 Aug 2015 09:27:59 +1000

Attachments:

Fee estimate 25 m built form August 2015.doc (225.79 kB)

From:

Spiro,
As requested, fee estimate from Peter Annand to look at implications of possible 25 metre building.
Will proceed to engage him on your ok

Warren

NSW ICAC EXHIBIT

El5 - 0078 - 37 - 56

ANNAND ASSOCIATES URBAN DESIGN

24 August 2015

Pty Limited
ACN 058 420 465
ABN 59 058 420 465

Warren Farleigh
Urban Planner
City of Canterbury
137 Beamish Street
CAMPSIE NSW 2194
E: Warrenf@canterbury .nsw.gov.au

Level 9, 50 Carrington Street, Sydney, 2000
peter@aaud .com .au

GPO Box 4167, Sydney, NSW 2001
Tel:

Urban Design and Planning Consultants
Director

Peter Annand BSc(Arch), BArch(Hons), M.T.C.P

Dear Warren

Re:PunchbowlRoad
Urban Design Review of Planning Proposal
Further to our recent conversation regarding the "Urban Design Analysis Report" for the above site, I
am pleased to submit a fee proposal for a review of an increased height in Urban Design Terms. This
will include the following :
•

•

Document Review
o Planning Proposal with height of 25m (8 storeys)
o Background Planning document
Analysis of proposal in context of Planning Controls Urban Design/SEPP No 65-ADG 's

The Urban Design Report will comprise:

•
•

•
•

•
•

Introduction
CLEP/DCP discussion
SEPP No 65 discussion
Masterplan discussion
Conclusions
Recommendations

In this context my fee estimate is as follows :

Hours
2
2
2
2

Task
1. Review against CLEP and DCP
2. SEPP No 65 Review
3. Masterplan Review
4. Conclusions
5. Recommendations

2
Total
GST
Total Fee Estimate

Further meetings, tasks , review will be charged an hourly rate of $250/hour.
Regards

Peter Annand
Director

Cost
400
400
400
400
400
$2,000
$ 200
$2,200
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Warren Farleigh - Re: 998 Punchbowl Rd

Spiro Stavis

From:
To:
Date:

Warren Farleigh

Subject:

26/ 08/2015 11:31 AM
Re : 998 Punchbowl Rd

CC:

Gillian Dawson; Tom Foster

Attachments:

Spiro Stavis.vd

Warren
all good, please proceed .

-

I Director City Planning
City of Canterbury 137 Beamish St Campsie NSW 2194
T: 9789 9487 I F: 9789 1542 I
spiros@ canterbury.nsw.qov.au I www.canterbury.nsw.gov.au
Spiro Stavis

City of Canterbury
CJ()' •fC11lhlNI Dltwslty

>>> Warren Farleigh 26/08/2015 9:27 AM >>>

-

Spiro,
As requested, fee estimate from Peter Annand to look at implications of possible 25 metre building.
Will proceed to engage him on your ok

Warren

fi le://C:\Docw11ent and
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Fwd: Planning Proposal - 998 Punchbowl Road
From:

Spiro Stavis <spiros@canterbury.nsw.gov.au>

To:

lili@aaud.com.au, "Annand, Peter" <peter@aaud.com.au>

C.C:

"Dawson, Gillian" <gilliand@canterbury.nsw.gov.au>, "Farleigh, Warren" <warrenf@canterbury.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Fri, 04 Sep 2015 10:46:50 +1000

Attachments:

IMAGE.jpg (27.08 kB); IMAGE.png (27.56 kB); Planning proposal - 998 Punchbowl Rd.pelf (3.34 MB); Spiro Stavis.vet (322 bytes)

Lili,
attached are some minor comments/corrections. rm happy for you to finalise.
Warren, I suspect we will need to prepare a report to Council seeking a new resolution which reflects Peters preferred Option C? If so, can you advise
when we can finalise?

Spiro Stavis I Director City Planning
City of Canterbury 137 Beamish St Campsie NSW 2194
T: 9789 9487 I F: 9789 1542 I
spiros@canterbury.nsw.gov.au I www.canterburynsw.g ov au

>>> Eva Rahme 4/09/2015 10:42 AM>>>
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1.0

E15-0078-37-56

Introduction

This teport ts a .supplementary
this site carried ollt in fa.pril 2015

to a previous Urban Desi~ir-1

Revkt.v tJf

AAUD.

In tliat report we recommended:
That rezoning proc,::-i::d to permit residential apartment development
(R4)

A modified f-'.SR in the order of 1.8:1

tv1oditied height limits generally 15m perhaps v,.11th 21 m corner
clement (5 storcys/7 &torcys)
The tower element be permitted in order to facflitate an inrn:::ascd area
of communal open space in the N·E comer of the site and
f\

number of other issw2s re!,,ting to planning J setback issues

Council lws now asked us to r·eview that document ,md to 21sscss wlic:thcr a building hei9ht of ~5m and an FSR of 2.2:1 might be acceptable on
this :;itE'. This report
at some
to test height, envelope and

FSR controls.

Annm1d AW.Ki ates Urban Oe,ign

9{J8 PL-nchbowl Roac /1 •199 Czintcrbury rwad, Punchbowl
UrbJn Desi1_1n HPvit.·1'/ of PlJrming Propo,al
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1.1

El5-0078-37-56

Subject site

The site is

on the northern side of Canterbury Road, Punchbmvl
Punchbowl Road. Currently on site is a service station

The property comprfscs one lot \vith a total site area of 2005m', hmvever
2
is burdened by a H!se1vatio11 for road widening of approximately 17S5m ,
leaving ,1 resultant siU: area of 1,825 rn<.

/\nn~nd Associates Urb,m Design

998 Punrhbowl RoJd tl/!99 Cantl'rbury Road, f'uncl,bu.-:1
Urbi:111 De,i(Jrt Rrvic:w cif f'fonnir[J
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2.0

Issues and Constt·aints

2.1

Conte:xt

E15-0078-37-56

The site cuncntly is occupied by a service station. As such it is very clcttrly
not pa1·t of th0 [JL'neral residential context
To the north along Punchbowl Hoad me predominantly single storey
detached cottages.
Across the road (,Jn th0 corm:r of Canterbury Road) is th€ 2 storey
Croatian Club containing extensive building ;md open p,irking ,ireas.
To the east along Canterbury Road are predominantly sin~Jle storey
cottages.
On the southern side of Canterbury Road to the west arc a nw-nb,.:ir
of Industrial prcrnis,;s and to the t:ilst prcdominilntly single storey

cottages.
This srtc is proposed tor medium density f(•s!du1tial i'!Pc,rtmcnts m
mixed-use in the Canterbury Rm1d Corridor Milsterplan. Unfortunately,
Council's zoning amendments have not caught up i,vith Strate9ic Planntng
ende1.1vors. This has led to an unco:.irdinated number ofViannir-g Proposals
along Canterbury Road fond elsewhere throu~1hout Cilnterbury).
rlhcse h~v~ beec for vmyrng heights anc; FSR's hcW,/E'VCr in the absence of a

'J"

Statutory Strategic framework all proposals arc using prco:dcncc as major
ustification for height variation.
It would 9enerzilly. however, be acceptable to establrsh a buildin~1 height
of 6 storeys along Canterbury Road with occasional additional tovilcrs to 8
storeys to urnph;:isise corners, vistas,etc.

Thus, a 6 storey building 1Nith appropriate SE 0 P No 65 setbacks and with
a 2 stor,:::y (to 8 sto1·eys) tower on the comer would seem ncceptable (see
sketches attached). Further 0iJ:1c:i.rt1rn~nt dciveloprnent ci:rn b,:, expected Cilst
along Cilnterbury Roild, tlwrefore side setbacks of 6rn for 4 Jc>vels and 9rn
for the next two levels <1re acceptable. It is possible. that further apartment
dcvdopment mc1y be: considet"ed north ;ikmg Punchbowl Road in the
future, but no Council documents (with the exception of the Canterbury
Road ~/iastcq)lar,) su99est so, at this st.:if1e.
In this case setback, of 6n, for l leve 1s and ~-;n, for the uppc:· levels v"ould
only be appropriate if care is tak0n to minimise· ovctlookir,g of propertiE>!.
to the north {for '!Xamplc by use;: o7 1.5rn high by ·1rn deep plant,::rs on
north- fating oalconies to minimise ovetfooking down into y;irds).

Note for the first 30m of any ne,v development v,1ill only look out over

roofs of (Ottr1ges to the north zmd being to th,: south

these cotti,gcs

w[i! have no ov;:_:,rshadowing irnpr1cts.
To en,phasise the corner, a 2 storey townr could be permitted with
dimensions of ,iliout 13m to Punchbov,,d Rrwd aml 20m to C:mte1bmy

r,ocid.
Annand As:;ociat~s Urb;m Desipn

998 l'unchbowl f\o;,d /\.199 C,mtcrbury EoJd, Punchbowl
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2.2

E15-0078-37-56

Planning Framework

Th0 current LEP permits buildings to 8.Srn hi9l}2l'i1c! a
of 0.5:1. The ,
proponent h;:is initially proposed a
of.J~rft and an FSH of ~.2:1.
1 t
In a previous review, we recommended 1Sm (5 storeys) with a tmver to / ,
21 m (7 storeys) and an.F5 r. of approximately 1.8: I.

, I

Now the propom:nt

seeking 8 stmeys

height .:md

0n FSR of 2.2:1.

The Canterbury Road Corridor Masterpian recommends 4-6 storeys but
this has been overtaken by existing Planning Proposals r€COmmending 6
storeys with occ:,\sion<il 8 storey towers as focrl.

\}

In this context it vvould be acceptable to propose a 6 storr.iy development
v,;ith an 8 storey towe:r on the comer to celebrate inten,ection with
_l'..\:!l)chbowl Hoacl and arrival in Canterbwy.
Special design treatment will be required to minimise impacts on adjacent
residenti0I developments, p;:ffticul4'Jriy to the north.

flnniind A,soci;it,:,s Urban Design
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E15-0078-37-56

Building Height

Although the Cmterbu1y Road Corridor Mnsterplan recommendc·d 4-6

storeys through this area it \·Vas always""'',.,""·''--'"" to be more 6 than 4.
Recent events ht1ve seen some i:5-8
approvals (and recommend,1tions) c1lo11g Crmterbury Rond and this seems acceptable v:ith appropriote

-m<1Jor(.:;r.:tion
iustitirntion.

'ffi41"'~Jr~g~

C,r0

a

on Punchbowl R1)ad only becaus!'.! it
and entry~~t,:;rbury LGA. ~

must t;e taken to minimis,.: impacts cin residences to the north.

2.2.2

Density

Permitted density is currently 0.5:1
redevelopment.

which precludes any future

The proponent srn19ht 2.2:1 in his initi0I Planning Pmposal \,Vhich is not
possible within the required setbacks and buflding height ,mcl particul,1rly
if a reasonable and usable commun,11 open space is provided at ground
level., unless the communal open sp,ice 'Ni15 provickid on the· rooftop of
Lcvd 6.
Whilst acceptable in tight locatium and particularly when.:: mixed-use
development is
a roof garden wc,uld e[,tablish an undesir.1blc
precedent for Canterbur:,t R0zid (north side) of a density that can only
achieved v.lith roof garden communal open space.

A wiriety of dcv,:lopm,mt options have been tested to assess an
appropriate f-5R for this site.

Annand flssocii:ltes UrlKm Design

998 Pund1bm'1I !{r:ad /I '199 Ont.•rbury Ho,'HL Punchbowl
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Existing

Proposed

P.~'ll~!U/1"'1

li'

_/

_

ExistinsJ Land Zoning

Proposed Land

Map

Existing Hei9ht of Building (HOB) Map

,s.

ti,,i,,11:i1uMt

Existing Floor Space Ratio (FSR) Map
Ann~nd A~soclate,. Urban Deslg11

Map
998 Purn,hbc:wl Briad / 1490 c ;,,m,mor R1,wJ P,,inchbr,wl
Urb,rn
ltevlew of Pl,mninu Pwp,:,,al

,,
E
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2.2.3

El5-0078-37-56

Setbacks

Front setbacks

Cmmcil require 9m (3in for parking 1,-ine I verge widening plus 6rn builclit)fJ

setback),

Side setback (east)
Council r0quircs <:1 45u height plane from 2m top of fence. This is ove~ridden
by SEF1P 65 ADG which requlres 6m frn ftrst 4 levels, then an additiomil 3m
_J.Q!Jevels Ht
The: ADG a1so recommends an additioni:ll 3rn setback when adjacent to
a low density rcsitk·ntial zone. Whilst this is technically the case at t!1e
rnornent_, it i·:;; unlikely to rr::tnain so as further apartment development is
likely on Canterbury Rocid.

X

f

'-Y

Therefo1·e east side setbacks should be 6m to Lever 4, and 9m Levels 4-6.

Side setback (north}

Agciin Council setback
bounda1-y.

rs a J\5° hd9ht plane from ?.m ;;1bove the property

~ s is overridden by ADG1s 0m for 4 levers, plus an additional Jm for levels

)I: ~~~-

'

Not1;1 thal iln additional 3m is prornoted wbere adjacent zoning t1nd
Designed Future Chr:ir,:icter is low dr.msity residential.
That is tc,,::hnically the Gi:se bere, l10wever ·we boliev!:that a bcttci solution
\VOldd be to create a us;;i.blc area of communal open space to ttw north ezist
corner ,me! not enforce the additional 3m in the i'J-Vi!, (where overlooking is
of roofs onl~1), thus ameliorating c1nd minirniztng cNerlookin9 and privacy
concerns of adjacent propcrtie".

Ann,md Associ<ltes Urban Design

SFJB Pund,bm·:I Hozd !M99 Czntcrburv Ro,,::, Punclilmwl
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Development Potential

The deveiopmet1t potential of this sitl: wlll be strongly inflL1t: 1Ked by the various setbacks as follov.ts:
1

9m from Canterbt1ry Road (after RMS r•)Od wlclcning is tziken) to permit verge widening and 6rn setback
6111 from Punchbowl Road
6rn for first 25m of northern boundary ancl 15m beyond (for conimLm;:il open space)
This is to be incre«sed to 9m

1.5m for

5 and above

6rn to eastern boumlmy for first 4 levels and 9m f0r levels

vvith othel' variants.

3.1

DevelopmentTesting

Four att;:iclJed options h;we been tested within ;:iccept;.ible height bL1t

Level

A

1

665

2

666

836

666

836
836

566

660

i

6.20

665--J

620

4
5

665

665

6

520

566

260
260

260

3

260
260

260
260

260

Total

4186
3558

3434

1.95:1

1.88:1

below).

D

520

85%
- --·
+ 1825

C:
D:

836

B

503
503

X

A:

620

OPTlON
C
666

...
.)

.,,

B:

-1··
i

different setbacks

5184

FA

4406
2.4;1

GFA
FSR

Cornp11ant SEPP No 65 setback:, and tcJOf garden corrnnon open space
Compliant SEPP N,:i 65 sei:oa,rns north, 6111 only east
6m on1y setbao:,; Pxcc·pt for cornrnon co~irt ( l :irn)
6m only ·0 "' th " 1-L· no GF wmmon,open spt1cc, roof 9arden prov,dcd

Note thzit these calculations are apprc,x:mations based on overlay d,<11Nings of prnponent~ scale drnwinps.

/\m1.md As,ndates UrbJ11 Desf9n
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E15-0078-37-56

Option A:
This option will gcncrat,, an FSRof approximately 2:1 ,
setback or as a roof gatdcn or both. This could be ac<::eota

it requirescomrminal open space either in the 9rn
but would establish a precedent fo1 this section of

C;;;1nterblliy Road.

----------------J

I'

Figur"' 3.1 • Option A

Option B:
Generatly
with SE.PP No 65 setbacks and provfdQ.S a generous corrnmmal open space in the NE c.1rr1cr of
the site. The FSR a.t 1,85·1.9:1 is Jpproprlate

----------------J

Anuand Associate, Urban Design
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Option C:
Only partially complies with SEPP !'Jo 65 setbacks. The c.;istorn setback is 6rn (which is tc:chniuilly non-compliant
but accoptab!c g!ven likely future development to the east). The northem setback is 50% compliant (15m \Vith
common open space, 6m [n excess of required 9ml and 50% non-compBant
instead of 9m) but this section
will minin,ise overlook[ng to rooftops to the north. FSR achievable is ,about 2;1, This is preferred option.

--~-------------J

Option D:
Fails to comply v"ith norlhem or eastern·'"''"""''""" and provides no significant or usable common open space at
ground level and will conscquQnt y require a roof g,mlcn atop Level 6.
This will establish an undesirable precedent for development on Canterbury Road requidng the communai open
space to be on rooftop~. This option rmom,c high FSR of 2/1:1 but zit the expense of ,mienity.

" .........." " . '"""'' ••••••••• ' 1

i

!
!
i

i

----------------J

I
H~iurc 3.4--0ptioP
............:-:::-=::: ...
J,,1,~1>;"',

Anmmd Associates Urbc111 Design
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Road Ek1vatior.

1-~-Figure 3.6·r-u11chbc11.vl fioad El~vation

Gm

Ann:md AssociJtcs Urbiln Design
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E15-0078-37-56

fi9ure 3.7- Section lookin~J \Nest

Cnnterbury Road

Comrnunal open space

Note thzit viHvs from first 30m

views

of

neighbours

adjacent
0te

northem

6

over roof top:;,

balcony hei9ht and planter
depth csn cn,;u1<..! msiden'\s look
out rather than
The l 5m
setback over the r1:ar 20m of
adjacent rear
b cmnpliant.

3

r

lypic,11

Drivc,way
Ann,mr:J i1ssodJte5 U1bi111 [Jcsfgn

l1
Punchbo;vl !hJdd / <lJ9
Urb:in
Fif?lt'N
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4.0

El5-0078-37-56

Conclusion

Given that v,,hatever is permitted here will establish a precedent for
CantE:rbury Road we recommend th€ foliowi11g:

Building Height
2

Generally 6 storeys (1 Sm) but with a possible to,ver of about 260111 i11 the
SW corner of the sit0 to a he;ght of 8 storeys (25ml with capacity for a roof
E:lement above.

FSR
A rnaximL1m r-SR of 2:1 could be prmnitt€d bilsed on the provision of
a wet[ !ctndscaped communal open space in the ME corner of th,:; site: of
_.i1.J?proximately 375m}.
This space should be well landscapr.:d for communal use, exploit possible
deep soil planting and bt! serviced by a srnali amenities room (WC, kitchen,
stora~Je and pe:rhaps meeting room).

f

':l,/

\,/

./

a

.I{ our conclusion thut ,i building height of,l Hrn (6 store>-s) is appropriate
with a comer toV·JDr of about 250-26011( to S storeys (25tn).

Jul

ThE:i maximum FSR thc1t can be supportDd ir'. this _c:_01:text \Vith z1 ~Jenernus
1/ci usabie communal open space at grounn leve: 1s l:1.

Annand /1,soetate:; Urban Design

998 Punchbr,wl I-load !1499 \iHil.erblHY Road, P11m:hb,:1wl
U1bar: De;ign Review of Pl:m11ing Pmpm;il
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26 October 2015
Canterbury City Council
General Manager
PO Box 77
Campsie NSW 2194

-

Dear Sir,

Planning Proposal PP_2014_CANTE_001_00
998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl
We act for Statewide Planning Pty Ltd and the owner of 998 Punchbowl Road , Punchbowl (Site).
As a result of recent meetings with Canterbury City Council (Council) staff and further design
development, we wish to request a number of amendments to Planning Proposal
PP _2014_CANTE_001_00 (PP_2014) that is scheduled to be considered by Council at its December
meeting.

Context
The Site is located on the north eastern corner of the intersection of Punchbowl Road and Canterbury
Road, Punchbowl.
2
It has an area of 2,056m and is an irregular rectangle in shape.

The Site is currently zoned R3 Medium Density Residential and SP2 Infrastructure pursuant to
Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 (CLEP) .
The properties adjoining the Site to the north and east are both zoned R3 Medium Density Residential.
The northern neighbour is used for residential purposes whilst the eastern neighbour enjoys existing use
rights and is used as a large car sales yard .
On the western side of Punchbowl Road is the Croatian Club, which has been examined for greater
development yield as part of Bankstown Council's Local Area Planning process. This process is ongoing.
The Site is shown below:

www.ddc-group .com.ou
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On 7 March 2014 Council forwarded PP_2014 to NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure. The
main objective of the PP_2014 is to implement key aspects of the Canterbury Residential Development
Strategy (CRDS). which recommended either zoning and/or planning control amendments both of a
general nature and for specific sites. The reason fo r these changes was to:
Correct zon ing anomalies.
Provide catalyst sites for development.
Fine tune existing planning controls to help achieve greater efficiencies.
Assist in meeting housing targets.
In relation to the Site, PP_2014 recommended :
Amending the Zoning Map to show the Site as R4 High Density Residential.
Amending the Height of Bu ilding Map to allow a maximum build ing height of 15 metres.
Amending the Floor Space Ratio Map to allow a maximum permissible floor space ratio of
1.8 :1.

www.ddc -group.com .ou
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The proposed changes did not relate to the portion of the Site zoned SP2 Infrastructure Road Widening .
As a result of further numerous meetings with Council Officers and sign ificant design development, the
project architects, Geoform, have prepared a Build ing Volume Study (Attachment 1), which
demonstrates how the Site can accommodate an increased height limit and maximum floor space ratio.
On this basis, we request that PP _2014 is amended to allow on the Site a:
maximum building height of 25 metres ; and

-

maximum permissible floor space ratio of 2.8 :1.
Building Volume Study

Geoform have prepared a Building Volume Study, which demonstrates how the additional height and
floor space could be accommodated on the Site, considers the resultant environmental impacts and its
general compliance with relevant controls.
The concept shows an attractive eight (8) level, 2Sm tall, residential building, which yields a net
2
floorspace of 5,134m which equates to an FSR of approximately 2.8:1. It provides a visually interesting
and strong corner element for a large, busy corner lot.
In terms of environmental impacts, the overshadowing caused by the building is generally over the
adjoining intersection of Canterbury and Punchbowl Roads and there are minimal other impacts arising
due to the nature of surrounding uses.

-

Geoform advise, subject to detail design development, that the concept can comply with SEPP 65,
Apartment Design Guide (ADG) and Canterbury Development Control Plan (CDCP); and they have
appl ied particular attention to solar access and venti lation.
It should also be noted that the ADG requires a setback of 6m for Levels 1-4 and 9m for Levels 5-8. It
also requires an additional 3m in circumstances where the adjacent zone is a lower density zone; which
the eastern and northern neighbours are. The rationale for requiring the additional setback is to assist
in resolving amenity impacts between potentially differing scales of residentia l development.
The concept design complies with this requirement and proposes that the additional 3m setback be
utilised for a deep soil zone as an interface/ transition to the lower density boundary.
On this basis, the setbacks modeled in the Building Volume Study are acceptable in these circumstances,
and the increased height and floor space ratio is appropriate for the Site.
Merit

The Site is well located to support residential development as it is adjacent to sign ificant employment
generating lands and close to Punchbowl Town Centre and Punchbowl Station. It is also well serviced by

www.ddc-group .com .o u
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buses, w ith Routes 487 Bankstown -Canterbury and N30 Campbelltown -Sydney running directly along
Canterbury Road .
In addition , the Site presents an opportunity to facilitate a significant build ing at a large intersection and
help define a sense of place in regional terms. Th is opportunity should be embraced.
In light of the requ irement for Sydney metropolitan councils to provic,ie additional housing density near
transport routes in response to housing shortages and affordability issues, the proposed bu ilt form and
density is appropriat e for the Site .
Conclusion

The proposed amendments t o PP_2014 will enable the Site to be developed to its full potential which
w ill assist Council ach ieve the objectives of the Planning Proposal, including providing catalyst sites for
development and meeting housing targets.
Thank you for your assistance and I look forward to working with you closely over the course of
developing this exciting site.
We are available to meet to discuss the submission at your conven ience.
Yours Sincerely,

Craig McGaffin

-

Town Planner
BTP (UNSW) Dip Law

www.ddc -group.com .ou
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Attachment 1 - Building Volume Study
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1.0

Introduction

Council have engaged Annand Associates Urban Design (AAUD) to
provide an independent Urban Design Assessment of a Planning Proposal
at 998 Punchbowl Rd / 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl.

-

Annand Associates Urban Design

998 Punchbowl Road /1499 Canterbury Road, Pu.nchbowl~
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1.1

Subject site

The site is located on the northern side of Canterbury Road, Punchbowl
on the corner of Punchbowl Road. Currently on site is a service station
2
The property comprises one lot with a total site area of 2005m , however
2
is burdened by a reservation for road widening of approximately 1,825m ,

-

An nand Associates Urban Design

998 Punchbowl Road / 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbow l,
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The Planning Proposal

1.2

A Planning Proposal has been submitted for the subject site to amend the
Canterbury LEP 2012 by:
1. Rezoning of site
An amendment to the CLEP 2012 is sought in order to change the
zoning of the land from R3 Medium Density Residential zone to the
R4 High Density Residential zone. This would facilitate redevelopment
of the existing service station as a residential flat building. Under
Planning Proposal PP _2014_001 -00, it was proposed to change the
zoning as described and th is was previously exhibited, however the
site was subsequently removed from that Planning Proposal and a new
Planning Proposal was commenced, specifically for this site.

-

2.

Amendment to Floor Space Ratio
An amendment to the CLEP 2012 is sought by the proponent in order
to increase the permissible FSR on the site from the current 0.5:1 to
2.8:1.

3. Amendment to Height of Buildings map
The Planning Proposal requests a height limit of 25m (8 storeys) to
apply to the site in order to facilitate a residential flat building {RFB) as
contained in attached drawings.

The table below shows a summary of the proposed changes being sought:

-

Table 1 : Summarized Changes Proposed
Standard

Current

Proposed

Zone

R3 Medium
Density Residential

R4 Residential
High Density

Building Height

8.Sm

25m

Floor Space Ratio

0.5:1

2.8:1

Annand Associa tes Urban Design

998 Punchbowl Road / 1499 Ca nterbury Road, Punchbowl,
Urban Design Review of Planning Proposal
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J

Figure 3: Reference Survey
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Figure 4 : Zoning Plan

7

~II---·--Figure 5 : Possible Future Development
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j Figure

6 : Setback and FSR
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Figure 10 : Existing / Proposed Controls

Existing

Proposed

Existing Land Zoning (LZN) Map

Proposed Land Zoning (LZN) Map

.......
I •

-

.....,.,,_
I

....
Existing Height of Building (HOB) Map

Proposed Height of Building (HOB) Map

Existing Floor Space Ratio (FSR) Map

Proposed Floor Space Ratio (FSR) Map
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2.0

Urban Design Analysis

A preliminary review of the documents suggests that an up-zoning of the site from R3 to R4 with a height increase
from 8.Sm to 25m (2 storeys to 8 storeys) would seem appropriate based on the delivery of major public benefits
in terms of RMS widening as shown on figure 10 and improved public Domain and on-site landscape treatment.
A preliminary review of the proposal according to SEPP No 65 criteria is appended (Appendix 1). The conclusion
of this review follows:

The proposal as set out in the proponents Planning Proposal Report is generally able to be supported. Building
heights are appropriate and the proposal accommodates the RMS road widening/ Council setbacks, but does
not provide sufficient usable communal open space. The proposal also requires fu rther detailed developmen t
and documentation to clearly articulate that it can comply in actuality with SEPP No 65 Principles and
Guidelines, but this can be dealt with at DA stage.

-·

The proposed building heights 25m (8 storeys) seem appropriate within the general framework of building
heights along Canterbury Road (existing and proposed). While a building height of 4-6 storeys as informed in
Councils Masterplan document seems appropriate, a taller building is acceptable on this significant corner,
the gateway to the Canterbury LGA.
An FSR increase from 0:5:1 to 2.8:1 does not represent an over-develo pment of the site. Our investigations
confirm that an FSR of around 2.8:1 can be achieved within a height of 25m (8 storeys).
Note that a clear concise detailed Hlandscape Strategy#is required by a qualified Landscape Architect which
addresses (again this can be dealt with at DA stage):
»
»
»
»

»
»

Deep soil planting
Public domain enhancemen t
Public/private interface
Podium communal use and semi-deep soil planting opportunities
Communal facilities and amenities proposed
Roof garden communal open space for use of residents
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2.1

Context

The site currently is occupied by a service station. As such it is very clearly
not part of the general residential context.

To the north along Punchbowl Road are predominan tly single storey
detached cottages.
Across the road (on the corner of Canterbury Road) is the 2 storey
Croatian Club containing extensive building and open parking areas.
This we believe is about to be redeveloped .
Immediately adjoining the site to the east along Canterbury Road is
a car sales yard, which is a non-conform ing use on the land therefore
may have the benefit of Existing Use Rights. Further east wards are
predominan tly single storey cottages (with some commercial uses).
On the southern side of Canterbury Road to the west are a number
of industrial premises and to the east predominan tly single storey
-

cottages.
This site is proposed for medium density residential apartments or
mixed-use in the Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan. Unfortunately,
Council 's zoning amendments have not caught up with Strategic Planning
endeavors. This has led to an uncoordinated number of Planning Proposals
along Canterbury Road (and elsewhere throughout Canterbury).
These have been for varying heights and FSR's.
It would generally, however, seem acceptable to assume a building height
of 6 storeys along Canterbury Road with occasional additional towers to 8
storeys to emphasise corners, vistas, activity centres, etc.

-

Thus, an 8 storey building on the corner of Punchbowl Road with
appropriate SEPP No 65 setbacks would seem acceptable (see sketches
attached). Although further apartment developmen t can be expected east
along Canterbury Road, overtime setbacks of 9m for 4 levels and 12m for
the next levels are required (ADG). It is possible, that further apartment
developmen t may be considered north along Punchbowl Road in the
future, but no Council documents (with the exception of the Canterbury
Road Masterplan) suggest so, at this stage.
In this case setbacks of 9m for 4 levels and 12m for the upper levels would
be appropriate if care is taken to minimise overlooking of properties to
the north (for example by use of l .Sm high by 1m deep planters on northfacing balconies to minimise overlooking down into yards).
Note that for the first 30m, any new developmen t, the proposal will only
look out over roofs of cottages to the north and being to the south of
these cottages will have no overshadowing impacts.
Thus, an 8 storey tower could be permitted on this site to emphasise this
significant corne r, the gateway to the Canterbury LGA.
Annand Associates Urban Design
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2.2

Planning Framework

The current LEP permits buildings to 8.Sm high and a density of 0.5:1 .
The proponent is seeking 8 storeys (25ml height and an FSR of 2.8:1.
The Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan recommends 4-6 storeys but
this has been overtaken by recent Planning Proposals recommendi ng 6
storeys with occasional 8 storey towers as focii.
In this context it would be acceptable to permit an 8 storey tower on this
corner to celebrate the intersection with Punchbowl Road and the arrival
in Canterbury LGA from the west.

-

Special design treatment will be required to minimise impacts on adjacent
existing residential buildings, particularly to the north.

Figure 11 : Canterbury Road Masterplan- Model Project
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2.2.1

Building Height

Although the Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan recommended 4-6
storeys through this area it was always expected to be more 6 than 4.
Recent events have seen some 6-8 storey approvals (and recommendations)
along Canterbury Road and this seems acceptable with appropriate
justification.

2.2.2

Density

Permitted density is currently 0.5:1
redevelopment.

-

which precludes any future

The proponent sought 2.8:1 in his Planning Proposal which is possible
within the required setbacks and building height and particularly if a
reasonable and usable communal open space is provided as a roofgarden,
on top of the building.
This should be carefully designed to provide an attractive and useful
outdoor setting for communal residential use.

-
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2.2.3

Setbacks

Front setbacks
Council in the DCP require 9m (3m for parking lane/ verge widening plus
6m building setback). This can be reduced to 6m with associated RMS
widening as proposed (approximate ly 3m plus) as this provides for the
additional road widening sought

Side setback (east)

-

Council requires a 45° height plane from 2m top offence. This is overridden
by SEPP 65 ADG which requ ires 6m for first 4 levels, then an additional 3m
for levels 5-8.
The ADG also recommends an additional 3m setback when adjacent to a
low density stable residential zone.
Therefore east side setbacks could be 6m to Level 4, and 9m Levels 4-8.

Side setback (north)
Again Council setback is a 45° height plane from 2m above the property
boundary. Th is is overridden by ADG's 6m for 4 levels, plus an additional
3m for levels 5-8.
Note that an additional 3m is promoted where adjacent zoning (and
Desired Future Character) is low density residential.
Th is is the case here. Therefore side setbacks should be 9m to level 4 and
12m for levels 4-8 inclusive.

-
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3.0

CLEP/ DCP Discussion

3.1

CLEP2012

The existing CLEP 2012 applies the following controls to the subject site:
Zoning R3 Medium Density Residential
Building Height - 8.Sm (2 storey)
Floor Space Ratio - 0.5:1
These generally are not conducive to the redevelopment of the site to a higher use.
COMMENT: Thus a rezoning and height increase is justifiable

-

The zoning map below illustrates the existing land zoning of the subject site under the Canterbury LEP 2012,
along with the adjacent zones. Note that the site is partly within the SP2 (Classified Road) Infrastructure Zone and
the R3 Medium Density Residential Zone. It shares boundaries with the R3 Medium Density Residential Zone and
the RE l Public Recreation Zone.
Figure 12 : Zon ing/ Road Widening

3.2

DCP

The Canterbury DCP has been reviewed in the context of the proposal (see Appendix 2).
This suggests that:
The Envelope Diagrams provided for Masterplan sites (key sites/ model projects) do not apply to this site.
Building envelope controls can be accommodated on-site as can parking and servicing requirements.
The subject site can contribute strongly to the restructuring of the Canterbury Road cross section as recommended
in the Masterplan and the DCP and can facilitate the important creation ( and dedication ) of the planned road
widening (as required by RMS).
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4.0

SEPP No 65 Discussion

4.1

Review against Principles/ Criteria

A review of the proposal under the principles/ criteria used in SEPP No 65
is appended (Appendices 1 and 3)
Th is review concludes the following :
Changes to the zoning and increases to height and density for this site
can, in general terms, be supported.

-

A clear concise detailed "Landscape Strategy" is however, required by
a qualified Landscape Architect which addresses:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Deep soil planting
Public domain
Public/private interface
Podium communal use and semi-deep soil planting
opportunities
Communal facilities and amenities proposed
Roofgarden opportunities for the provision of communal
open space.

-
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4.2

SEPP No 65 Apartment Design Guide

A review of the proposal against the Draft Design Guide is included in
Append ix 4 and summarized below and concludes the following:
A perimeter slab apartments building can be provided on the subject
site
The site is appropriate for Urban General categorization.

-

NOTE: The release of the
Apartment Design Guide
requires some adjustment
to side setbacks.

COMMENT:The Proposal can contribute significantly to the realisation of
development opportunities with appropriate design development.
There is no reason to believe that the principles and rules of thumb
contained in the Design Guide cannot be fully realised. More work is
however required in order to reach the standard of Design Excellence
sought under SEPP No 65. This relates specifically to communal open
space, deep soil planting, height, floor space and aesthetics.
Figure 13 :Deep Soil Planting

-
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5.0

Canterbury Road Masterplan Discussion

The proposal has been reviewed against "The Canterbury Road Corridor
Masterplan ''. This is included in Appendix 5 and summarized below.
The subject site is poorly connected to and poorly serviced by local retail. It
comprises an existing service station. The existing zoning R3 and maximum
building height of 8.Sm is unlikely to encourage redevelopment.
The site could facilitate a re-profiled Canterbury Road which will facilitate
a vehicle turning / acceleration lane, parking access, and servicing in a
manner which will generate local benefits.

-

The developm ent of the site will also facilitate improved walkability
particularly along Canterbury Road which i.s quite hostile to pedestrians at
the moment.
The residential frontage types proposed in the Masterplan are able to be
achieved.

Figure 17 :Garden Courts

The Masterplan envisages developm ent at 4-6 storeys in this location,
however further height to 8 storeys can provide a local focal point.
Figure 16 : Canterbury Road Masterplan - Model Project
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6.0

Development Potential

The development potential of this site will be strongly influenced by the various setbacks as follows:
6m from Canterbury Road (after RMS road widening is taken) to permit a 6m setback beyond the new road
alignment
6m from Punchbowl Road
9m from the northern boundary for 4 floors and 12m for levels 5-8
9m to eastern boundary for first 4 levels and 12m for levels above
These setbacks are tested below.

-

6.1

Development Testing
Level

Floor Area

1

844

2

844

3

844

4

844

5

666

6

666

7

666

8

666
FA

6,040

x85% GFA

5,134

+ 1825 FSR

2.8:1

Total

-

A:

Compliant SEPP No 65 setbacks and roof garden common open space and RMS setback are able to be
provided.
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space either in the
This option will generate an FSR of approxima tely 2.8:1 , however it requires communal open
a precedent for
establish
9m setback which is inadequat e or as a roof garden or both. This is acceptable but may
this section of Canterbur y Road.

Parking access

-
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Conclusions

7 .O

A review of the relevant Council documents including:
CLEP/ DCP
SEPP No 65
Canterbury Road Masterplan
Plus documents provided by the proponent including:
Planning Proposal
Suggests that there is potential to alter development controls for this
subject site in the following manner:

-

o
o
o

increase building height to generally 25m (8 storeys) maximum.
rezone the site from R3 Medium Density to R4 High Density
consideration is required as to the relevance of the 45° height
planes from residential boundaries, given that other similar sites
around the park could well be redeveloped in a similar manner
in the future. The Apartment Design Guide overrides this clause
anyway.

These increases are however dependent on the following:
o
o
o

-

the provision of the proposed street widening to Canterbury Road
as required by RMS.
the above mentioned improved provision and location of on-site
Communal Open Space as a roof garden.
General compliance with "Apartment Design Guide"

This is discussed further below under the following headings:
a. Compliance with RMS road widening requirements
b. Compliance with Council setbacks (including 9m setback to
Canterbury Road which includes 3m for reserve widening)
c. Improved communal open space for use by residents
d. Improved interface to Punchbowl and Canterbury Roads including
avenue tree planting in street verges.
e. Inclusion of tower element on corner of Punchbowl and Canterbury
Roads as a local focal point.
f. Compliance with NApartment Design Guide"
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a.

Compliance with RMS road widening requirements

RMS requires dedication of a 4-Sm strip as indicated access the complete
frontage of the site to Canterbury Road (See figure 9)

Figure 19 :The site (with RMS dedication removed) and council setbacks applied

Side setback 9m = 1/2 x 12 SEPP No 65 +3m
Building separat ion distance

19m ------,
J..--,...--~

6m setback to Punchbowl /
/
Road frontage

-- ---,

l....(6m

Shaded area RMS
reservation for
future widening of
Canterbury Road

- y_C_ _ __ _ _
setback to ante,bu,y Road as ,equ;,e-d-'-b_

DCP 2012
(3m for future parking lane (RMS) + 6m front
courtyard for residential). 3m is provided by RMS
requirements

-
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b.

Compliance with Council setbacks to Canterbury Road

Council have a number of setback requirements (DCP) for this site as set
out below (figure 10 ) Note that a 9m setback is required to Canterbury
Road (which includes a 3m dedication to Canterbury Road).
The 3m dedication to Canterbury Road are able to be contained within the
RMS setbacks and thus the setback to the new Canterbury Road alignment
need only be 6m.

c.

-

Improved Communal Open Space

Currently the only communal open space provided is contained within the
perimeter setbacks.
It is proposed that a generous area of communal open space be provided
as a roof garden with appropriate amenities and access.

d.

Improved interface with Punchbowl and Canterbury
Roads

Avenue verge planting should be provided to both of these streets to
Council specification.
Note that the Canterbury Road Masterplan recommends a second row of
avenue trees in the front setback (deep soil zone).

-

This should desirably be continued around the corner into Punchbowl
Road.
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e. Conclusion
Given that this site is a "Gateway" entrance into the Canterbury Road we
recommend the following:

Building Height
Generally 8 storeys (25ml as a tower element I gateway with capaci_ty for
a roof garden above.

FSR

-

A maximum FSR of 2.8:1 could be permitted based on the provision of a
well landscaped communal open space on the roof of the building and
implementation of ADG setbacks. The roof garden space should be well
landscaped for communal use, , and be serviced by a small amenities
room (WC, kitchen, storage) and perhaps meeting room .
It is our conclusion that a building height of 25m (8 storeys) is appropriate,
as a tower gateway into Canterbury LGA.
The maximum FSR that can be supported in this context with a generou s
and usable communal roofgarden open space at ground level is 2.8:1.

-
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8.0

Recommendations

1. Seek to further amalgamate sites on Canterbury Road and Punchbowl
Road if at all possible
2. Rezone the subject site from R3 to R4

-

3.

Permit modified height limits permitting development to a maximum
of 8 storeys /25m.

4.

Develop lower level apartments to Punchbowl Road/ Canterbury Road
with a small entry forecourts (and desirably deep soil planting) and
direct pedestrian entry from the street.

5. Provide for RMS road widening across the whole Canterbury Road
frontage to RMS specification.

6. Engage services of qualified Landscape Architect at DA stage in order
to:
Provide a coherent and functional plan for the communal roof
garden
Provide details for public/ private edge treatments (and deep
soil opportunity)
Facilitate strong street planting to Canterbury Road, and
Punchbowl Road.
Investigate potential for optimising deep soil planting around
the perimeter of the site where possible
7.

Provide direct pedestrian access/ entries to RFB from Canterbury Road,
and Punchbowl Road.

8.

Create avenue street tree planting to Canterbury Road to improve
pedestrian safety and amenity and improve the residential environment
Create street tree planting to Punchbowl Road to enhance street

-

9. amenity
10. The Landscape Plan should carefully articulate the future design and
communal use of the communal open space by residents.
11 . Consider Common facilities and amenities for residents (eg: meeting
rooms, gym, pool, barbecues, etc) and readily accessible to all residents.
12. Small private courtyard spaces should be provided between street
frontage and front of residential buildings and fronting onto courtyard
podium. Access to ground floor units should desirably be provided
directly from the street.
13. Balconies and terraces should be capable of containing appropriate
furniture and should be landscaped for privacy and amenity.
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Appendices
1499 Canterbury Rd / 998 Punchbowl Rd

1. Urban Design Assessment
2. Canterbury Development Control Plan 2012
3. Assessment Against Apartment Design Guide
4. Canterbury Road Masterplan Assessment
5. Urban Design Study Review

-
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Appendix1
Urban Design Assessment

REPORT OF THE URBAN DESIGN REVIEW

December 2015

-
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.
ITEM

-

Date of Assessment:

December 2015

Applicant:

--

Architect:

---·---------·- -----·-----

Property Address:

1499 Canterbury Road/998 Punchbowl Rd,
Punchbowl, NSW

Description:

Residential R4

No. of Buildings:

Integrated development

No. of Storeys:

8 storeys

No. of Units:

Approx 50 plus units

--------

I

·I
Consent Authority Responsible:

Canterbury City Council

Application No.:

N/A

Declaration of Conflict of Interest:

Nil
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SEPP 65 - Design Quality of
Residential Flat Buildings

Comments

Context

-

Good design responds and contributes to its
context.
Context can be defined as the key natural and
built features of an area.
Responding to context involves identifying
the desirable elements of a location's current
character or, in the case of precincts undergoing
a transition, the desired future character as
stated in planning and design policies. New
buildings will thereby contribute to the quality
and identity of the area.

The proposal fits generally into the Desired Future Character
of Canterbury Road.
The Masterplan promotes a series of mixed-use activity
nodes along the road with roadside service, mixed-use and/
or residential development between.
This site is not designated as a node and is therefore suited to
residential use.
The Canterbury Road Corridor can be enhanced by such
development to revitalize the generally obsolete and
unattractive roadside service station use.
Note that the RMS has specific road engineering requirements,
which do not necessarily facilitate "context sensitive" road
and land-use design. They should be further consulted in this
regard.

Scale

-

Good design provides an appropriate scale in
terms of the bulk and height that suits the scale
of the street and the surrounding buildings.
Establishing an appropriate scale requires a
considered response to the scale of existing
development.
In precincts undergoing a transition, proposed
bulk and height needs to achieve the scale
identified for the desired future character of the
area.

The proposal presents as a 8 storey perimeter slab building to
permit optimization of solar access and ventilation to units as
well as passive surveillance.
It is proposed that tree planting will also be used to mediate
the transition to adjacent residential cottage uses.
Note that the Masterplan suggests a building height of
approximately 4-6 storeys.
It is felt that additional storeys could emphasize the corner
of this part of Canterbury Road which is not a "node'; but
nevertheless is a major intersection and the "entry" into
Canterbury LGA from the west.
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Built Form
Good design achieves an appropriate built form
for a site and the building's purpose, in terms of
building alignments, proportions, building type
and the manipulation of building elements.
Appropriate built form defines the public
domain, contributes to the character of
streetscapes and parks, including their views
and vistas, and provides internal amenity and

The Canterbury Road Masterplan seeks to propose a 5-6
storey perimeter slab building fronting Canterbury Road and
set back above level 3.
The proposal is for a 8 storey slab parallel with Canterbury
Road.
A 8 storey element will emphasize this section of Canterbury
Road at this significant corner.

outlook.

Density

-

Good design has a density appropriate for a site
and its context, in terms of floor space yields (or
number of units or residents).
Appropriate densities are sustainable and
consistent with the existing density in an
area or, in precincts undergoing a transition,
are consistent with the stated desired future
density. Sustainable densities respond to the
regional context, availability of infrastructure,
public transport, community facilities and

The proponent has proposed a floor space ratio of 2.8:1
yielding 50 units in a mix of 1,2 and 3 bedroom units.
The density is achievable within the 8 storey framework
although rooftop communal open space will be required.

environmental quality.

Resource, energy and water efficiency

-

Good design makes efficient use of natural
resources, energy and water throughout its full
life cycle, including construction.
Sustainability is integral to the design process.
Aspects include demolition of existing
structures, recycling of materials, selection
of appropriate and sustainable materials,
adaptability and reuse of buildings, layouts
and built form, passive solar design principles,
efficient appliances and mechanical services,
soil zones for vegetation and reuse of water.

Annand Associates Urban Design

The proposal, should be able to comply with BASIX and with
SEPP No 65 with respect to hours of sunlight, cross ventilation, overshadowing etc. This needs to be demonstrated.
Such a building should however be able to contribute further
with respect to:
• Solar collectors
• WSUD/water collection/ detention and re-use for
irrigation
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Landscape

-

Good design recognizes that together landscape
and buildings operate as an integrated and
sustainable system, resulting in greater aesthetic
quality and amenity for both occupants and the
adjoining public domain.
landscape design builds on the existing site's
natural and cultural features in responsible and
creative ways.
It enhances the development's natural
environmental performance by co-ordinating
water and soil management, solar access, microclimate, tree canopy and habitat values.
It contributes to the positive image and
contextual flt of development through respect
for streetscape and neighborhood character, or
desired future character.
Landscape design should optimize usability,
privacy and social opportunity, equitable
access and respect for neighbours' amenity, and
provide for practical establishment and long
term management.

The following landscape opportunities should be explored
(with the assistance of a certified Landscape Architect)
Avenue street tree planting to Canterbury Road to
improve pedestrian safety and amenity and improve
the residential environment
Street tree planting to Punchbowl Road.
Deep soil planting to site perimeters (within setbacks).
In this case setback strips 3-Sm along street frontages
should be considered to contribute to deep soil street
treatments and soften buildings to the streets and site
boundaries wherever possible.
The landscape Plan should carefully articulate the
future design and communal use of the communal
open space roof garden by residents.
Common facilities and amenities for residents
(eg: meeting rooms, gym, pool, barbecues, etc) should
be readily accessible to all residents
Small private courtyard spaces should be provided
between street frontage and front of residential
buildings and adjacent properties.
Access to ground floor apartments should desirably
be provided directly from the street.
Balconies and terraces should be capable of containing
appropriate furniture and should be landscaped for
privacy and amenity.
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Amenity
Good design provides amenity through the
physical, spatial and environmental quality of a
development.
Optimizing amenity requires appropriate room
dimensions and shapes, access to sunlight,
natural ventilation, visual and acoustic privacy,
storage, indoor and outdoor space, efficient
layouts and service areas, outlook and ease of
access for all age groups and degrees of mobility.

The current plans are not sufficiently detailed to confirm
appropriate provision of amenities and communal facilities.
The plans are also not sufficiently detailed to comment
on size, location or design of rooms, balconies, storage,
corridors,natural ventilation, foyers etc in terms of SEPP No
65 requirements. This will come later at DA stage. There are
no apparent reasons why the above should not be provided,
although the design quality requires further work.

Safety and security

-

Good design optimizes safety and security, both
internal to the development and for the public
doma~.
This is achieved by maximizing overlooking of
public and communal spaces while maintaining
internal privacy, avoiding dark and non-visible
areas, maximizing activity on streets, providing
clear, safe access points, providing quality public
spaces that cater for desired recreational uses,
providing lighting appropriate to the location
and desired activities, and clear definition
between public and private spaces.

dimensions
Social,
affordability

-

and

The proposal caters to safety and security in the following
ways:
• Residences generally provide passive surveillance to
public domain and communal areas, however, further
CPTED principles should be incorporated into detailed
design
• Secure parking for residents is able to be provided
• Residential entries are able to be designed for safety
• Ground floor residences should have direct entry from
the street
Further work will be required with final design.

housing

Good design responds to the social context · The proposal needs to clearly articulate:
• The dwelling mix
and n~s of the local community in terms
Any proposals for affordable housing
•
social
to
of lifestyles, affordability, and access
Provision of landscaped open space and facilities for
•
facilities.
of residents
use
New developments shoul9 optimize the
proposals for provision of facilities/amenities for
Any
•
provision of housing to suit the social mix and
public /community benefit.
wider
the
needs in the neighborhood or, in the case of
of how SEPP No 65 criteria and
explanation
Clear
•
precincts undergoing transition, provide for the
Rules of Thumbs may be addressed
desired future community.
New developments should address housing
affordability by optimizing the provision of
economic housing choices and providing a mix
of housing types to cater for different budgets
and housing needs.
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Aesthetics
Quality aesthetics require the appropriate
composition of building elemen.ts, textures,
materials and colors and reflect the use, internal
design and structure of the development.
Aesthetics should respond to the environment
and context, particularly to desirable elements
of the existing streetscape or, in precincts
undergoing transition, contribute to the desired
future character of the area.

-

The proposal needs to provide a variety of plans, el_evations,
and 3D Models, which generate a clear understanding of
what the proposal will look like and what the driving aesthetic
elements might be from major viewpoints.
Note that views and vistas from Canterbury Road and
Punchbowl Road should be shown.

CONCLUSION
The pr;oposal as set out in the Planning Proposal Report requires provision of rooftop communal open
space in order to comply with ADG. It also requires further detailed development and documentation
to clearly articulate that it does comply in actuality with SEPP No 65 Principles and Guidelines ( This
will be required later with DA).
Whilst we are comfortable with the general height, we are nevertheless, concerned that the proposal
has not established satisfactory communal open space. We note that heights varying between 4 and
6 storeys are the acceptable heights for the Canterbury Road frontage and would consider 8 storeys
on the corner with provision of exemplary roofgarden communal open space.
Note that a clear concise detailed Hlandscape Strategy" is required by a qualified Landscape Architect
which addresses:

•

Deep soil planting
Public domain
Public/private interface
Roof Gardens, communal use and -semi-deep soil planting opportunities
Communal facilities and amenities proposed

The amalgamation of the corner service station site (1499 Canterbury Road) with adjacent residences
particularly the two properties to the north on Punchbowl Road would be highly desirable to optimise
the development of this site and to facilitate additional corner height proposed. This is desirable but
not absolutely necessary.
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REPORT OF THE CANTERBURY DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN 2012 REVIEW
December2015
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The Canterbury DCP 2012 is a single DCP covering the whole LGA.
Consequently it covers a wide range of issues many of which have no
reference to the subject site and often in a generic manner.
Nevertheless, we will attempt to draw out relevant aspects of the
DCP and assess how the proposal performs against it.

UNDER PART 3- RESIDENTIAL ZONES

Canterbury Road is identified as an area of major interest zoned
variously as B2 Local Centre, BS Business Development and B6
Enterprise Corridor. This western end of Canterbury Road is
predominantly zoned R3-Medium Density Residential. This was not
the intention of the Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan.

-

3.1

ENVELOPE CONTROLS

COMMENT:

Note that more complex envelope diagrams are provided for
"Masterplan" sites. The subject site is not designated in the DCP as
such.

3.1.1

SITE AMALGAMATION

Site amalgamation is encouraged in order to achieve optimum
development potential/density and improve access to parking/
servicing.

-

COMMENT: The site is at the corner of Canterbury Road and

Punchbowl Road should be amalgamated with adjacent sites if
possible (particularly the two properties to the north) to facilitate a
improved development outcomes.

3.1.2

AVOID ISOLATING SITES

See discussion on amalgamation
COMMENT: Adjacent sites will not be substantially isolated by the

development of the subject site.

3.1.3

RETENTION OF TRADITIONAL FACADES

NA
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3.1.4

MAJOR SITES

Major sites are identified within neighborhood and town centres
that may be able to accommodate additional height.
The subject site is not so identified.

COMMENT: The subject site is not so identified.
Nevertheless being located at a major intersection it is an important
site and care needs to taken with any new development.

3.1.5

-

HEIGHT

CLEP Controls height (in this case 8.Sm) based on the site being
Medium Density Residential.
This suggests 2-3 storey development residential.

COMMENT: This was not what was intended in the Canterbury Road
Masterplan. Height increases as recommended are desirable to
facilitate redevelopment.

3.1.6

DEPTH

18m for residential

-

COMMENT: This is acceptable and achievable

3.1 .7

SETBACKS

Front
Additional setbacks (3m) are proposed along Canterbury Road in
order to facilitate an improved street section including parking
/ landscaped verge and can incorporate the 4-Sm required for
Road widening by RMS.
Setbacks to facilitate private Courtyards for ground floor
dwellings are required (6m)

ICOMMENT: This can be achieved.
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Side Setbacks
The side setback could cause problems with adjacent residential
zonings. This needs to be considered in the context of future
developme nt of adjacent sites.
Building separation and setbacks required under SEPP 65 need
to be complied with.
6m + 3m can be provided as specified in ADG.

ICOMMENT: Able to comply with red_e_s_ig_n_.- - -- - -- - ~

,/;,

/ __._
..,.,~._

.,,,.,,,
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'

___
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IFigure A1: Side Setback

-

Rear Setbacks
,,

Boundary with residential zone
45° from residential boundary fence top (1.8m)
See above

..... . . __
,,f·'.··_
,,.>"·/

ICOMMENT: Able to comply see abo_v_e · - - - - -- --

(

--~

...
3.1.8

BUILDING SEPARATION

·~

'

IFigure A2: Rear Setback

See SEPP NO 65

ICOMMENT: Can comply

-

3.1.9

PUBLIC DOMAIN

COMMENT:
The proposal is able to contribute strongly to public domain
landscaping of Canterbury and Punchbowl Road.

3.1.10

PARKING

COMMENT:
The proposal is able to comply with Council parking requirements
and circulation.
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3.2

3.2.1

DESIGN CONTROLS

CONTEXT

COMMENT: The proposal is able to fit into the evolving Canterbury
Road context desirably as high density residential (R4).

3.2.2

-

STREET ADDRESS

COMMENT: The proposal is able to satisfactorily attend to street
address issues.

3.2.3

FACADE

COMMENT:
The proposal is able to provide appropriate facade design and
articulation at DA stage. This does require significant further work.

3.2.4

FACADE DETAILS

COMMENT: The proposal is able to provide appropriately detailed
facades at DA stage (see above).

-

3.2.5

SHOPFRONTS

ICOMMENT: NA
3.2.6

ROOF DESIGN

COMMENT: The proposal is able to comply with roof design issues
included in the DCP.
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3.2.7

CORNERS, GATEWAYS AND FOREGROUNDS

There are identified in Appendix 1 and Masterplan diagrams.
Important corners are to be emphasized as well as gateways, to
centres etc. These may vary setback requirements.

COMMENT: Note that whilst not specifically identified as such, the
subject site cou ld function as a gateway to the Canterbury LGA and
as such could qualify as recommended for additional height on the
important corner of Canterbury Road and Punchbowl Road.

-

3.2.8

SERVICES / UTILITIES

COMMENT: These issues can generally be accommodated with the
project.

3.2.9

FRONTAGE TYPES

The DCP acknowledges a range of possible frontage types including
an urban residential setback.

COMMENT: The proposal is able to provide the above.

-

Figure A3 : Urban frontage type residential
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3.3

3.3.1

PERFORMANCE CONTROLS

VISUAL PRIVACY

I COMMENT: Can be achieved
3.3.2

ACOUSTIC PRIVACY

ICOMMENT: Can be accommodated

-

3.3.3

OPEN SPACE

Private and common open space can be provided according to DCP
Controls,but not in a usable format. It is suggested that communal
open space be provided as a roof garden.
COMMENT: Provide appropriate amount of usable communal open
space.

-

Planting on structures in communal area
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3.3.4

INTEGRATED DWELLING DESIGN

ICOMMENT: Able to be incorporated

3.3.5

HOUSING CHOICE

j COMMENT: Able to incorporated

3.3.6

-

CREATION OF NEW LANES

ICOMMENT: N.A

-
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APPENDIX

3.3

CANTERBURY ROAD STRUCTURE PLANS
The subject site is identified as providing opportunities for higher densit y residential :
COMMENT: Note that the subject site w ill permit the restructuring of Canterbury Road as required by

RMS.

UNDER PART 3A- FOOTPATH TRADING
N.A able to be compl ied with

-

UNDER PART 4- INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
N.A

UNDER PART 5- SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT TYPES

5.1

ADVERTISING/ SIGNAGE

N.A

5.2

AMUSEMENT CENTRES

N.A

5.3

CHILDREN CENTRES

N.A

5.4

RESTRICTED PREMISES

N.A

-

5.5

TAXI OPERATIONS

N.A

5.6

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

N.A

5.7

WILLS OVAL

N.A

UNDER PART 6- GENERAL CONTROLS
COMMENT: These issues can all be addressed with more deta iled concept or DA design. There is no reason be
believe that t hey cannot be complied with.
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CONCLUSION
The R3 zoning is not appropriate for a major redevelopment site. The Envelope Diagrams provided for
Masterplan sites (key sites/ model projects) actually apply to this site and promote residential apartments
within a 4-6 storey landscaped framework.
Site amalgamation is desirable in order to optimize development potential of the site and prevent isolation of
northern properties between the subject site and the drainage canal.
Most building envelope controls can be accommodated as can parking and servicing requirements.
The subject site can contribute to the restructuring of Canterbury Road cross section as recommended in the
Masterplan and the DCP and can facilitate the road widening as proposed by the RMS.

-

Note however that: the proponents Planning Proposal fails to provide adequate communal open space. Thus
can be provided as a roof garden.

-
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Appendix3
Assessment Against Apartment Design Guide
REPORT OF THE ASSESSMENT AGAINST APARTMENT DESIGN GUIDE {DRAFT)
December 2015
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The Apartment Design Guide provides detailed means to implement
SEPP No 65 including:

PRINCIPLES

-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Context and neighborho od character
Built form and scale
Density
Sustainability
Landscape
Amenity
Safety
Housing Diversity and Social Interaction
Architectural Expression

These are reviewed below:
1.0

IDENTIFYING THE CONTEXT

1.1

APARTMENT TYPES

A range of apartment types is set out which may be appropriate.
These include:
Narrow infill apartments
Row apartments
Shop top apartments
Courtyard apartments
Perimeter block apartments
Tower apartments
Hybrid developments
COMMENT: Many of these have relevance, although a perimeter
block/ hybrid is likely.

1.2

LOCAL CHARACTER ANO CONTEXT

The Designated Future Character of the Canterbury Road Corridor
includes a range of different characters including:
Urban Core
Urban Centre
Urban General
Enterprise Area
Urban Residential
Annand Associates Urban Design
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The subject site is ·proposed as a Medium Density Residential Area
rather than the Urban Residential originally recommended in the
Masterplan.
The Masterplan shows the site as an Urban Residential Area approximately 400m from an urban centre node (at Cullens Road).

COMMENT: Given the size of the site it is possible to make a case for a
higher /more dense urban genera Iland-use/ developmenttype in this
location.

-

The Guidelines use the categories:
Strategic centres
Local centres
Urban neighborhoods
Suburban neighborhoods

COMMENT: In this context the "Urban Neighborhood" category
seems most appropriate

THE RANGE OF SCALES
The Guidelines discuss the following:
1. Wider Scale - relates to wider context of the corridor
2. Neighborhood Scale - includes the Urban Core Areas

-

3.

Streetscape Scale-deals with the character of streets
particularly Canterbury Road (which is undergoing a major
urban transformation) and Punchbowl Road (which remain
predominantly cottage residential areas).

4. Site Scale - relating the individual site scale to neighboring scale
(the evolving corridor context)

PRECINCTS AND INDIVIDUAL SITES
This includes large sites and amalgamations, corner sites,
development potential and minimizing left over or isolated sites.
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PRECINCTS
The guidelines recommend Precinct Plans to provide the following
opportunities:
Improving connections
Improving public domain networks
Incorporating mixed- use
Integrated heritage
Improving housing diversity
Providing opportunities for new community facilities
Improving environmental efficiencies
Supporting flexibility to improve amenity

-

COMMENT: The proposal can contribute significantly to the
achievement of these opportunities within a local context.
Note that the Canterbury Road Corridor Masterplan proposed
higher density residential development in this area adjacent to
Punchbowl Park.

Figure A4 : Urban Residential Development (source: Canterbury Road Masterplan)
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'
2.0

DEVELOPING THE CONTROLS

This section of the Guidelines discusses the major influences on
build ing form and building envelopes.

2.1

PRIMARY CONTROLS

Primary controls include:

-·

tree retention
setbacks
deep soil zones and basements
building separation and depth
building performance and orientation
3D building envelope

COMMENT: The proposal needs to more clearly articulate deep soil

zones, and basements, common open space and building form/
site cover.

2.2

BUILDING ENVELOPES

COMMENT:

The proposed envelope is clearly set out but is not convincingly
justified particularly with respect to site cover/ communal open
space.

-

2.3

BUILDING HEIGHTS

COMMENT:
The overall height is generally acceptable within the Canterbury
Road evolving framework.
Note that some additional height can be justified as a corner
element to celebrate the entry from the west into Canterbury LGA.
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2.4

FLOOR SPACE RATIO

COMMENT:

It should be noted, however, that the currently very low FSR control
reduces opportunities for development. This should be raised in
order to support development.
Our calculations and Urban Design Analysis confirm that an FSR in
the order of 2.8:1 is acceptable.

2.5

-

BUILDING DEPTH

COMMENT: The proposal is able to comply with maximum depths

(18m for residential)

2.6

BUILDING SEPARATION

The Guide proposes quite specific separations for different heights.
COMMENT: The proposal is able to conform with guidelines

2.7

STREET SETBACKS

The proposal does not currently conform with street setbacks.
-

COMMENT:

Note that deep soil areas around perimeter are desirable and these
should be included as setback zones (and with no basements
under). Note also that road widening reservations may compensate
for lack of compliance with DCP setback to Canterbury Road.

2.8

SIDE AND REAR SETBACKS

COMMENT:

The proposal is able to comply with side and rear setbacks, which
are effectively to _
streets and adjacent residences (which may
redevelop in the future)
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3.0

SITING THE DEVELOPMENT

3.1

SITE ANALYSIS

COMMENT: Site analysis is not provided adequately and requ ires reinforcement in forms of:
Contamination service station site
Geo-technical information
Building entries
Car-park footprint and depth
Solar access
Shadow impacts

-

Figure AS : Site Analysis

3.2

ORIENTATION

COMMENT: The proposal suggests a single slab block located centrally on the site involving all space between
minimum setbacks.

3.3

PUBLIC DOMAIN INTERFACE

The interface with surrounding streets needs clarification via:
Canterbury Road
Punchbowl Road
In order to clearly indicate how the interface works, where there is deep soil potential, how public activation and
/ or surveillance is to be achieved, and how buildings interact with the street.
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3.4

COMMUNAL AND PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

COMMENT:
The proposal does not provide for a usable communal open space.
This should be reviewed. It is suggested that it will be provided as
roofgarden. Clarification is also required in terms of levels, interface with
surrounding residences, landscape design, function and community
amenity and location of and soil depth of planters for internal tree
planting. Note that a communal roof garden is essential.

3.5 DEEP SOIL ZONES
COMMENT: It should be noted that there are conditions·where deep soil
zones are difficult to achieve. This should not be the case on the subject
site.

3.6 VISUAL PRIVACY
The Guidelines are quite specific about mechanisms to protect visual
privacy
COMMENT: It is envisaged that adequate visual privacy can be provided
in detailed design.
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3.7 PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AND ENTRIES
Building entries should be attractive, direct, obvious and safe
COMMENT: It is envisaged that adequate pedestrian access/ entries can
be provided.
Note that direct street entry to ground floor apartments is desirable
where possible and apartment buildings should directly address streets.

-

3.8 VEHICLE ACCESS
Vehicle access will not be possible from Canterbury Road
COMMENT: It would be desirable for all parking and service access to be
provided from Punchbowl Road.

3.9 BICYCLE AND CAR PARKING
COMMENT: There is no reason why the guidelines cannot be met.

CONCLUSION

-

A review of the proposal against the Apartment Design Guide concludes
the following:
A High Density Residential perimeter slab apartment buildings can be
provided on the subject site
The site is appropriate for Urban Residential categorization rather than
medium density residential.
The proposal is able to comply with the SEPP No 65 Guide (with
redesign).
Detailed design is desirable to improve communal open space
provision as roofgarden.
Additional height might be permitted in order to achieve road
widening, setbacks and to celebrate western entry into Canterbury
LGA.
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Appendix4
Canterbury Road Masterplan Assessment

REPORT OF THE CANTERBURY ROAD MASTERPLAN REVIEW

December 2015
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CANTERBURY ROAD MASTERPLAN ASSESSMENT
The Masterplan reviews the existing situation in terms of:

•

Existing Centres -

COMMENT:
Note that the site is on the edge of a significant intersection at the
entrance to Canterbury LGA, which is not directly serviced by a
local centre.
Figure A6 : Masterplan Nodes

-

-

TheS1

Land use-

-

COMMENT: The site comprises low density residential uses, ready

for change.

•

Urban Structure -

COMMENT: The site is at the intersection of Canterbury Road and

Punchbowl Road at the entry to Canterbury LGA.

•

Existing Zoning -

The site is zoned Medium Density R3 along the Canterbury Road
Corridor.
COMMENT: This does not facilitate redevelopment

I

Figure A7:The Site
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•

THE VISION
The Masterplan proposes 1O primary pedestrian nodes along
Canterbury Road which coincide with Urban core and Urban Centre
categories (see figure below)
The masterplan recommends that the subject site be nominated as
Urban Residential comprising buildings of 3-6 storeys with varied
street alignment.

Figure AS : Canterbury Road Masterplan - nodes

The Site

IFigure A9: Urban Residential
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CANTERBURY ROAD REDESIGN
Note that the Masterplan recommends a redesigned and widened
street profile which w ill provide for future parking lane/ avenue
planting lane within the existing verge. This will requ ire an additional
3m public domain on each side of the road (see drawings).

a

Note that the RMS requ ire road widening in this location.
COMMENT: This can be achieved on this block over t ime.

-

Figure A 10 : Po ssible Road treat ment s Cant erbury Road
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ACCESS MANAGEMENT AND PARKING
-

Parking is currently discouraged on Canterbury Road (duri ng peak
hours).
Vehicular access to and from Canterbury Road fronting sites is
discouraged.
Access will be required from Punchbowl Road.

COMMENT: This can be provided by the proposal.
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PEDESTRIAN STREETS
The Masteplan recommends major improvements in walkability,
which includes:
Street activation and passive surveillance by new development
Clear pedestrian crossings with appropriate lighting, parking
and build outs.

COMMENT: This can be achieved with the proposal, but requires
co-operation of RMS towards "Context Sensitive" Road Design.

-

HERITAGE
The Masterplan recommends particular treatments for heritage and
contributing buildings.

COMMENT: There are no such buildings within close proximity of
the site.

FRONTAGE TYPES
The Masterplan recommends different frontage types for the street.
These are:

-·

The colonnade
The posted verandah/ awning
The awning
And for residential areas, the garden forecourt
COMMENT: The proposal is able to deliver the appropriate garden
forecourt frontage.

II
Figure All:
Residential Frontage
(Garden Court)
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•
IMPROVED ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS
The Masterplan proposes:
Flexible floor-ceiling heights and uses
An improved roofline/ skyline
Authentic materials and detailing
Vertica l and horizontal modulation
Limited length balconies

-

COMMENT:
The proposal should be able to achieve these with appropriate
detailed design to DA.

BUILDING TYPES
The Masterplan proposes a variety of building types in different contexts including as well as density residential buildings:
Mixed- use buildings
Showrooms
Big box stores
Vehicle orientated buildings
Liner buildings

-

The proposed urban residentia l apartments are appropriate for this
site.

STREETSCAPE ELEMENTS
The Masterplan makes very specific recommendations on streetscape improvements including:
Street widening to permit creation of an avenue planted parking
lane in the existing verge { incorporating RMS widening)
Under-ground ing of power lines
Increased/improved street avenue planting

COMMENT: The proposal is able to make a significant contribution
to the above
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•
LIGHTING/ SIGNAGE
The Masterplan recommends improved street lighting associated
with under-grounding of power and improved footpaths, signage
and street furniture.

COMMENT: This can be all achieved with the proposed development

RETAIL MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT

-

N.A
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
COMMENT: Public transport improvements can be addressed with
this proposal.

SPECIAL INTERVENTIONS
The Masterplan addresses a number of special interventions or key
sites or model projects.
One of these refer specifically to the subject site; i.e. Punchbowl Park
project which promotes increased density residential development
adjacent to the park and a mixed- use local centre at the western end
of the park (see above).
-

COMMENT:
Such a project could provide:
An 8 storey residential building to Canterbury Road with garden
apartment buildings fronting Canterbury and Punchbowl
Roads.

Figure A12: Front Court

The new development could particularly facilitate the redevelopment of the Canterbury Road profile as recommended in the Masterplan and DCP as well as road widening required by RMS.
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•
CONCLUSION
The subject site is well connected but poorly serviced by local retail. Its context comprises
predominantly small residential cottages. The existing zoning R3 and height 8.Sm is unlikely to
encourage redevelopment.
The subject site could facilitate a re-profiled Canterbury Road as recommended in the Masterplan and
a gateway to Canterbury in a manner which will generate local benefits.
The development of the site will also facilitate improved walkability particularly along Canterbury
Road which is quite hostile at the moment.
Note that the corridor Masterplan recommends residential infill at generally 3-6 storey. This site can
accommodate some increased height given its prominent location.
-

The urban residential frontage type proposed in the Masterplan is able to be achieved.
The proposal could be treated as a key site/ model project as detailed in the Masterplan based on site
size, location and potential public benefits.
For example the subject site could comfortably sustain an 8 storey density residential building with
garden apartments to Canterbury and Punchbowl Roads, and "roofgarden" communal open space.

Figure A13 : Model Project (Canterbury Road Masterplan)

-

Annand Associates Urban Design

998 Punchbowl Road / 1499 Canterbury Road, Punchbowl,
Urban Design Review of Planning Proposal
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Summary:

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Council resolved on 2 October 2014 to prepare a planning proposal to rezone 998
Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl from R3 Medium Density Residential to R4 High
Density Residential and to increase building height from 8.5m to 15m and increase
FSR from 0.5:1 to 2.2:1.
The planning proposal was lodged with the Department of Planning and Environment
(DPE) 11/2/15 for Gateway Determination.
On 16/2/15 a letter was received from DPE requesting further information to justify
the increase in FSR to 2.2: 1 and "to clearly demonstrate that it has strategic merit" of
the proposal and to address s.117 Direction 3 .1 Residential Zones "which requires that
planning proposals for residential development must include provisions that encourage
housing that is of good design."
Council was requested to submit an urban design assessment that includes
consideration of issues, including those required by SEPP 65 (Design Quality of
Residential Flat Buildings) and the Residential Flat Design Code [now superseded by
the Apartment Design Guide]. Also the letter requested an Environmental Assessment
Report for the site that meets the requirements of SEPP 55 - Remediation of Land.
in Mm-eh 201 :r-Peter Amiand anti- Associates were engaged by Council ta prepare an ..,.
µwan d~ga-report, with a-tkaft report r:eceived in April/May 201 ~In June 2015 a final urban design report was received which recommended an FSR of
1.5: 1 and a Height limit of 15m requiring new resolution of Council to implement. It
also included an alternative proposal showing a partial seven storey (21m) building
and a slightly higher FSR of 1.8:1.
Council held further discussions with the applicant, who submitted
proposal in September 2015. JHr;ur::iw.eii:.w::o&a-eest§fl-fef.af'l:-m*ll:~UlalliJ.'1':\.

ew final urban design report w r~cejved tklitt recommended an
In January 2015 ~
alternative design solution with an FSR of2.8:l and Heightpimit of25m requiring a
(,
new resolution of Council to implement.

(~

q_
Council Delivery Program and Budget Implications:

This report has no implications for the Budget and supports our Community Strategic Plan
long term goal of Balanced Development.
Report:

Location and Context
The subject site is located in the R3 Medium Density Residential Zone at 998 Punchbowl
Road, Punchbowl (corner Canterbury Road- sometimes referred to as 1499 Canterbury
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2
Road), known as Cnr Lot 100, DP719875, with an area of2005m • However it is affected by
2
a road widening of approximately 178.5m along the Canterbury Road frontage (zoned SP2
Infrastructure), which has been excluded from the planning proposal. The site is somewhat
irregularly shaped with frontages of 39m to Punchbowl Road and 40.6m to Canterbury Road.
It is currently occupied by a service station, which has existed for some time.

The Punchbowl Local Centre (commercial, retail and mixed use) is approximately 1.1
kilometres from the site and Punchbowl Railway Station is approximately 1.3 kilometres from
the site. The surrounding zoning mostly consists of R3 Medium Density Residential and REI
Public Recreation, with an area of BS Business Development Zone on the south-western side
of the intersection of Canterbury Road and Punchbowl Road. Punchbowl Road forms the
boundary between the Canterbury Local Government Area (LGA) and Bankstown LG~.

Figure 1: Site Location and existing aerial photography

The site is bordered to the north by existing residential dwellings and dwelling houses, with a
small boundary to Punchbowl Park; and to the east by a dwelling currently used as a car yard.
Across Canterbury Road to the south are further dwelling houses in the R3 Medium Density
Residential Zone and to the southwest are commercial premises in the B5 Business
Development Zone (currently under application for 5 storey mixed use (residential and
commercial). Across Punchbowl Road to the west (within Bankstown City) is the Punchbowl
Club, a freestanding commercial building surrounded by a hardstand carpark.
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BANKSTOWN
LGA

Existing Zoning

Planning Proposal Background
A submission was received regarding the site in 2013 during the preparation of the Residential
Development Strategy(RDS), seeking the following amendments:
• rezoning the land from R3 Medium Density Residential to R4 High Density
Residential.
• increasing maximum permissible building height from 8.5 metres to 18 metres.
• increasing the Floor Space Ratio applying to the site from 0.5:1 to 2.5:1.
This submission was considered as part of the RDS and it was not supported on the following
grounds:

Ad hoc rezoning of this individual site is not supported and would be out of character with the
neighbouring properties along Canterbury Road that are zoned R3 Medium Density
Residential.
The site is identified as 'Urban General ' land use category in the Canterbury Road Master
Plan. This category promotes 3 to 6 storey mixed used development with the master plan
identifying garden apartments adjacent to Punchbowl Park. Any change to the zoning and
planning controls should be reviewed in terms of the wider area if there is a need to meet
higher housing targets.
Council considered the RDS at its meeting of 31 October 2013 and resolved the following in
relation to 998 Punchbowl Road:
• rezone the land from R3 Medium Density Residential to R4 High Density Residential
• increase maximum permissible building height from 8.5 metres to 15 metres.
• increase the Floor Space Ratio applying to the site from 0.5:1 to 1.8:1.
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The planning proposal for the implementation of e Residential Development Strategy was
prepared and exhibited in 2014 and included the e changes for 998 Punchbowl Road.

"bi
thea·

A submission was received during
maximum permissible building height
was also received requesting that the c

·on of the Planning Proposal, seeking a
16 tres and a FSR of 2.2: 1. A counter submission
planning controls remain and no rezoning occur.

Council co~sidered these submissions as part of the post exhibition reporting of the Planning
Proposal at its meeting of 2 October 2014. It resolved in relation to 998 Punchbowl Road to
rezone the land to R4 with a maximum permissible building height of 15 metres, but to
increase the floor space ratio to 2.2: 1. This amendment required Council to submit a new
Planning Proposal to the Department, as it was outside the terms of the Gateway
Determination issued for the Residential Development Strategy Implementation Strategy.
This planning proposal was prepared (including the information prepared in support of the
landowner's submission) and submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment on
10 February 2015. On 17 February 2015, the Department wrote to Council indicating that
further information was required to justify the increase in floor space ratio to 2.2: 1, and that
an urban design study was required to demonstrate (amongst other things) that compliance
with relevant design controls (such as State Environmental Planning Policy No 65 - Design
Quality of Residential Development and the Residential Flat Design Code) could be achieved.
The advice also requested that Council submit an adequate environmental assessment report
to address the change of use from a service station to residential development, as per the
requirements of State Environmental Planning Policy No 55 - Remediation of Land.

Review of Planning Proposal submitted for Gateway Determination
Council engaged Annand Associates Urban Design to provide the design justification sought
by the Department. They reviewed the planning proposal, including the design and supporting
information prepared by the applicant. This review identified that the submitted design with a
height of 15m and FSR of2.2:1 failed to achieve compliance with the relevant design
standards. Particular areas of concern included:
•
•

•
•
•

The proposed design failed to account for the required RMS road widening, which
means that the available site area for development is significantly less than indicated.
The applicant's submission showed development that did not comply with the
minimum setback requirements from Canterbury Road (once the road widening
requirements were properly applied) imposed by CDCP 2012.
The applicant's submission showed encroachment into the minimum required side
setbacks to the adjoining property in Punchbowl Road (996 Punchbowl Road).
There was excessive site coverage leading to a deficiency of communal open space,
including a lack of deep soil planting areas capable of supporting trees.
The applicant's submission promoted a design that was unlikely to comply with
BASIX requirements with respect to adequate solar access, cross ventilation and
overshadowing.
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The following diagrams excerpted from the urban design report prepared by Annan d
Associates in August 2015 show the analysis of the original planning proposal :
Figure A2.4 :The site (with RMS dedication removed) SEPP No 65 and council setbacks applied

Side setback 9m = 1/2 x 12 SEPP No 65 + 3m

6m setback to
Punchbowl Road

--·/
I

' "7

J_.'

I

Site Area = 2005 m2

I

/

'-

/ /

L

Shaded area RM
reservation for
future widening
of Canterbury
Road

I
9m setback to Canterbury Road as
required byC DCP 2012
(3m for future parking lane+ 6m front
courtyard for residential), 3m is In addition to RMS requirements

Figure A2.5 : Implications of Council setbacks

Footprint according
,_ ,....._ to Council setbacks
,.;.,,i::...,,.,.- . ~
and SEPP No 65

•

Area of proposal within setback lines

Figure 2: Review of Applicant's submission and recommendations for setback compliance (from
the Urban Design Report)

A compliant design outcome could be achieved by implementing the following improvements
to the submitted design:
•

•

Reduction in site cover by increasing building setbacks and creation of an area of new
communal open space in the north-eastern comer of the site to achieve SEPP 65
compliance in respect of deep soil landscape area.
A reduction in building depth would also permit winter sunshine to reach a greater
proportion of proposed apartments and increase the potential for cross-ventilation in
these apartments, improving their amenity.
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•
•

Maintenance of 5 storey height across the area contained within the building envelope
described by the applicable setbacks.
Improvement in the site interface with Punchbowl Park and communal open space by
increasing the communal open space in the north-eastern comer of the site.

Side setback 9m = 1/2 x 12 SEPP No 65 +3m
Building separation distance

6m setback to Punchbowl /·
Road frontage
1,,,_ _ _ _ _ _

,..."!r-________7

/

I

9m

I

J----

f

---,

Site Area= 2005 m2

L i, .
(6msetback to nterburyRoadasrequiredbyC
Shadd
DCP2012
e area RMS
reservation for
(3m for future parking lane (RMS)+ 6m front
future widening of courtyard for residential). 3m isprovided by RMS
Canterbury Road
requirements

Figure 3: Revised building footprint to achieve compliant design solution (from the Urban
Design Report)

A revised development design that would achieve compliance with SEPP 65, the Apartment
Design Code, Canterbury LEP 2012 and Canterbury DCP 2012 would result in a development
with a maximum building height of 15 and a corresponding Floor Space Ratio of 1.5: 1 (less
than the recommendation for the site of 2.2: 1). This is largely due to the site being on a
comer, slightly irregular in shape and adjacent to lower density developments, which require
greater setbacks than originally proposed by the applicant to achieve compliance with the
provisions of SEPP 65 (including the Apartment Design Guide) and Council development
controls.
The urban design report also included an alternative compromise proposal that showed a
partial increase in building height to 21 metres (seven storeys) in a comer element, and a
slight increase in the achievable FSR of 1.8:1. The findings of the urban design report were
put to the applicant, who responded with a new alternative proposal, discussed below.

Second Applicant Submission (Alternative Proposal)
As the review of the proposed design showed a development outcome significantly less than
what the Council recommendation proposed, further investigations were undertaken with
respect to alternative design approaches and whether a different combination of development
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standards could provide a compliant outcome with increased development potential. The
urban design consultant also examined a proposal put forward by the applicant who proposed
greater building height (up to 25 metres or eight storeys) over the site with a revised FSR of
2.8: 1 and including a rooftop garden. This proposal traded off a smaller site footprint for
additional height.
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Figure 4: Proposed site footprint incorporating SEPP 65 and Apartment Design Guide setbacks
(by Applicant)
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Figure 5: Examples of possible elevations of potential future development (by Applicant)

Figure 6: Building Perspectives (by Applicant)
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Figure 7: Sample perspectives of proposed building forms (by Applicant)

Evaluation of Second Applicant Submission by Annand Associates
Annand Associates were further engaged to evaluate the second submission. The second
urban design report from Annand Associates concludes that the proposal as set out in the
proponent's second submission is generally able to be supported. It identifies that the proposal
accommodates the RMS road widening / Council setbacks, but does not provide sufficient
usable communal open space. The proposal also requires further detailed development and
documentation to clearly articulate that it can comply in actuality with SEPP No 65 Principles
and Guidelines, but this can be dealt with at DA stage.

Annand Associates advise that the proposed building heights 25m (8 storeys) seem
appropriate within the general framework of building heights along Canterbury Road (existing
and proposed). While a building height of 4-6 storeys as informed in Councils Masterplan
document seems appropriate; a taller building is acceptable on this significant comer, the
gateway to the Canterbury LGA.
The report notes that the additional height should reinforce the junction of Punchbowl Road
and Canterbury Road. By focussing the additional height at the comer element of any
proposed building, the potential for overshadowing of adjacent properties and potential
overlooking is reduced, as the bulk of the shadow will fall on the road junction. This would
enable development to an FSR 2.8:1, whilst mitigating potential solar access and amenity
impacts on adjoining properties and within the site as well as achieving a better design
outcome on the site in terms of communal open space, access and legibility. An FSR increase
from 0:5:1 to 2.8:1 does not represent an over-development of the site. Annand Associates
investigations confirm that an FSR of around 2.8: 1 can be achieved within a height of 25m (8
storeys).
The urban design report notes that this will also result in a development that is both
significantly taller, and more intensive than other development that will be permitted in the
area. As the adjoining sites are currently proposed to remain in the R3 Medium Density Zone,
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with an 8.5m maximum building height and a maximum Floor Space Ratio of 0.5:1, the
difference between existing (and possible future proposed) buildings on adjoining sites is
significant, requiring careful management of the development interface. In the Apartment
Design Guide mandated under SEPP 65 (Design Quality of Residential Flat Buildings), an
increased side setback of an additional three metres is mandated to lessen the impact of a
dramatic change in scale where a proposed apartment building adjoins land in a lowerintensity residential zone. This control wiil need to be applied in future development of the
subject site should the planning proposal proceed in accordance with the recommendations of
the Urban Design Report.

V

The site has a varied level of visual amenity arising from the mixed land use character
surrounding the site, ranging from the relatively high amenity of Punchbowl Park, to the
amenity of the streetscape characterised by older dwelling houses in various states of
maintenance and repair and commercial premises of similar visual quality. The high traffic
levels on both Canterbury Road and Punchbowl Road further diminish the environmental
quality of the area.
The revised proposal demonstrates improvements to local amenity by reduction of building
bulk and by improvements to the interface of the development to the public domain both in
the streetscape and with Punchbowl Park.
There are currently no other apartment buildings in the local area, and the proposal will result
in the tallest building in the general vicinity, emphasising a prominent comer. Diagonally
opposite the site, however, there are lands included the B5 Business Development zone,
including sites that have had proposals for six storey development put forward.
The urban design report suggests that the alternative design offers improved visual amenity
within the site, by allowing for more compact built form, albeit of greater height. This allows
a greater proportion of the site to be communal open space and deep soil landscaping than was
proposed in the previous planning proposal. The Alternative design also proposes a taller, but
less bulky building that will also help to reduce the appearance of massive buildings from
both within and outside the site by breaking the design into tower and streetwall elements and
reducing the overall footprint.
The design however does not achieve acceptable levels of landscaped communal open space
outside of the proposed building footprint (including sufficient deep soil areas) and instead
proposes a rooftop garden to provide additional communal open space to offset this
deficiency. Note that a clear concise detailed "Landscape Strategy" is required by a qualified
Landscape Architect which addresses (again this can be dealt with at DA stage):
• Deep soil planting
• Public domain enhancement
• Public/private interface
• Podium communal use and semi-deep soil planting opportunities
• . Communal facilities and amenities proposed
• Roof garden communal open space for use of residents
The full recommendations of the urban design report are as follows:
1. Seek to further amalgamate sites on Canterbury Road and Punchbowl Road if at all
possible
Page 10
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2. Rezone the subject site from R3 to R4
3. Permit modified height limits permitting development to a maximum of 8 storeys
/25m.
4. Develop lower level apartments to Punchbowl Road/ Canterbury Road with a small
entry forecourts (and desirably deep soil planting) and direct pedestrian entry from the
street.
5. Provide for RMS road widening across the whole Canterbury Road frontage to RMS
specification.
6. Engage services of qualified Landscape Architect at DA stage in order to:
• Provide a coherent and functional plan for the communal roof garden
• Provide details for public/ private edge treatments (and deep soil opportunity)
~
·
• Facilitate strong street planting to Canterbury Road, and Punchbowl Road.
1
>
• Investigate potential for optimising deep soil planting around the perimeter o,t; the •
,
~
(;
site where possible
9
R d;--and ~_J,. c-. ~___..,,:-1
~
m Canterbury
7. Provide direct pedestrian access/ entries to RFB fr·
\ """~ ' ...-Punchbowl Road.
8. Create avenue street tree pl~ting to Canterbu_ry.-R ad to improve pedestrian safety and ~ ")
------4
~
amenity and improve the residential envj.J:e1li£.ent
1
~-.1\.A
9. Create street tree planting to~unchb *1 Road to enhance street amenity
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\) { ~
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;f
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residential buil~ gs and fronting onto courtyard podium. Access to ground floor units
~ \.\ le
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_ <;
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1
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Existing

Proposed

Existing Land Zoning (LZN) Map

Proposed Land Zoning (LZN) Map

. , ,.

,

Proposed Height of Building (HOB) Map

Existing Height of Building (HOB) Map

...... ,. w.

Proposed Floor Space Ratio (FSR) Map

Existing Floor Space Ratio (FSR) Map

Figure 8: Existing and proposed development standards for the site as proposed in Urban Design
Report

Site Contamination
The site has historically been used for service station purposes and therefore the risk of land
contamination will need consideration. A preliminary site investigation was requested by the
Department of Planning and Environment prior to Gateway determination. The applicant has
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prepared a preliminary site investigation in accordance with the provisions of SEPP 55 Remediation of Land and provided it to Council.

Conclusion
Council resolved in relation to land at 998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl to amend Canterbury
Local Environmental Plan (LEP) by rezoning the site from R3 Medium Density Residential,
increasing maximum permissible building height from the current level of 8.5 metres to 16
metres and increase the applicable Floor Space Ratio from 0.5:1 to 2.2:1.
A planning proposal was submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment seeking
implementation of Council's resolution. On 16/2/15 a letter was received from DPE
requesting further information to justify the increase in FSR to 2.2: 1 and ''to clearly
demonstrate that it has strategic merit" of the proposal and to address s.117 Direction 3 .1
Residential Zones "which requires that planning proposals for residential development must
include provisions that encourage housing that is of good design."
Council was requested to submit an urban design assessment that includes consideration of
issues, including those required by SEPP 65 (Design Quality of Residential Flat Buildings)
and the Residential Flat Design Code [now superseded by the Apartment Design Guide]. Also
the letter requested an Environmental Assessment Report for the site that meets the
requirements of SEPP 55 - Remediation of Land.
Annand Associates were engaged by Council to provide an independent urban design
assessment in line with DPE's request. The findings of the urban design report (August 2015)
demonstrate that a compliant development solution for the subject site could be achieved by
reduction of site cover, building bulk and building height on part of the site and by way of
increasing communal open space areas on site. Some redesign and further refinement of the
applicant's proposal would be required to achieve compliance. However, this would require a
reduction in the proposed floor space ratio from 2.2:1 to 1.5:1. This still Fii!FJeseot&:;l:!D iJJGr-easeoV~:O
- OF-~e~~l.
'\.,--

-----

Following this assessment of the original planning proposal the applicant made an alternative
proposal in September 2015. A further urban design report from Annand Associates was
obtained by Council to respond to a revised submission from the applicant. This urban design
report evaluated a proposal at 25m building height and 2.8m FSR. Should Council wish to
implement the recommendations of this urban design report, including the alternative
proposal, this would enable redevelopment for up to eight (8) storeys (which a height limit of
25m approximates), in line with the recommendations of the urban design report. A floor
space ratio of approximately 2.8:1 could be achieved via this approach. However, some
redesign and further refinement of the applicant's proposal would be required to achieve an
acceptable development outcome.
Consideration of site-specific matters indicates that it is possible to allow development of
height up to 25 metres in this particular location as per the urban design report
recommendations, provided that the increased heights are implemented on the south-western
Page 13
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parts of the site to reduce overshadowing and amenity impacts on existing residences on the
adjoining sites. However, the size and scale of the development means that the impacts on
interface with adjoining low-scale development need to be properly addressed.
. an isolat .d 1site as a
I additi01/,'°t~strateg· i~ ications ofjiloJ.ing further "ntensification,,.oi\c
h1 h density re identi sit;~\ ay fronvfhe l~dtl busiiess t entres ancy&igh uality pub ic
sirnil~y scale a'd~~~ pment on
tr sp need onsi eration clS\!~Yset a ~recedent
d servic: ~ ,~
parts of C t bury Road iliat are not w;l) erved by a'ceess to faciliti~
o
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the alternative proposal and the full recommendations of the urban design report, which (with
/ design amendments) would achieve a SEPP 65/Apartment Design Guide compliant design,
albeit at a much higher maximum building height of 25 metres (8 storeys) and a higher FSR
would require a new planning proposal to be prepared.
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~ a- l end current proposal by increasing proposed height limit to 25 metres and
increasing FSR to match
Amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan (LEP) by:
• Rezone the site from R3 Medium Density Residential to R4 High Density Residential;
• Increasing the maximum permissible building height from the currently allowable
maximum of 8.5 metres to 25 metres; and
• Increasing the maximum Floor Space Ratio to 2.8: 1.
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Rd), PUJ,10hoowi", p~p_ared15fAoo~sociates, dated December 2015, th,at
identifie~r~:wni11g' of the subject lanft,t6 R4 High Density Reside11tial from R3
Medium Density Residential ~eludes developm~!,ltstaruiardsjlf a maximum
building height of 15m ap.dfuaximum tlo2r_spaceratio of 1.5,;l(
,, ,/ ,.,/'

.,,,.-~,-:-····<",

2. Amend the current plann~~sal for the site at 998-Punchbowl_B,.-9ad,~uq.chbowl
to change the prop~~A-development standards to a maxil!l-um:imilding h~ght of 15m
/ ,~
and maximumfloor space ratio of 1.5: 1.
-~

',,m_,.,,.,.-," __ ,_.,

~/

~
1. Council adopt the 'alternative proposal' option contained in the urban design report
entitled "Urban Design Review of Planning Proposal 998 Punchbowl Road (1499
Canterbury Rd), Punchbowl" prepared by Annand Associates, dated December 2015;
that identifies rezoning of the subject land to R4 High Density Residential from R3
Medium Density Residential and includes development standards of a maximum
building height of25m and maximum floor space ratio of2.8:1;

2. Amend the current planning proposal for the site at 998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl
to change the proposed development standards to a maximum building height of 25m
and maximum floor space ratio of2.8:l.
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Summary:

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
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Council resolved on 2 October 2014 to prepare a planning proposal to rezone 998
Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl from R3 Medium Density Residential to R4 High
Density Residential and to increase building height from 8.5m to 15m and increase
FSR from 0.5:l to 2.2:1.
The planning proposal was lodged with the Department of Planning and Environment
(DPE) 11/2/15 for Gateway Determination.
On 16/2/15 a letter was received from DPE requesting further information to justify
the increase in FSR to 2.2: 1 and "to clearly demonstrate that it has strategic merit" of
the proposal and to address s.117 Direction 3 .1 Residential Zones "which requires that
planning proposals for residential development must include provisions that encourage
housing that is of good design."
Council was requested to submit an urban design assessment that includes
consideration of issues, including those required by SEPP 65 (Design Quality of
Residential Flat Buildings) and the Residential Flat Design Code [now superseded by
the Apartment Design Guide]. Also the letter requested an Environmental Assessment
Report for the site that meets the requirements of SEPP 55 - Remediation of Land.
In June 2015 a final urban design report was received which recommended an FSR of
1.5: 1 and a Height limit of 15m requiring new resolution of Council to implement. It
also included an alternative proposal showing a partial seven storey (21m) building
and a slightly higher FSR of 1.8: 1.
Council held further discussions with the applicant, who submitted a new alternative
proposal in September 2015.
In January 2015 a new final urban design report was received from Annand Associates
which evaluated the new proposal and recommended an alternative design solution
with an FSR of2.8:1 and Height limit of25m requiring a new resolution of Council to
implement.

Council Delivery Program and Budget Implications:

This report has no implications for the Budget and supports our Community Strategic Plan
long term goal of Balanced Development.
Report:

Location and Context
The subject site is located in the R3 Medium Density Residential Zone at 998 Punchbowl
Road, Punchbowl (comer Canterbury Road - sometimes referred to as 1499 Canterbury
Road), known as Cnr Lot 100, DP719875, with an area of2005m2 • However it is affected by
a road widening of approximately 178.5m2 along the Canterbury Road frontage (zoned SP2
Infrastructure), which has been excluded from the planning proposal. The site is somewhat
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irregularly shaped with frontages of 39m to Punchbowl Road and 40.6m to Canterbury Road.
It is currently occupied by a service station, which has existed for some time.
The Punchbowl Local Centre (commercial, retail and mixed use) is approximately 1.1
kilometres from the site and Punchbowl Railway Station is approximately 1.3 kilometres from
the site. The surrounding zoning mostly consists of R3 Medium Density Residential and REI
Public Recreation, with an area ofB5 Business Development Zone on the south-western side
of the intersection of Canterbury Road and Punchbowl Road. Punchbowl Road forms the
boundary between the Canterbury Local Government Area (LGA) and Bankstown LGA.

Figure 1: Site Location and existing aerial photography

The site is bordered to the north by existing residential dwellings and dwelling houses, with a
small boundary to Punchbowl Park; and to the east by a dwelling currently used as a car yard.
Across Canterbury Road to the south are further dwelling houses in the R3 Medium Density
Residential Zone and to the southwest are commercial premises in the B5 Business
Development Zone (currently under application for 5 storey mixed use (residential and
commercial). Across Punchbowl Road to the west (within Bankstown City) is the Punchbowl
Club, a freestanding commercial building surrounded by a hardstand carpark.
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BANKSTOWN
LGA

SP2 (CLASSIFIED

ROAD) . CANTERBURY RD

Existing Zoning

Planning Proposal Background
A submission was received regarding the site in 2013 during the preparation of the Residential
Development Strategy(RDS), seeking the following amendments:
• rezoning the land from R3 Medium Density Residential to R4 High Density
Residential.
• increasing maximum permissible building height from 8.5 metres to 18 metres.
• increasing the Floor Space Ratio applying to the site from 0.5:1 to 2.5:1.
This submission was considered as part of the RDS and it was not supported on the following
grounds:
Ad hoc rezoning of this individual site is not supported and would be out of character with the
neighbouring properties along Canterbury Road that are zoned R3 Medium Density
Residential.
The site is identified as 'Urban General' land use category in the Canterbury Road Master
Plan. This category promotes 3 to 6 storey mixed used development with the master plan
identifying garden apartments adjacent to Punchbowl Park. Any change to the zoning and
planning controls should be reviewed in terms of the wider area if there is a need to meet
higher housing targets.
Council considered the RDS at its meeting of 31 October 2013 and resolved the following in
relation to 998 Punchbowl Road:
• rezone the land from R3 Medium Density Residential to R4 High Density Residential
• increase maximum permissible building height from 8.5 metres to 15 metres.
• increase the Floor Space Ratio applying to the site from 0.5: 1 to 1.8: 1.
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The planning proposal for the implementation of the Residential Development Strategy was
prepared and exhibited in 2014 and included these changes for 998 Punchbowl Road.
A submission was received during the exhibition of the Planning Proposal, seeking a
maximum permissible building height of 16 metres and a FSR of 2.2: 1. A counter submission
was also received requesting that the current planning controls remain and no rezoning occur.
Council considered these submissions as part of the post exhibition reporting of the Planning
Proposal at its meeting of 2 October 2014. It resolved in relation to 998 Punchbowl Road to
rezone the land to R4 with a maximum permissible building height of 15 metres, but to
increase the floor space ratio to 2.2: 1. This amendment required Council to submit a new
Planning Proposal to the Department, as it was outside the terms of the Gateway
Determination issued for the Residential Development Strategy Implementation Strategy.
This planning proposal was prepared (including the information prepared in support of the
landowner's submission) and submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment on
10 February 2015. On 17 February 2015, the Department wrote to Council indicating that
further information was required to justify the increase in floor space ratio to 2.2:1, and that
an urban design study was required to demonstrate (amongst other things) that compliance
with relevant design controls (such as State Environmental Planning Policy No 65 - Design
Quality of Residential Development and the Residential Flat Design Code) could be achieved.
The advice also requested that Council submit an adequate environmental assessment report
to address the change of use from a service station to residential development, as per the
requirements of State Environmental Planning Policy No 55 - Remediation of Land.

Review of Planning Proposal submitted for Gateway Determination
Council engaged Annand Associates Urban Design to provide the design justification sought
by the Department. They reviewed the planning proposal, including the design and supporting
information prepared by the applicant. This review identified that the submitted design with a
height of 15m and FSR of2.2:1 failed to achieve compliance with the relevant design
standards. Particular areas of concern included:
•
•

•
•
•

The proposed design failed to account for the required RMS road widening, which
means that the available site area for development is significantly less than indicated.
The applicant's submission showed development that did not comply with the
minimum setback requirements from Canterbury Road (once the road widening
requirements were properly applied) imposed by CDCP 2012.
The applicant's submission showed encroachment into the minimum required side
setbacks to the adjoining property in Punchbowl Road (996 Punchbowl Road).
There was excessive site coverage leading to a deficiency of communal open space,
including a lack of deep soil planting areas capable of supporting trees.
The applicant's submission promoted a design that was unlikely to comply with
BASIX requirements with respect to adequate solar access, cross ventilation and
overshadowing.
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The following diagrams excerpted from the urban design report prepared by A
Associates in August 2015 show the analysis of the original planning proposal:
Figure A2.4 :The site (with RMS dedication removed) SEPP No 65 and council setbacks applied
Side setback 9m = 1/2 x 12 SEPP No 65 + 3m
6m setback to
Punchbowl Road

fm7

Shaded area RM
reservation for
future widening
of Canterbury
Road

--9m setback to canterbury Road as
required byC DCP 2012
(3m for future parlclng lane+ 6m front
courtyard for residential), 3m Is in addition to RMS requirements

Figure A25 : Implications of Council setbacks

· ~~~

'

~

::? . ..
...

Footprint according
to Council setbacks
and SEPP No 65

,i

h
! 0 - i l __ _ .

RMS Road
widening

Area of proposal within setback lines

Figure 2: Review of Applicant's submission and recommendations for setback compliance (from
the Urban Design Report)

A compliant design outcome could be achieved by implementing the following improvements
to the submitted design:
•

•

Reduction in site cover by increasing building setbacks and creation of an area of new
communal open space in the north-eastern corner of the site to achieve SEPP 65
compliance in respect of deep soil landscape area.
A reduction in building depth would also permit winter sunshine to reach a greater
proportion of proposed apartments and increase the potential for cross-ventilation in
these apartments, improving their amenity.
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•
•

Maintenance of 5 storey height across the area contained within the building envelope
described by the applicable setbacks.
Improvement in the site interface with Punchbowl Park and communal open space by
increasing the communal open space in the north-eastern comer of the site.

Side setback 9m = 1/2 x 12 SEPP No 65 +3m
Building separation ~istance

6m setback to Punchbowl /
Road frontage

J.l----- -.i.--~------'""""'7

---

9m

---.

Site Area = 2005 m

2

Figure 3: Revised building footprint to achieve compliant design solution (from the Urban
Design Report)

A revised development design that would achieve compliance with SEPP 65, the Apartment
Design Code, Canterbury LEP 2012 and Canterbury DCP 2012 would result in a development
with a maximum building height of 15 and a corresponding Floor Space Ratio of 1. 5: 1 (less
than the recommendation for the site of 2.2:1). This is largely due to the site being on a
comer, slightly irregular in shape and adjacent to lower density developments, which require
greater setbacks than originally proposed by the applicant to achieve compliance with the
provisions of SEPP 65 (including the Apartment Design Guide) and Council development
controls.
The urban design report also included an alternative compromise proposal that showed a
partial increase in building height to 21 metres (seven storeys) in a comer element, and a
slight increase in the achievable FSR of 1.8:1. The findings of the urban design report were
put to the applicant, who responded with a new alternative proposal, discussed below.

Second Applicant Submission (Alternative Proposal)
As the review of the proposed design showed a development outcome significantly less than
what the Council recommendation proposed, further investigations were undertaken with
respect to alternative design approaches and whether a different combination of development
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standards could provide a compliant outcome with increased development potential. The
urban design consultant also examined a proposal put forward by the applicant who proposed
greater building height (up to 25 metres or eight storeys) over the site with a revised FSR of
2.8:1 and including a rooftop garden. This proposal traded off a smaller site footprint for
additional height.
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Figure 4: Proposed site footprint incorporating SEPP 65 and Apartment Design Guide setbacks
(by Applicant)
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Figure 5: Examples of possible elevations of potential future development (by Applicant)

Figure 6: Building Perspectives (by Applicant)
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Figure 7: Sample perspectives of proposed building forms (by Applicant)

Evaluation of Second Applicant Submission by Annand Associates
Annand Associates were further engaged to evaluate the second submission. The second
urban design report from Annand Associates concludes that the proposal as set out in the
proponent's second submission is generally able to be supported. It identifies that the proposal
accommodates the RMS road widening / Council setbacks, but does not provide sufficient
usable communal open space_ The proposal also requires further detailed development and
documentation to clearly articulate that it can comply in actuality with SEPP No 65 Principles
and Guidelines, but this can be dealt with at DA stage.
Annand Associates advise that the proposed building heights 25m (8 storeys) seem
appropriate within the general framework of building heights along Canterbury Road (existing
and proposed). While a building height of 4-6 storeys as informed in Councils Masterplan
document seems appropriate; a taller building is acceptable on this significant comer, the
gateway to the Canterbury LGA.
The report notes that the additional height should reinforce the junction of Punchbowl Road
and Canterbury Road_ By focussing the additional height at the comer element of any
proposed building, the potential for overshadowing of adjacent properties and potential
overlooking is reduced, as the bulk of the shadow will fall on the road junction. This would
enable development to an FSR 2.8:1, whilst mitigating potential solar access and amenity
impacts on adjoining properties and within the site as well as achieving a better design
outcome on the site in terms of communal open space, access and legibility. An FSR increase
from 0:5:1 to 2.8:1 does not represent an over-development of the site. Annand Associates
investigations confirm that an FSR of around 2.8:1 can be achieved within a height of25m (8
storeys).
The urban design report notes that this will also result in a development that is both
significantly taller, and more intensive than other development that will be permitted in the
area. As the adjoining sites are currently proposed to remain in the R3 Medium Density Zone,
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with an 8.5m maximum building height and a maximum Floor Space Ratio of 0.5: 1, the
difference between existing (and possible future proposed) buildings on adjoining sites is
significant, requiring careful management of the development interface. In the Apartment
Design Guide mandated under SEPP 65 (Design Quality of Residential Flat Buildings), an
increased side setback of an additional three metres is mandated to lessen the impact of a
dramatic change in scale where a proposed apartment building adjoins land in a lowerintensity residential zone. This control will need to be applied in future development of the
subject site should the planning proposal proceed in accordance with the recommendations of
the Urban Design Report.
The site has a varied level of visual amenity arising from the mixed land use character
surrounding the site, ranging from the relatively high amenity of Punchbowl Park, to the
amenity of the streetscape characterised by older dwelling houses in various states of
maintenance and repair and commercial premises of similar visual quality. The high traffic
levels on both Canterbury Road and Punchbowl Road further diminish the environmental
quality of the area.
The revised proposal demonstrates improvements to local amenity by reduction of building
bulk and by improvements to the interface of the development to the public domain both in
the streetscape and with Punchbowl Park.
There are currently no other apartment buildings in the local area, and the proposal will result
in the tallest building in the general vicinity, emphasising a prominent corner. Diagonally
opposite the site, however, there are lands included the B5 Business Development zone,
including sites that have had proposals for six storey development put forward.
The urban design report suggests that the alternative design offers improved visual amenity
within the site, by allowing for more compact built form, albeit of greater height. This allows
a greater proportion of the site to be communal open space and deep soil landscaping than was
proposed in the previous planning proposal. The Alternative design also proposes a taller, but
less bulky building that will also help to reduce the appearance of massive buildings from
both within and outside the site by breaking the design into tower and streetwall elements and
reducing the overall footprint.
The design however does not achieve acceptable levels of landscaped communal open space
outside of the proposed building footprint (including sufficient deep soil areas) and instead
proposes a rooftop garden to provide additional communal open space to offset this
deficiency. Note that a clear concise detailed "Landscape Strategy" is required by a qualified
Landscape Architect which addresses (again this can be dealt with at DA stage):
• Deep soil planting
• Public domain enhancement
• Public/private interface
• Podium communal use and semi-deep soil planting opportunities
• Communal facilities and amenities proposed
• Roof garden communal open space for use of residents
The full recommendations of the urban design report are as follows:
1. Seek to further amalgamate sites on Canterbury Road and Punchbowl Road if at all
possible
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2. Rezone the subject site from R3 to R4
3. Permit modified height limits permitting development to a maximum of 8 storeys
/25m.
4. Develop lower level apartments to Punchbowl Road/ Canterbury Road with a small
entry forecourts (and desirably deep soil planting) and direct pedestrian entry from the
street.
5. Provide for RMS road widening across the whole Canterbury Road frontage to RMS
specification.
6. Engage services of qualified Landscape Architect at DA stage in order to:
• Provide a coherent and functional plan for the communal roof garden
• Provide details for public/ private edge treatments (and deep soil opportunity)
• Facilitate strong street planting to Canterbury Road, and Punchbowl Road.
• Investigate potential for optimising deep soil planting around the perimeter of the
site where possible
7. Provide direct pedestrian access/ entries to RFB from Canterbury Road, and
Punchbowl Road.
8. Create avenue street tree planting to Canterbury Road to improve pedestrian safety and
amenity and improve the residential environment
9. Create street tree planting to Punchbowl Road to enhance street amenity
10. The Landscape Plan should carefully articulate the future design and communal use of
the communal open space by residents.
11. Consider Common facilities and amenities for residents (eg: meeting rooms, gym,
pool, barbecues, etc) and readily accessible to all residents.
12. Small private courtyard spaces should be provided between street frontage and front of
residential buildings and fronting onto courtyard podium. Access to ground floor units
should desirably be provided directly from the street.
13. Balconies and terraces should be capable of containing appropriate furniture and
should be landscaped for privacy and amenity.
Strategic Considerations and relationship to Canterbury DCP 2012
In response to the urban design report, it is noted that the 25 metre (eight storey) height limit
is a departure from the other redevelopment sites on Canterbury Road in the general area,
which have a height of 18m (five to six storeys). It is also higher than the height limit in
Punchbowl Town Centre. The Department of Planning and Environment also have concerns
about strategic context when the increased FSR was proposed at the time of planning proposal
submission (pre-Gateway). An issue is the precedent it could create for other sites on
Canterbury Road.

Notwithstanding, and as informed by the Annand Associates Urban Design Report, the site is
considered a gateway to the Canterbury LGA thereby justifying the extra height for this
comer site by two storeys from the general height of six storeys along Canterbury Road.
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Existing Land Zoning (LZN) Map
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Proposed Floor Space Ratio (FSR) Map

Existing Floor Space Ratio (FSR) Map

Figure 8: Existing and proposed development standards for the site as proposed in Urban Design
Report

Site Contamination
The site has historically been used for service station purposes and therefore the risk of land
contamination will need consideration. A preliminary site investigation was requested by the
Department of Planning and Environment prior to Gateway determination. The applicant has
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prepared a preliminary site investigation in accordance with the provisions of SEPP 55 Remediation of Land and provided it to Council.

Conclusion
Council resolved in relation to land at 998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl to amend Canterbury
Local Environmental Plan (LEP) by rezoning the site from R3 Medium Density Residential,
increasing maximum permissible building height from the current level of 8.5 metres to 16
metres and increase the applicable Floor Space Ratio from 0.5:1 to 2.2:1.
A planning proposal was submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment seeking
implementation of Council's resolution. On 16/2/15 a letter was received from DPE
requesting further information to justify the increase in FSR to 2.2: 1 and "to clearly
demonstrate that it has strategic merit" of the proposal and to address s.117 Direction 3 .1
Residential Zones "which requires that planning proposals for residential development must
include provisions that encourage housing that is of good design."
Council was requested to submit an urban design assessment that includes consideration of
issues, including those required by SEPP 65 (Design Quality of Residential Flat Buildings)
and the Residential Flat Design Code [now superseded by the Apartment Design Guide]. Also
the letter requested an Environmental Assessment Report for the site that meets the
requirements of SEPP 55 - Remediation of Land.
Annand Associates were engaged by Council to provide an independent urban design
assessment in line with DPE's request. The findings of the urban design report (August 2015)
demonstrate that a compliant development solution for the subject site could be achieved by
reduction of site cover, building bulk and building height on part of the site and by way of
increasing communal open space areas on site. Some redesign and further refinement of the
applicant's proposal would be required to achieve compliance. However, this would require a
reduction in the proposed floor space ratio from 2.2:1 to 1.5:1.
Following this assessment of the original planning proposal the applicant made an alternative
proposal in September 2015. A further urban design report from Annand Associates was
obtained by Council to respond to a revised submission from the applicant. This urban design
report evaluated a proposal at 25m building height and 2.8m FSR. Should Council wish to
implement the recommendations of this urban design report, including the alternative
proposal, this would enable redevelopment for up to eight (8) storeys (which a height limit of
25m approximates), in line with the recommendations of the urban design report. A floor
space ratio of approximately 2.8: 1 could be achieved via this approach. However, some
redesign and further refinement of the applicant's proposal would be required to achieve an
acceptable development outcome.
Consideration of site-specific matters indicates that it is possible to allow development of
height up to 25 metres in this particular location as per the urban design report
recommendations, provided that the increased heights are implemented on the south-western
parts of the site to reduce overshadowing and amenity impacts on existing residences on the
adjoining sites. However, the size and scale of the development means that the impacts on
interface with adjoining low-scale development need to be properly addressed.
Therefore, the alternative proposal and the full recommendations of the urban design report
should be adopted, which (with design amendments) would achieve a SEPP 65/Apartment
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CITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

AMENDMENT TO PLANNING PROPOSAL AT 998 PUNCHBOWL ROAD, PUNCHBOWL (CONT.)

Design Guide compliant design, albeit at a much higher maximum building height of 25
metres (8 storeys) and a higher FSR of2.8:1. This would require a new planning proposal to
be prepared.

Details of Planning Proposal Options
Amend Canterbury Local Environmental Plan (LEP) by:
• Rezone the site from R3 Medium Density Residential to R4 High Density Residential;
• Increasing the maximum permissible building height from the currently allowable
maximum of 8.5 metres to 25 metres; and
• Increasing the maximum Floor Space Ratio to 2.8: 1.

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT
1. Council adopt the 'alternative proposal' option contained in the urban design report
entitled "Urban Design Review of Planning Proposal 998 Punchbowl Road ( 1499
Canterbury Rd), Punchbowl" prepared by Annand Associates, dated December 2015,
that identifies rezoning of the subject land to R4 High Density Residential from R3
Medium Density Residential and includes development standards of a maximum
building height of25m and maximum floor space ratio of2.8:1;
2. Amend the current planning proposal for the site at 998 Punchbowl Road, Punchbowl
to change the proposed development standards to a maximum building height of 25m
and maximum floor space ratio of 2.8: 1.
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